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CHAPTER I

Although few schoolboys of today could tell what

particular death befell Montezuma or Atahualpa,

Macaulay's complaint of the neglect of the history

of the British in India is still Justified. The

young scholar may have heard of Clive and Plassey

but probably not have heard of Ilunro and Buxar: he

will know that "ellington defeated Napoleon at aterloo

but Assaye and the Mahratta Confederacy mean nothing

to him: the history of one hundred years of remark¬

able achievement in India is a closed book as he is

never told what happened between Plassey and the

Mutiny. Yet within that century the whole of India

was brought under British supremacy by the

substitution of a benevolent despotism, where

anarchy and misrule had abounded, and as so much of

this was unspectacular it was also unsung.

The men were no less remarkable than the

achievement. The army of the East India Company

could frustrate the ambition of the keen soldier by

its unrelenting rule that seniority and not ability

was the qualification for promotion, but young

officers could employ their energies in ways which

were not open to those serving at home. They acted
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as political officers in native states, they employ¬

ed their furloughs in exploring and mapping unknown

areas, and when a period of martial inactivity pre¬

vailed in the "twenties" and "thirties" of the last

century, they offered their services to the govern¬

ment in the "Great Game" which was being played far

beyond the Indus among the Khanates of Turkestan,

the petty kingdoms of Afghanistan and the tottering

empire of the Kad;jars. Here Russia and Britain

fought a battle for political ascendancy in Central

Asia with men who received strictly unofficial

support from their governments, and whose actions

their superiors would instantly disavow should they

seem to impair the facade of good relations, which

both nations purported to maintain. The history of

the "Great Game" would fill volumes and then much

would never be recorded as evidence has been lost.

Although some of the bravest and most intelligent of

British officers expended their talents and often

their lives in pursuit of a goal which was as un¬

attainable as it was undefined, the fruits of their

work were small: seldom can so much endeavour have

been rewarded with so little success. Although they

foresaw the aims of Russia, they did not realise that

these aims were impossible of fulfilment at that time



and so they contributed to the myth of the "Russian

bogey". The Russian was feared all the more

because of the universal ignorance of the geography,

people and politics of Central Asia.

Attention has been drawn to this interesting

passage in Indian history by H.W.C. Davis in his

Raleigh lecture to the British Academy in 1924.

Ten years later J.L. Morison, again in a Raleigh

lecture, showed how the north v/est frontier of India

was the only frontier of the British Empire which

caused trouble aM war. Sir Charles Webster gives

an excellent but regrettably short resume^ of the
forward policy pursued by Palmerston in Central Asia

in his Foreign Policy of nalmerston. ".'e know too

little about the policy and the intrepid young men

who were its servants and often its victims. If a

measure of romance seems to accompany their exploits,

it must be remembered that they found little romance

in their duties and were accorded less gratitude.

How few have heard of Abbott and Shakespear, of

Stoddart, Todd and the three Conollys: or of Sldred

Pottinger of whom Morison wrote: "his personal success

stands in simple relief against the confused back¬

ground of frontier diplomacy as practised at Simla

in 1858".



Eldred Pottinger takes an important place in

Kaye's History of the War in Afghanistan but only

where he is one of the chief actors on the scene.1

Since Kaye's great work was written other material

has "become available so that the part played "by

Pottinger in the defence of Herat can be internreted

differently, and we have more knowledge of the men

with whom he worked and fought. We have information

of his activities before he undertook his journey

into Afghanistan, and of his life at Calcutta between

his return from Herat and his appointment to the

Kohistan of Kabul.

In telling the tale of Eldred Pottinger the

experiences of one man are being narrated, but he

accomplished and suffered no more than many of his

contemporaries. "They were" writes Davis "on the

whole, on ill-fated race" and they deserve

protection from the posthumous Imputation of having

spent themselves in barren ana unnecessary enter¬

prises."

1: There is also a short account of his life in Keye's
Lives of the Indian Officers.
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CHAPTER II

The Pottingers were an Irish family and could

trace their ancestry back to the eleventh century,

when their ancestors settled in Berkshire and Hertford¬

shire. A Pottinger married into the family of the

"Kingmaker", Earl of arwick and fell with him at

Barnet. At the end of the reign of Elizabeth I,

the elder branch moved to Ulster, where, during

Tyrone's rebellion, an Ed\7ard Pottinger had led with

success an army of mercenaries. A descendant of

this Edward Pottinger was Thomas Pottinger, whose

name comes first on the grant of the charter of

corporation to Belfast1 in 1661, and his son was

High Sheriff of Down, when "/illiara III landed to

oppose James II. He assisted the king with men,

money and provisions, which enabled the royal advance

to the Boyne. His brother, Edward, had had the

honour of conveying William III to Ireland, but the

day after he had landed his sovereign, he was lost

with all his crew in a storm. Joseph, the eldest

son of Edward Pottinger married the niece of the

Earl of Dundonald, and their eldest son, another

1. There is today a district of Belfast called Blount
Pottinger.



Thomas, married an English girl, the daughter of

Eldred Curwen, member of parliament for Cumberland.

They christened their eldest son Eldred and he in his

turn had a large progeny, five of whom served the

East India Company in the Eombay Presidency: Henry

achieved fame there and in China and was rewarded

with a baronetcy: two died shortly after their

arrival: Charles was killed in a skirmish but 1 illiam

had a successful if undistinguished career. Thomas,

the eldest son, inherited the estates. He married

Charlotte Moore, whose father had lived mostly at

Copenhagen, and their only child was born on August

20th,1 1811, in the parish of Drumbo, County Down:

following what now appears to have been a family

custom, the boy was given his grandfather's name.

The mother of Eldred Pottinger died before his

second birthday, but his father did not long remain

a widower. His second wife, Eliza Pulton, was an

excellent woman, who treated her step-son with all

the kindness and consideration a mother could show

to her own child and one of her daughters remarked

to Kaye that she was a grown woman before she realised

Eldred was not her full brother. The love which

1. Not August, 12th as Kaye states. See affidavit
of Thomas Pottinger to Mayor of Carrickfergus,
March, 1826.
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the boy received from his step-mother was returned

in very full measure and he never, during his long

exile in India, forgot her affection.

His childhood was uneventful, apart from one

incident, -hich nearly had fatal results. A wall

surrounded the garden of his house and one day he

heaped some large stones on top of it, pretending

to erect "fortifications". Unfortunately he piled

up too many stones, which caused the unstable rampart

to fall on top of an old man and woman, who were

seated on the other side; Kaye, who tells this

story, does not record what injury befell the old

couple. Kaye also reports that the young Pottinger

delighted to play with gunpowder, which, if it was

the case, proves his step-mother to have been not

only kind but extremely indulgent.

Some time after the birth of his eldest son,

Thomas Pottinger moved to Carrickfergus in Antrim.

He was not the best of husbands or of fathers, being

of an improvident nature, ^referring to maintain a

private yacht instead of a safe bonk balance, in

which he was wont to depart on cruises which his

pocket could ill-afford.

At Carriekfergus the education of Eldred

Pottinger was entrusted to the Reverend Johnston



Neilson, who cnme to the Pottinger house to perform

this duty. Prom this clergyman's oertifioate, which

the East India Company required as one of the

conditions of entry into Addiscombe, we find that Mr.

Heilson tutored him in Latin, arithmetic, algebra

and the first two "books of Euclid and that the pupil

was "obedient and attentive". In his fourteenth

year the pupil committed some misdemeanour and when

the reverend gentleman attempted to administer

corporal punishment, the boy objected and threatened

to run away if such treatment were allowed.

Pottinger was now at an age when he required stricter

discipline and on education to equip him for a career.

He found pleasure in reading military adventures

and in view of what happened later it is interesting

that the book which made most impression upon him was

Drinkwater's Siege of Gibraltar. hether the boy

was eager to join the Indian army or not, we cannot

say: possibly his imagination hod been fired with

tales of the exploits of his uncle, Henry Pottinger,

who had undertaken a hazardous journey into

Baluchistan and Khorassan and had written a book

about the adventure:^ two other uncles, Charles and

Travels in Slnde and Beloochistan (1816)
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William were also in the Bombay army: at all events

Thomas Pottinger obtained in March 1826 a nomination

for his son to the military seminary of the East

India Company at Addiscombe. The army of the East

India Company was not a highly paid one nor were the

conditions of service particularly attractive as a

quick sea passage to India took four months end the

climate was not of the healthiest. The eldest son

of a private gentleman might hove expected an easier

lot, but the father would know that there would be a

very small patrimony for his son to inherit.

The East India Company opened its military

seminary at Addiscombe House, Croydon, in 1809, to

train officers for their engineering and artillery

regiments. Before this cadets had been instructed

along with royal troops at oolwioh and Marlow but

the French wars had been continuing so long that the

supply of scientific officers for the company's

troops had become insufficient and uncertain. Hence

the company decided to undertake the direct instruction

of its own cadets and it also saw the advantages of

giving future officers a sound education and some

knowledge of life in India: the success of the venture

encouraged the company to open Addiscombe to infantry

cadets in 1816. The house had had as its previous
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tenant the first Earl of Liverpool and was the scene

of the merry junketings which are recorded in the

Rollind. hen Pottinger went there Addiscombe had

just emerged from its experimental period and was

settling down to a routine and form of government

which existed until 1861.

Entry into the college had to "be obtained

through one of the directors of the honourable

company, but this did not lead to nepotism because

directors nominated on the recommendation of third

parties. Pottinger was nominated by illiam Stanley

Clarke, to whom he was recommended by Peter Auber.

Clarke was a company director from 1815 to 1843 and

chairman of the directors in 1835. Auber had worked

himself up from the lowly position of clerk of the

minutes, to chief clerk, deputy secretary and finally

secretary of the company from 1829 to 1836. In 1826

he published his Analysis of the Constitution of the

East India Company and in 1837 his Rise and Progress

of Iritish Power in India. At the time of Pottinger's

nomination he was deputy secretary and also clerk to

the committee of correspondence, on which committee

sat Clarke, and so both men would know each other very

well. In his declaration that he had been given and

had received the nomination of Pottinger gratuitously,
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Auber certifies that he is acquainted with his family

and connections. As Auber had been occupied so long

with company affairs, he was bound to have heard of

Henry Pottinger and his brothers which may have been

enough to secure his assistance. The connection may

have been closer but too much stress cannot be laid

on the phrasing of a formal printed document.

Recommendations from one so closely connected

with the East India Company are unusual in 1826

though Auber did a similar service for other cadets

before and after Pottinger. Recommendations for

entrance to Addiscombe at this time came from all

sorts of people: 'ringle hortreed was recommended

by 3ir Walter Scott, George -'hitlooke by Sir Gore

Ouseley, James Gordon by the Duchess of Leeds and

John Halpin by a more lowly personage, his father, a

minister. (Incidently, none of these four youths

passed out of Addiscombe despite the high (or humble)
station of their sponsors.)

The Cadet Papers of Eldred Pottinger- are among

the most detailed and complete of these particular

records. They show that he was at first nominated

1. This form is a large one of three pages, the
first page containing the director's nomination
referred to earlier.
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for the infantry "by Auber, hut a second similar

certificate "by this gentleman has "been amended by

another hand and "military seminary" inserted in

place of "infantry". The director's nomination form

which Clarke signed has a marginal note in the same

hand which amended Auber's second certificate to the

effect that Pottinger's nomination to the artillery

and engineering seminary has been obtained in exchange

for a nomination to the infantry by a Mr. Smith. The

college accommodated only 110 cadets in 1826 and as

nominations were necessarily limited, directors who

hod more nominations for one branch of the service

than another, would borrow a nomination from a fellow

director who had not completed his full quota of

nominations. Clarke's nomination reads: "I,

William Stanley Clarke, being one of the directors

of the East India Company beg leave to present the

petitioner as a cadet for the artillery and engineer¬

ing seminary on Mr. Smith's nomination for season

1825." In the margin is written "in exchange for an

infantry". Thus Smith, a director who went out by

rotation in April 1825, must have had a vacancy for

an artillery cadet in his quota for that year which

Clarke was able to use and in exchange would allow

Smith a nomination to the infantry from his (Clarke's)
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quota. Whether Pottinger himself requested that he

"be nominated to the artillery rather than the

infantry or whether Clarke wished to have the infantry

nomination for someone else, we cannot say: it is

even possible that as there was a dearth of scientific

officers, Pottinger may have been specially requested

to enter the artillery.

Pottinger must hove made a very swift journey

from Ireland to London, as some of the certificates he

required for entry into the college were signed at

Carrickfergus on March 4th, 1826 and in six days we

find him in London. On that day, March 10th, he

swore before a magistrate- that he was born on August

20th, 1811 in Drumbo parish. That Thomas Pottinger

did not accompany his son to London may be indicated

by the uncompleted parent's certificate which is

attached to this affidavit of date of birth. In a

letter the father declares that he made an oath before

the Mayor of Oarriokfergus2 on March 4th, that his son

was born on August 20th, 1811 and then writes verbatim

a copy of the parent's certificate where it refers to

the acceptance or payment of money. As this letter

1. Alderman Thompson of the city of London.
2. Mr. Dobbs.
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Is Inconveniently undated it cannot "be determined

whether Eldred took it to London or whether it was

forwarded later. Also on March 4th, Dr. Smyth of

Carrickfergus certified that Eldred Pottinger was

medically fit for a military career and his father

added that his son had had smallpox and had "been

vaccinated.

On March 17th, Pottinger went to Addiscombe and

was interviewed by the headmaster, Mr. Gape, who

found him educations ly suitable for entrance "into

the 4th class". This same form has a post-script

that £53:16:5 has been paid to the company's

treasury, on March 10th, which was the fee for the

first year at Addiscombe to cover cost of uniform,

tuition, nocket money etc.

Finally, there is an application form for entry

into the college, which asked a few simple questions

on the candidate's family and education. Pottinger,

unlike many other cadets, completes this in his own

writing. On this form the cadet had to give the

name of someone who could receive him "in case of

sudden removal from the seminary" and Pottinger gives

his uncle J. .Fulton, 4 Upper llarley Street, Javendish

Square, who had spent thirty years in Calcutta and

was now in business in London. Another Ulsterman,
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John Gorratt, an unsuccessful Addiscorabe cadet, also

gives Fulton as a London friend.

Pottinger entered Addisoombe before his fifteenth

birthday and for two years lived the arduous life

which the rules of the college demanded. Like any

other "probo" (as a first term cadet was called) he

was given the cast-off Sunday uniform of a cadet

who had just passed out, although his father had paid

money to the company to include the purchase of two

new uniforms. An area of nine feet by six feet in a

dormitory was allotted to him for his bed and private

belongings and in addition to his uniform and military

accoutrements he had to keep here more personal

articles of clothing including the Eix nightcaps, ten

shirts end two black silk handkerchiefs, which "inter

alia" every cadet was required to possess.

Nor were the cadets fed luxuriously as their

daily fore will show.

Breakfast - tea, bread, ounce of butter, or bread
and milk.

lunch - bread and cheese with good t able beer.
Dinner - beef, mutton and veal alternately,

with pork in season.
Tea - with bread and butter (or bread and

cheese with beer;.

Catering was arranged on a rating of 1/6 a day

and one can surmise that much of their pocket money of

2/6 per week went to supplement this meagre diet.
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An ordinary day in the life of Addiscombe cadets

was a very full one.-^ A bugle aroused them at six

o'clock and after parade and inspection by the order¬

ly officer they were marched to chapel end to class¬

rooms. Breakfast and half an hour's recreation

followed and then they were inspected by the

Lieutenant-Governor. Apart from a break for lunch

at one o'clock, they studied from eleven until four,

when they were given drill instruction and even after

tea at six they were occasionally required to study.

V hat recreation time they had was spent in singing

or boxing.

The college was governed along both military

and educational lines. The Super intendant was the

Lieutenant-Governor, who was assisted by an adjutant

and the senior professor who was also headmaster.

While Pottinger was at Addiseornbe the Lieutenant-

Governor was Colonel Houston,2 but the teaching staff

had for more character and made a greater impression

on the cadets than the few officers and N.0.0.

1. V. Peregrine Pulteney a book attributed to Kaye,
which tells of the life of a cadet at Addiscombe.

2. He was the first It. Governor (1824-1834). His
predecessor, a temporary appointment, was the step¬
father of 7.M. Thackeray, and the author, as a boy,
spent his holidays at Addiscorabe 1822 to 1824.
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instructors. Indeed, the success of the college was

due to the high quality of its civilian instructors,

who deserve honourable mention in a work on one who,

during his most impressionable years, was under their

supervision.

In 1822, when the college administration was

"being reorganised, the Reverend Jonathan Gape was

appointed senior professor, disappointing Mr. Anderson

the mathematics master, who had hurried off to

Dt. Andrews and obtained the degree of doctor of

divinity to improve his chances. Gape remained at

Addiscombe until the college was discontinued in 1861.

Fortification was entrusted to Mr. Rordwine who must

take some credit for Fottinger's ability in this

science, as his pupil was later required to criticise

and advise on the defences of Herat both during and

after the siege. Mr. T.H. Fielding, brother of the

better known Copley Fielding taught drawing, a subject

of great importance for an officer before the invention

of photography. The most remarkable master was John

Shakespeare, the son of a labourer, who became one of

the greatest oriental scholars in Britain. As a

child he had sheltered under a tree in a thunderstorm

with the Marquis of Hastings, then Lord Moira, who was

so impressed with the boy that he gave him an education.
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Shakespeare taught Hindustani and if it was unpopular

with the oadets, it was a sensible subject to teach

them.

There were very strict rules of conduct at

Addiscombe, although older cadets had some privileges

which were withheld from probationers. Smoking was

forbidden, but was general, while entry into public

houses was a crime which cadets committed not always

\7ith impunity. hils Pottinger was a cadet, the

sergeants were given authority to watch and report on

the activities of the cadets during their few periods

of recreation, but the sergeants do not seem to hove

exercised this power.

Pottinger did not make any great mark at

Addiscombe nor did he carry oi'f any prises. He pass¬

ed his probationer's examination at the end of six

months, when the public examiner rejected or retained

a cadet on the probability of his passing in artillery

at the first public examination after two years'

residence. Unlike Napier he did not gain his

commission in one year nor did he win £50 which the

Sast India Company, during this period of shortage of

scientific officers, gave to a cadet who passed the

public artillery examination within twelve months.

His high-spirited nature made him prominent in
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extra-curricular activities. /.long with Hapier

(of Hagdala) and Jacob (of Jacob's Horse) he was

often to "be found doing punishment drill in expiation

of some "breach of regulations. He learned to "box

and was distinguished for successful encounters with

the roughs of Croydon. It was a foolish cadet who

went unaccompanied into neighbouring Croydon, where

much antagonism was shown towards the cadets of

Addiscombe and in 1824 there hod "been a pitched bottle

at the main gate of the seminary between cadets and

some town rowdies.

There is a story that Pottinger was nearly sent

down from Addiscombe for a dangerous prank. He fill¬

ed an old shell-case with gun powder and fired it

from a mortar in the grounds. The tale is told by

Eaye as a family tradition and cannot be vouched for,

although it would seem possible of a boy who had a

penchant for playing with gunpowder.

At the end of his fourth term at Addiucombe,

Eldred Pottinger, having been successful in the required

examinations, passed out of Addiscombe on December

13th, 1827. He was nearer sixteen than seventeen

years of age but "John Company" believed in getting

their officers early and Pottinger's youth was no

exception. Soon afterwards he sailed for Bombay and
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reached the Presidency on May 24th, 1828. He never

returned to Europe.1

CHAPTER III

The Bombay Presidency, where the young artillery¬

man was about to "begin a period of seven years virtual

inactivity, had expanded greatly since 1800. The

Mahratta Confederacy had "been "broken at Laswaree and

Assaye and the Peshwa at Poona, Seindia, Bhonsla and

Holkar were required to accept British garrisons and

pay for their upkeep. The eshwa in 1817, a degenerate

rascal, made a final attempt to regain lost power but

the Mahrattas, even by then, had failed to learn the

value of mutual co-operation and the Bombay army had

put down the rising with ease by 1819. The Peshwa-

ship was abolished and Holkar and Gcindia brought

under clearly defined, if limited, British control:

in 1817 the Rajput states of Baroda and Qujerat were

made protectorates: Palunpore asked for a British

political superintendent and Kathiawar acknowledged

the supremacy of Bombay: the Rao of Cutch was

1. In this chapter, liberal use has been made of
Vibart's Addiscombe. its heroes and men of note.
(1893)
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deposed in 1819 in favour of his son for whom a

regency council ruled, presided over Toy the British

resident: the Rajah of Satara, having "been restored

"by the British, was their puppet. Prom Palunpore

on the north, where ran the frontier of Rajputana,

the responsibility of the Bombay governor reached

south to Belgaum, not for from Mysore, while a huge

tract of territory along the Narbudda River was

included in his jurisdiction. British rule was

generally acceptable as the country had long been

disturbed by the predatory Pindaris and the strife-

loving Mahrattas, but troops were dispersed all over

this wide area to keep the peace and to quell any

disturbance. Local risings flared up occasionally

but were 3nuffed out easily by the Company's troops,

though the warlike Kolis did give trouble for two

years (1029-1851) in the Ahmednuggur district. The

life of a soldier was more akin to that of a police¬

man and young officers had few chances of gaining

any military experience.

Pottinger was no exception. Oix days after his

arrival he and his fellow Addiscombe cadet Arthur

Rowan were promoted second lieutenants on admittance

to the Bombay Artillery. He had his first teste of

the life of an officer of the Indian Army at Matconga,
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the artillery headquarters just outside the city.

He may have seen action in August of the following

year at the storming of Kittur fort near Belgaum,

where some local banditti were troublesome. Certain¬

ly the Bombay horse and foot artillery were present at

the assault and if Pottinger was there he would have

been the gainer by R.3,361, which was the entitlement

of a second lieutenant to the prize money of R.12,60,107

captured there.•*-
If Pottinger was at Kittur, it was the only action

he was to see for several years. This meant that he

had time to study Hindustani and Persian end to see

the counti'y. As he is reported as arriving at Bombay

in December 1831 from Mandavie, the port of Gutch,2

we can conclude he had been paying a visit to his

uncle, the Resident. His step-brother John joined

the Bombay artillery in May 1832,3 which time

Pottinger was stationed at Eelgaum, whence he arrived

at Bombay in September for examination in Hindustani.

He qualified in that examination and after a few weeks

at Ahmednuggur was recalled to Matoonga.

His appointment as a junior deputy commissary of

1. /.siatlc Journal. Parch 1830. P.165(JJ)
2 Govt, Gazette, 29 Dec. 1831
3. Asiatic Journal. Nov. 1832. P.148(11)
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ordnance in tho grand arsenal"1 on March 29th, 1833, is

interesting in that he was the last incumbent to draw

tho allowances of a captain for the appointment,"

He was also adjutant of the second battalion of

artillery. Pottinger did not remain long in this,

for a subaltern, lucrative employment,3 as in

September he left Bombay for the Deccan States in the

south of the Presidency. He was, however, unwell,

the hot summer bringing on a fever, attacks of which

were to disturb the rest of his life and instead of

going south, he received permission to go on sick

leave to Ahmednuggur,^ where he passed the month of

October. Ahmednuggur, a station 130 miles east of

Bombay, stood over 2,000 feet above sea-level, which

made it a most popular posting. Its fort was one of

the strongest in India and was one of the main

artillery depots.5 On his recovery, Pottinger return¬

ed to Bombay and in January 1834 became quarter master

1. Asiatic Journal. Sept. 1833. ">.26(11}
2. The Governor withdrew the entitlement as subalterns

were now the normal appointees, but exempted present
holders from the rule. (Asiatic Journal, Oct. 1833,
P.115(II))

3. This was not a staff appointment as Kaye says. The
staff appointment went to . Pottinger in January,
1832. (Asiatic Journal. July 1832)

4. Govt. Order. 4 Oct. 1833.
5. It later replaced Matoonga as H.Q. of Bombay
Artillery,
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and Interpreter in Hindustani to the second artillery

battalion, a post which he retained for over a year.

In June 1834 he paid another visit to Ahmedmiggur,

either for health reasons or on duty.

There can have been lit?le excitement in the

life of Eldred "'ottinger in Tndla. fter six years

he was still a second lieutenant and his career hod

been devoid of any rerl interest, information about

him being found only in the terse records of military

appointments and government orders. His ositlon

wee on<j in which almost oil his brother of icers
languished tut Idred otlinger had one eJvrntsge In

that his uncle was the Resident in Jutoh. In the

winter of 1834 Henry "'ottinger visited Eorabay,

possibly to attend to the affairs of his brother

Jherles who had been killed in a skirmish, end it

cm be suggested that his. nephew asked him to use his

influence to change his lot. Henry 'ottinger re-

nssumed charge of the Outoh Residency on January 89th,

1835 and on February 5th he wrote to the overnor

requesting that Sidred Hettinger be appointed second

1. Asiatic Journal. Sept. 1835. .35(11). o hide¬
bound by its rules of promotion vw the Indian Army,
that this deceased officer was promoted a captain,
posthumously, in Kay 1836.



in o ommsnd of the Irregular Horse in Cutoh, in

succession to Lieutenant Jackson.J TSldred "ottlnger

hod been selected on February 11th a member of the

committee at the 'residency to examine officers in

Hindustani and erslen, but on February 5-4th came the

coveted an ointment to Outch. Ke handed over his

duties as battalion quarter-master and Interpreter

to e less fortunate subaltern and on March 7th left

Bombay for Bhnj, the Cutohee capital.^
The fortunate accident of having* a relrstion to

speak on his behalf changed the whole life of ildred

'otlinger. Inatead of being just another junior

officer, he won noon to be mentioned in the official

denoatchen going to and from Bombay. The two years

which he spent in Cutoh are not important in themselves

but he served then an apprenticeship, which prepared

him for exploits in regions far from Bombay.

'utch became a British charge when the Rao was

deposed in favour of his infant son in 1019 for

complicity in the Third Mohrottr ar. In 1825 Henry

Pottinger woe promoted to British Resident at Bhuj, a

nopt which he held with success for fifteen years.

1. 'olitior1 'onsuIt ations (Bombay) 25 Feb. 1855,
Co. 349.

2. slrtto Journal. August 1835. >. 244(11).
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Internal administration wee lm roved by the removal

of nbuses, while the neasents were protected from the

inroads of indhi freebooters. In 1832 Colonel

Fottlnger led 8 mission to the court of the Mirs of

ind et Hyderabad* with the double mrpose of opening

the Indus for commerce and preventing protection being

given to ''indhi bandits. The Mirs grrnted his

renuest to free the Indus for commerce, permitted

traders but no settlers and silowed him to nost a

British force at Nuggur Psrkur, just north of the

Rsnn of Hitch. 1 He himself led r successful nunitive

expedition against these arkur marauders in

Februcry 1835.

The people of Cutoh needed firm government.

Many were ooium addicts end infanticide won so common

that it had become accented ea the normal practice.

The local eristoorney, the Jnhredja chiefs, (about

250) were a proud race, professing a mixture of

Mehomedanism and Hinduism as their religion, and po

averse to accepting the son of another family into

their own, that infant girls were allowed to die.

Moreover, re each son had a share of the inheritance,

the number of male ch1Id en was kept at a minimum.

1. The alternative to this was annual tribute for
damage done by the rob'era.



They never lnter-married, taking en wives the

daughters of Rnjnuts, but Rojnut eons were not con¬

sidered worthy of any Jnredja daughters who survived.

The example of the chiefs wee followed by their

subjects and although Henry "ottinger grappled with

this social problem, it was still fairly common v/hen

his nephew was awnointed to his staff.

The Irregular Horse of Jutch numbered 400, and

consisted of two troops, the native dutch Durbar

dorse and a detachment of the 'oona /uxilinry horse,

both being commended by two British officers. The

Poona Auxiliary Horse was better armed and "ore a

highly picturesque uniform of red and green, with a

red turban. They were mostly Pathans,1
Yet dutch was something more than a protectorate

of the Bombay government; it was also their "sohool",

whither they sent their most promising young men.

The eyes of Indian politicians ere all turning to¬

wards Russia and her machinations in the little-known

countries of central Asia, Though most men feared

Russia, their remedies differed, ?etoalfe at Ooloutt

believed the utlej should be the western limit of

British India, and he sought security in the

1. dutch (Mrs• °oatans)
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consolidation of what had been already gained. At

Ludhiona was Contain Wade, who would have solved the

problem by on ollionce with the Oikhs and with o

Kabul under Shah Cuja, a deposed king now 0 pensioner

with him. Bombay, where ir John Malcolm-*- had been

governor (1827-1830), favoured the policy of a

strong British interest in Persia. Until 1836 there

were British officers training " ersian troone, and in

Tehran the British legotion vied -with the Russian to

win the eer of the Ghah. British interest in Persia

had sprung originally from fears expressed by the

Bombay government, end hitch was now their

observation post. Under Henry -ottinger, who had

been a pioneer of the semi-official journeys into

the unknown regions beyond the Indus, young officers,

having been injected with the Bombay political out¬

look, "ere prepared albeit parochially, for employ¬

ment in the "Great Game'* Prom 1819 until 1827

Mountstuart Elphinstone, 0 distinguished protagonist

of Benthamite principles, had governed Bombay and

Gutoh was exhibited as ©n example of the benefits

1, He was author of /dvlce to a young .'u bo Item.
which encouraged officers to offer themselves for
service as surveyors and explorers in unknown or
unmapped areas.
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which accrued to e native state, once British

influence was established. Most of the men who went

on missions to Bind had had experience in this model

state. Outch gave access to ind and the mnjab,

and on various missions there on officer learned how

to conduct himself in an independent native state.

If Henry "ottinger had o fault, it wes that he was

uncompromising in his dealings with native states,

and the attitude that the British was the only point

of view was common among officers.-1 Alexander

Burnes did try to judge impartially, but he was no

ordinary officer.

It was no accident that this brilliant young

linguist should have been sent to Outch as Henry

Pottlnger*s assistant in September 1830. illiora

Del-iionte, in : ind, in 1852, might have mode a name

for himself, had not ill-health dogged his efforts.

James Outrera become political agent in neighbouring

Mchi Kantha. So ^ottinger's appointment might have

had something more behind It than his uncle*s

influence. Despite the relationship, Henry

^ottinger would not have s ecially recommended him

as "in all respects well qualified for the duty"s

1. H.T. Lembrick Honley npa^ind.
2. ^olUlcrl 'O'lr.rtl t = t-! ■ ■ -r- : ovny)B8 Feb. 1835, Ho. 549,
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unless he thought hie nephev? would "be a credit to

the agency. The qualifications required were not

secretarial efficiency and punctilious interpretation

of orders, "but a keen desire to learn, to travel and

to he prepared for action at any time, a readiness"to

live dangerously" and an ability to understand the

■tv . These qualities Kldred Pottinger possessed

and if the Resident in dutch did show a partiality

towards him, it was justified on merit as much as on

relationship.

ottinger was soon put to the test. The

piracy of a dutchee boat on the Indus was used as

the excuse for another mission to Hyderabad under

T
urnes, who in June of 18535 had returned to Bhuj.'

Pottinger waa to accompany Burnes as officer in

charge of the escort, but must also hove been asked

to map the route which they followed. This mission,

which consisted of Eurnes, 'ottinger and Dr. liathorn,

with 77 of the Irregular Horse, left Bhuj at the end

of October 1835, crossed the Bonn of dutch and reach¬

ed 3ind on the second day of overaber. The doctor

1. Burnes had been on a mission to Bokhara and "'ersla.
He had travelled on to Britain, where he hod been
mode much of, even the king giving him on inter¬
view.
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wps included on it won known thot the Mir Moor

Mahomed Khon was sick end his arrival would certain¬

ly "be welcomed, even if that of Eurnes was not.

Henry "ottinger acted in thia high-hrnded way as he

considered it to be the only way to deal with Hind,

but in this affair he received the official dis¬

approval of both the Bombay and the supreme govern¬

ments.

The story of the mission is a confused one, as

simultaneous with Fumes' mission, c Bombay expedition

complete with its doctor, wos "en route" for

Hyderabad. hen the Indus was opened for comrneroe

by the 1832 treaty, Ago Mahomed Rahim, a ersian

merchant of Eornbay, tried to corner a lion's share

of the trade by purchasing a small steamer for

navigation on the river. He approached the govern¬

ment to allow Lieutenant ood of the Indian Hovy to

command the vessel, e proposal which woe found most

acceptable, as ood could survey the river. The

little ten horse-power "S. . Indus" chugged into the

main branch of the delta on October 31st, with

Lieutenant Oorlees to assist ood as surveyor and

Dr. Heddle as the personal medical emissary of the

governor to the sick Mir and official reason of

British attendance on a trading ship.
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A comedy of errors followed, Ileddle oriel Garleoe

hod "been instructed to put themselves under Eurnes

In political matters, hut Eurnes did not know this,

Henry ^ottinger, learning of the presence of the

boat before officio! word reached him, ordered lurnes

not to communicate -ith Ileddle, and even wrote to

Heddle telling him so. Yet Burnes took it upon him¬

self to contact Heddle, for which Tomboy congrotulnt-

ed him in o letter to Henry "ottinger. As he fear¬

ed the ire v/ould object to o survey of the Indus,

he sent lorless to Mendnvie, whence the hitch

Resident sent him on to Bombay, The upshot was that

the Mirs did not object to a survey and the much-

travelled Ocrless was sent bock to join Purnes in

rind. Meanwhile, e strongly worded despatch from

Mecnoghten, secretory of the Governor-General, had

reached Henry ottinger, forbidding in no uncertain

terms the sending of any mission to the Mlrs of Bind,

and expressing surprise that the supreme government

had not teen approached in the first place. This

despatch reached Bhuj juet after the Resident had

sailed for Bombay on sick leave,1 whither it followed

him, and it wee fortunate for Henry Pottinger thot

1. A a i atic Jo- r-nal. May 185G. '.51(11;.



he was able to justify his actions on the grounds

that "all*e well that enda well". Burnee had been

welcomed by the Mire and the objects of his expedition

had been gained.*
The young officer in charge of the escort of

horse was not concerned in the official policy of

Bombay or Calcutta. He was on his first important

responsible employment and his efforts were reward¬

ed with praise from Burncs and thanks from the

government. Despite a fever which attacked him and

almost all the party,2 he mode 0 topogra hicol

survey of the route from Outah to Hyderabad, making

special reference to the effect which the physical

features of the terrain would have on an advancing

army.

On arrival in ind, they were immediately treat¬

ed with kindness and hospitality 00 lavish thrt

Burnes protested against it. hen they reached

ilahoraed KhanKaTunda on the Goree branch of the

Indus delta, the populace turned out to give a hearty

welcome to their first European visitors since Hankey

Gmith in 1809. Two days later they approached

1. "'oil. Ileal .Qpsult it ions (Bombay), 31 Dec. 1835,
<To. 3743.

2, Political Consultations (Bombay), 31 Dec. 1855,
o. 374;:-/'.
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Hyderabad and were met "by members of the reigning

family who escorted them into the Sind capital.

Compliments were paid to the British and thanks ex¬

pressed for the coming of Dr. Hathorn; Burnes also

received his first intimation of Heddle's approach.

On the afternoon of November 11th, Burnes, Pottinger

and the Doctor rode to the Durbar of the Mirs of

Hyderabad, Noor Mahomed Khan, Nasser Khan, and Mir

Mahomed Khsn. This was the first of many conferences

Pottinger was to have with native chiefs and it is

obvious from the report of Burnes that his officer

of the escort said little, but watched how the more

experienced emissary managed the discussion.

The Mirs were seated together on a couch and

the British officers sat on chairs facing them. The

purpose of the visit was not referred to until long

civilities had been exchanged and the conversation

had turned to Kabul, Uzbegs, Afghans and the strength

of the "Persian army. No reference was made to the

Sindhi "bete noir", Ranjit Singh, and when ^rnes did

mention the plunder of the Cutchee boat, the matter

was deferred for another day, and conversation turned

to less controversial matters, such as comets and

watches.

On November 14th, Burnes and Pottinger (the latter
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rather like an officer under instruction at a court

martial, who is required to observe, to learn but

not to comment,) rode back to the mediaeval fortress¬

like residence of the Mirs which looked down on the

city. Burnes was no longer the brilliant conversation¬

alist of the previous meeting, but the bearer of a

protest from a strong government to a weak. The

defence of the Mirs that the plundered boat was Outchee

and not British was dismissed with the statement that

the British would protect all traffic on the Indus.

Noor Mahomed Khan declared that that meant the British

would become masters of Sind, but Burnes delivered a

scarcely relevant homily on the nature of free trade

and British impartiality in not assisting Shah Suja

against Sind.^- The Mirs knew the power of the British

and there was no more cogent argument than the

production of the new rupees, which bore the head of

Yilliam IV: "he who had the sword stamped the coin"

observed IToor Mahomed Khan.

The official business of the mission was now

over: the formal protest had been delivered and the

Mirs' reply was conciliatory. Attention was now upon

1. In 1834 Suja had marched through Sind to Kandahar
where his attempt to regain the throne was defeat¬
ed.
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the arrival of the "Indus", which Burnes feared

would have embarrassed his efforts. Although he

sent Garless off to Cutch, it was soon apparent that

the Sindhi Mirs did not object to a survey of the

Indus and its delta, which was the aim of the Bombay

officers. Burnes went back to Cutch, but instruct¬

ed Pottinger to join the steamship and return to

Cutch by the Goree mouth of the Indus on the western

coast of Cutch.^ Pottinger returned to Bhuj in

January 1836 and spent some weeks in preparing his

map of the route between Cutch and Hyderabad and his

survey of the Goree mouth, both of which he forwarded

to Burnes on February 10th. His superior sent them

to Bombay, adding a tribute to ""ottinger's zeal and

ability on the late expedition, and government

expressed their official satisfaction.

The young officer hod been given a potential

examination and had done well. It is interesting

to note that Afghanistan and the Persian army were

subjects discussed at the meeting with the Mirs.

Little was known of Afghanistan and the interest of

Pottinger may have been whetted. If it was, it was

what Bombay expected of its young men favoured with

1. Political Consultations. Bombay, 15 Feb. 1836,
No.1024.
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special appointments. He had had a taste of native

diplomacy and of topographical surveying in a strange

country. He had Tbeen thanked for his maps "by

government, "but their real value was that they brought

him to notice. He would be eager to find out what

lay beyond the Indus. Henry Pottinger had made an

exciting journey twenty years before and his nephew

must have heard of Del Hostefs proposed expedition

to the north west, which ill-health had prevented.

The government had agreed to Del Hoste's going, so

why should they object to Pottingerfs.

Meanwhile, at Bombay on sick leave, Henry

Pottinger pressed for further employment for his

nephew. On January 13th he wrote to the Governor,

requesting that Eldred Pottinger command the force

of 100 Poona Auxiliary Horse about to be sent from

Cutoh to Ahmedab8d, there to await instructions from

Outram who was having trouble with outlaws in his
"I

agency.-1- The Governor granted permission but by the

time it reached Bhuj, Burnes had sent the detachment

across the Rann into Gujerat.2 His unole soon found

another task for him when Captain Prescott, the

1. Political Consultations. 13 Jan. 1836, No.57.
2. Political Consultations. 1 March, 1836, No.712.
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political superintendant at Palunpore, wrote for

assistance on May 4th, There were some banditti

in the Morewarra district and Eldred Pottinger was

sent there with 100 Horse, A recurrence of fever,

however, prevented him from seeing any action and he

had to return to Outch at the "beginning of June, leav¬

ing his Horse under the command of a local Gujerati

chief, Gaekwar Vakeel Bat'o Arkat.1
It must have "been during his convalescence that

Pottinger determined to seek permission to travel

into the unknown regions, as on July 17th he forward¬

ed to his uncle through Captain ard (officer command¬

ing dutch Irregular Horse) a long letter2 outlining

the plan and purpose of the proposed expedition.

The opening paragraph shows that the selection of

Eldred Pottinger for service in Cutch had had the

intended effect, "The little positive information

we possess of the countries west of the Indus, has

for some time past attracted ray attention and as I

suppose government would "be interested in an

examination of the military features and resources

of these regions, I beg leave to offer ray services

1. Political Consultations, Bombay, 20 July,1836,Ho.3014.
2. 'olitical Consultations, Bombay, 7 Sept,1836,No,3695,B.
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for that purpose." He planned to cross the Indus

at Bukkur and go through Baluchistan to Quetta,

Kandahar and Kabul, or cross at Mitton and reach

Afghanistan by Dera Ghazi Khan and the Rov/at Pass.

He would travel as a discharged soldier with two o"1

the Irregular Horse and asked for surveying instruments

and for authority to draw bills to the extent of one

year's pay. His motive was "to bring myself to

notice, by the performance of a service which I believe

has long been a desideration (sic)."1

Captain Ward recommended him as "peculiarly

fitted for the employment he courts by a natural and

ardent desire for travelling combined with much

patience and temper in the endurance of many and

severe privations." Colonel Pottinger sent the

application to Bombay, reminding them of the permission

given to a similar proposal by Del Iioste in 1832, and

saying that the instructions drawn up for that officer

and approved by government would be given to his

nephew.2 Bombay informed the Cutch Resident that

this was a matter for the supreme government3and on

1. Pull text of this letter will be given in Appendix
"A".

2. Political Consultations. Bombay, 7 Sept.1836, No.3695A,
3. Political Consultations. Bombay, 7 Sept.1836, Ho.3696.
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September 19th the correspendenoe with Bombay was

submitted to the Governor General. To those proposals

of Pottinger, Lord Auckland gave his sanction on

October 17th.1 on November 30th, rilloughby,

secretary of the Governor of Bombay, wrote to announce

the official blessing of the Governor General for all

Pottinger had requested and that, in addition, all his

expenses would be debited to the government of Ind' a.2
?/hlle these negotiations were in progress,

Pottinger, who had been promoted a first lieutenant

in August, had sailed for Bombay at the end of

September on sick leave, in an attempt to dispose of

repeated attacks of "intermittent fever".3 He

arrived at Bombay on October 14th but, possibly

anxious to prepare for his journey, which it was un¬

likely the Government would forbid, he left for Outch

twelve days later. After a few weeks at the outpost

of Hugger Parkur, he was back in Bombay on January

19th, 1837,4 a\?are that his proposed journey had been

approved and making final preparations for his venture.

All the evidence suggests that Eldred Pottinger's

polltlcal Consultations. Bombay, 30 Nov.1836,No.5294.
2. Political Consultations. Bombay, 30 Nov.1836,No.5296.
3. Political Consultat ions. Bombay, 29 ;e~>t. 1836, ITo. 4562.
4. Government Gazette. Jan.19th,1837.
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decision to visit and survey Afghanistan can have

been no sudden whim. His uncle had specially request¬

ed his appointment to Cutch, where he experienced the

life of an officer free from the restrictions of an

ordinary military career.1 The assistant to the

Resident was Alexander Burnes, whose meteoric rise

to fame had "been the result of his visit to the almost

legendary cities of Bokhara and Merv, and Pottinger

must have lent an envious ear to tales of that journey,

wondering whether he, too, could not do likewise.

While it is too much to assert that Henry Pottinger

sent his nephew on this journey, it must "be admitted

that he set the stage for it: and his brief letter

to government accompanying Eldred Pottinger's request

to travel suggests personal satisfaction and almost

assumes that permission will be granted. (it may

even be that it was Henry Pottinger who had asked

Eldred to come to Cutch and not the young artillery¬

man who had asked a favour of his uncle.) It is

significant that the area which Pottinger wished to

survey was precisely that which Burnes, Conolly,

1. The troops at Cutch were not under any military
divisional command but were under the direct
authority of Bombay. Gov. Command, 22 Dec.,1829.
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Moorcroft and Vigne had not explored, and which

another Cutch officer had intended to visit - the

routes and passes from Sind into Afghanistan.

"/hether the journeyings of young officers across

the Indus and "beyond the Suleiman Mountains were semi¬

official or private, it is always difficult to find

out. The government was willing to accept the fruits

of their labour "but adamant in its refusal to admit

itself openly as their sponsors. Burnes could only

have "been financed "by the government, hut he did not

travel as their accredited agent. ^onolly's ride

through Turkestan and Afghanistan! was a private

affair, although the government was certainly aware

of it and reimbursed his expenses. Pottinger's

venture was superficially private, but in reality

almost official. He himself had asked for only one

year's pay, but as the government offered to pay his

expenses, he was encouraged to bring back as much

information as possible. Thus another young officer

had been recruited for participation in the "Great

Game" although nobody, least of all himself, could

have foreseen how he was to be caught up, tossed about

and finally discarded in the conflict which this

diplomacy engendered.

1. Journey to North of India by Arthur Conolly.
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CHAPTER IV

It is unfortunate that the journal of Eldred

Pottinger has "been lost, as Pottinger recorded in it

all that happened from the time he left Cutch until

his final departure from Herat, more than two years

later. This manuscript came into the hands of J,W.

Kaye, who quotes at length from it in his description

of the siege of Herat, "but what has happened to it

since can only "be guessed. Kaye was not the most

honest of historians. Although he exposed the

duplicity of the government in publishing a falsified

account of the mission of Burnes to Kabul, he himself

did not tell how Burnes advised Auckland that Dost

Mahomed could be defeated easily by Shah Suja and

two British regiments:1 nor did Kaye make any

reference to the dispatch from the Court of Directors

ordering Auckland "to raise a timely barrier" against

Russian encroachments.2 Another dispatch which Kaye

ignored was that of Burnes to Auckland which advocated

pressure on Ranjit Singh to withdraw from Peshawar

and foresaw the inevitable collapse of the Sikh

1. Burnes to McNaghten, June 2nd, 1838.
2. June 25th, 1836. Yet, see comments of Praser-

Tytler on this dispatch Afirhsnistan P. 91.
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kingdom after Ranjit's death.1 Again, in 1867, J.G.

Haughton was asked "by Kaye to write a memoir on the

defence of Oharikar to "be used in a corrected edition

of the ,?ar in Afghanistan, "but Kaye refused to give

some requested geographical information and ignored

the memoir. "hatever the fate of Pottinger's

manuscript, we must trust the quotations of Kaye and

there is nothing to suggest we should not.

Pottinger's journey to Kabul was accomplished

without incident. Instead of assuming the character

of a discharged soldier, he travelled as a Cutchee

horse-dealer with two Pathans of the Irregular Horse,

who knew the country.' His route was by way of

Shikarpur, up the Indus to Dera Ismail Khan and thence

by way of Peshawar to Kabul which he reached in early

July, 1837.® There Pottinger accepted the hospitality

of Nawab Jabber Khan and it was at the house of this

important chief that he met Charles Masson. 4

Officially a merchant, Masson was an agent of the

1. Burnes to Auckland 3rd December, 1837.
2. His fluency in Gujerati v/as high and he could pass

as a Cutchee more easily than as a Pathan.
3. His route was different from that outlined in his

letter to Captain Ward. T;.40-,
4. Narrative of Journeys in Balochistan. Afghanistan

and -hinjab. C. Masson, Vol.Ill, P.426.



Resident of Cutch who had lived for several years in

Kahu.1 and it may have been he who introduced

Pottinger to the Sirdars of Kabul, Having visited

the tomb of Baber and other places of interest at

Kabul, Pottinger determined to make for Herat. He

himself chose to journey across the Koh-i-boba where

the unruly Hazara and Eimok tribes scratched a poor

living from the barren soil and augmented their

small store of worldly goods by plundering travellers

The Pathans were instructed to ride to Herat by

Kandahar, join Pottinger there and return with him

to Cutch by Quetta. To journey among the Hazaras^-

as a horse-dealer would have been an invitation to

robbery, so ^ottinger adopted the role of a "saiyyid"

from Hindustan. His companion was a geniune

"saiyyid", Ahmed, with whom he had struck up a close

friendship in Kabul.

His Kabul friends had advised against the

journey, and as he was warned that Dost Mahomed

might prevent him going to Herat, he declared his

1. The Hazaras were descendants of Mongol occupation
troops brought into the country by Ghengiz Khan
and his successors. They intermarried with local
women, adopted a peculiar T5ersian patois, and
professed the Shia faith.

2. Holy man.
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intention was to go to the defile of the Logur

River, which offers a route from Kabul to Ghazni.

On the evening of July 23rd, 1837, Pottinger left

his lodgings on foot, and joining Saiyyid Ahmed at

a bridge whither he had sent his horses and baggcge

to await him, they rode to "azirabad, a few miles

outside Kabul.-'- The next day they and a Kabuli

merchant set out for Herat, their guide being one,

Hussein. They passed a few travellers and "kafilas"2
without arousing any suspicion except on two occasions.

A Quazilbash^ found it hard to believe he was a

"saiyyid", while it was just as difficult to convince

on Afghan, who, by an odd coincidence, had been

employed as a pack-horse driver by Alexander Burnes

and who declared the "saiyyid" to be a "feringhee".

On July 30th, they entered the domain of Yakoob Beg

Hazara, a chief whose business was blackmail and

slave-dealing, and Pottinger's party found themselves

obliged to accept the hospitality of his uncomfortable

1. Masson knew nothing of the projected journey to
Herat, yet Dost Mahomed accused the agent of
deceiving him. Masson wrote to Henry ^ottinger
who ordered the immediate recall of his nephew.
Masson, P.427.

2. Caravan, usually of camels.
3. Literally "red cap", a 3hia tribe, descendants of

some Persian soldiers of Nadir Shah who settled
in Kabul.
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fort.

In the evening Pottinger and Saiyyid Ahmed

tried to hide their ignorance of Shia forms of

worship by telling their beads, but this only brought

conversation round to religion, and when Pottinger

discovered he had mentioned Sunni rules, he excused

himself on the grounds that he had been a soldier

and lacked proper knowledge. Suspicion was now

aroused, and it increased when Pottinger was accused

of being a "feringhee" as he was fairer than the

others. His reply that he was a "kohistanee"1 of

India and his complaint that Yakoob Beg was being

inhospitable prevented further discussion on his

identity. During prayers Pottinger escaped notice

by copying Hussein, but Saiyyid Ahmed, detected as a

Sunni, had to pacify their hosts by saying he was a

convert going to Meshed for instruction.

Yakoob Beg continued his hospitality by refusing

to allow his guests to leave and with each day came

fresh suspicion. Their baggage was inspected and

questions asked. A pair of compasses was found and

Pottinger explained they were used to study astrology,

which was found to be an art forbidden to Hazaras;

1. Highlander.
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a print in Elphinstone' s "Kabul" v/as declared an

idol; Yakoob even asked Pottinger to stay indefinite¬

ly with him. Yet when it seemed to Pottinger that

his adventure was going to end in the mud fort of a

"brigand, it being unlikely that his pose of a "saiyyid"

could be maintained much longer, his party was

permitted to depart on August 7th. The naivety of

the Hasaras hed equalled their Chi a fanaticism and

Pottinger owed his escape to the particular disguise

he had assumed.

No others of Yakoob Beg's type molested them,

and on August 18th, 1857, Eldred Pottinger reached

Herat, "the garden and granary" of Central Asia.

CHAPTER V

Nature had tried to make Herat a beautiful city,

and its situation athwart the main caravan routes

from Persia into Turkestan, Kabul and Kandahar should

have added the prosperity it had enjoyed in the

fifteenth century. Then, the capital of Khoressan, it

was renowned for the magnificence of its mosques,

colleges and palaces and as the resort of poets,

philosophers and divines. between that time and the

rise of the Afghans in the eighteenth century, Herat
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had "been sacked four times and its trade and

prosperity inevitably declined. The civil wsrs of

Afghanistan after 1800 disrupted its economy even

further.

War, however, could not destroy the "beauty

which nature had "bestowed on Herat. The town was

surrounded by orchards and rose trees and when Conolly

rode from Ghorian to Herat, he passed through a

succession of villages and gardens.1 The vale of

Herat which he pronounced more beautiful than any¬

where except Italy,2 lay between hills four miles to

the north of the town and twelve miles to the south.

The clear waters of the Heri-rud flowed through the

valley and a carefully constructed dam allowed it to

supply the many canals T/hich intersected and irrigated

the valley. Besides orchards where pears, peaches,

apples and plums grew in profusion, there were vine¬

yards where seventeen different varieties of grape

were grown. Even cotton was cultivated. The soil

allowed large crops to ripen and Mohun Lai noted in

1855 that the immediate vicinity of Herat itself

produced 27,000 kharvars of grain annually.3 There

1. A. Oonoll.y Journey to "o -th of India. Vol. 1.,P.416.
2. Ibid. Vol.11.P.20.
5. Kharvar=500 lbs.
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were lead, iron and silver mines, but these were

scarcely worked. Sulphur and saltpetre abounded.

Thus man and nature had combined to make Herat a

productive as well as a lovely area.

These lovely environs were in startling contrast

to the city itself, which Conoily labelled "one of

the dirtiest in the world".! The narrow streets

were used as dumping grounds for all refuse, includ¬

ing dead animals, and as there were no drains, rain¬

water collected in stagnant pools. That cholera

slew thousands in 1829 was a natural consequence.

The houses v;ere dank, evil-smelling hovels providing

little more than shelter from the elements: even

the citadel, the "Akhtyar-Aldin" or Ark, was less
O

comfortable than an English prison.

The misery of the people equalled their condition.

Most of them were Shiahs and as such, were repugnant

to the orthodox Sunni Afghans, who were their masters.

Justice from their Saddoaai monarch, who bore the

title but not the power of king, was unknown. Yet

an annual tax of 400 tomanns^ was extracted from the

1.Journey to I orth of India. Vol.11.P.3
2.Mohan Lai Travels to Bokhara. Kabul and Herat.P.265
3.A tomann equalled 13/6.
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populace for the apprehension of thieves. Those

who held high positions in the state persecuted

unashamedly, and the armed forces were their

instrument of tyranny. A lucrative trade in slaves

was done with Turkomans and Usbegs, inhabitants

being rounded up and dispatched like herds of cattle.

The lot of the few Jews in the town was made even

more wretched than that of their fellow citizens.

The fiscal policy of Herat only served to

increase the misery of the inhabitants. In an

effort to fill the state coffers, heavy duties were

levied on traders and consequently caravans sought

alternative routes. Some merchants shut down their

businesses and left the city. In return for a

substantial payment, a monopoly for the sale of

certain staple commodities could be purchased, e.g.

soap (surprisingly high at 700 tomanns), wood,

asafoetida and rice, while duties were levied on the

weavers, shoe-makers, horse-dealers and grope merchants.

Out of the total annual revenue of 18,404 tomanns

(£12,422) in 1853, the pitiful sum of 4 toraonns

realised on the export of skin ropes to India,

represents the only contribution of trade to the

state exchequer. The Herat which Pottinger came to

in 1837 was a city of despair, its trade and population
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declining, its government an alien military

aristocracy tyrannising over a miserable po-pulace.

The cause of this despair was the rule or lack

of rule of Kamran Shah, the last and worst of the

Saddozai royal house, which had "been founded "by the

first ruler of independent Afghanistan, Ahmed Shah

Abdali. Ahmed Shah had oarved out a vast empire

which stretched from Nishapur to Lahore, "but his

successor Timur Shah (1773-1793) could not consolidate

it and at his death left a progeny of twenty three

sons to struggle for power. Zemaun Shah maintained

himself until 1800, when Mahmud, at the instigation

of Futteh Khan Barakzai, marched from Herat on Kabul

and so began his connection with Herat, which was to

prove its misfortune. Mahmud had Zemaun blinded

and Kamran, son of Mahmud, had Zemaun's son clubbed

to death. A third brother, Suja, displaced Mahmud

in 1803 but the king-making Futteh Khan brought back

Mahmud in 1809. Herrt hod its first experience of

Kamran in 1817, when he suddenly seized Puttah Khan

there, and had him blinded, on impolitic deed which

united the many Barakzai brothers into a blood feud

against Mohmud and Kamran, who fled to Herat.

1. At Ghazni Mohmud and Komran hrd Putt eh Khan torn
limb from limb.
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There they found a refuge as the Barakzais fell out

among themselves and "by 1826, Dost Mahomed, the

youngest Barakzai, was ruling at Kabul, his two half-

brothers at Kandahar and Mahmud, the erstwhile

Soddozai monarch of all Afghanistan, at Herat.

Kamran succeeded his father in 1829, but was content

to be a "roi faineant" leaving the conduct of affairs

to his wezir while he pursued the vices of avarice

and drunkeness. His frame weakened by disease was

often convulsed by fits of violent coughing, but in

his moments of sobrietya he retained a degree of royal

dignity which preserved for himself some little

respect.

Such a man was Kamran Shah, who had adopted the

style of a king. His wazi^r, Yar Mahomed, was just

as cruel (if less crude), but was described by

McITeill as "certainly one of the most remarkable men

of his age and country".2 In Yar Mahomed Khan

courage, administrative talent, ambition, duplicity,

ingratitude and cruelty were inextricably intermixed

and it was with this man whom the young Pottinger,

inexperienced in Afghan intrigue, had to strive for

1. Conolly was asked if he knew a liquor "which would
make his majesty drunk at once". Vol.11,P.15.

2. Persian Blue Book, 1838. P.90.
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two years to attain what was supposedly a common goal -

the safety and, later, the succour of Herat. The

power of Yar Mahomed depended on the army and he saw

to it that every soldier was dependent on him and no

interference in army affairs was brooked,-^ The

wazir was to make himself repugnant to Pottinger and

to all British officers who met him, hut he was always

one step ahead of them, and in the end was to cause

the British resident' to put himself in the wrong

(according to the Indian government), to murder Kamran

and to rule in name as well as in fact.

The insecurity of life at Herat was soon experienced

hy Pottinger, for only two days after his arrival he

was almost kidnapped hy slavers as he and Saiyyid

Ahmed wandered unarmed from their caravanserai to

visit an old academy^ half a mile outside the town.

They were not molested because the saiyyid said a

large party of friends were coming behind them, hut

thereafter Pottinger always went armed.

Kararan and Yar Mahomed were at this time prosecut¬

ing a profitless attack on Lash and Jowayn, towns of

1. Eldred Pottinger to government, Secret Consultations
July 13th, 1840, No.50,^ara.11.

2. Major D'Arcy Todd, who had to leave Herat in April
1841 as his l:fe was in danger from Yar Mahomed.

3. It was built hy wife of Shah Rokh Sultan.
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Seistan two hundred miles to the south. Only now

did Herat feel itself strong enough to compel these

towns to return to the allegiance which they had over¬

thrown in the civil wars. The Hernti army was

neither large nor powerful and as Yar Mahomed knew

the Persians were contemplating an attack on Herat,

it \vas ill-advised policy to sacrifice resources in

Seistan. Jcwayn, however, must not have felt too

aggrieved as it sent some cavalry to assist Herat

during the siege.

Pottinger witnessed the return of Kamran with

his army on September 17th, 1837, little realising

that this half-disciplined soldiery was about to defy

the mighty Persian army led by the Shah in person.

The Heratl army owed what training it had received

to a German soldier of fortune called Dotterwich,!

who had been rewarded for his nains by being sold to

Turkoman slavers by Yar Mahomed.^ The army had left

its artillery in Seistan, but their light cavalry

promised well if skilfully led.

Before the return of Kamran Pottinger's disguise

had been penetrated, luckily by one who was to befriend

1. Mitford, Snrlnnd to Ceylon. Vol.11,P.38.
2. Dotterwich had been left to perish in the desert

but a patrol from Meshed accidentally found him.



him. He was walking through a "bazaar one day, when

someone touched him on the arm and said in Hindustani

"You are an Englishmen". This was the Hakim Mahomed

Hussain whom Arthur Gonolly had taken to Calcutta to

be trained at the medical college.1 The Hakim was

ever grateful to the Eritish and he offered Pottinger

the hospitality of his home. Pottinger was to write

later: "He exerted himself to the utmost, gave me

lodgings in his house and was the greatest use in

procuring me information."2 The friendship of the

good Hakim was all the more welcome to Dottinger as

he had begun to distrust Hussein, whom he had hired

in Kabul.3 Pottinger was glad to throw off the

guise of a saiyyid, in which he was wont to make

mistakes as stupid as when he faced east to pray

instead of west towards Mecca.

British officers on semi-official journeys such

as Pottinger was now making were always regarded by

native chiefs as plenipotentiaries of the government

of India. This attitude caused greater attention to

be paid to these men than their position warranted

1. Arthur Conolly created favourable i ipressions wher¬
ever he went and Pottinger was pitied for not know-
in"- him.

2, Sec.Cone. June 22nd, 1840, No.57.
5. Sec. Cons. 11th July, 1858, No.10.Para.5.
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and they found it well-nigh impossible to convince

-thans and amirs that they could not sign agreements

which committed the Governor-General. Thus it was

that Hakim Mahomed Hussain, who tended to judge Arthur

Conolly as the norm of the British officer, urged his

guest to seek an audience of Yar Mahomed. Rather to

the surprise of ">ottinger, the wazir granted his

request and the two men who were to work first in

unison and then in opposition, met for the first time.

Yar Mahomed had not asked Pottinger merely out

of courtesy to a visitor: he wanted to use Pottinger.

McNeill, British Ambassador at Tehran, had been in

communication with Yar Mahomed and had recommended

that an envoy be sent from Herat to Lord Auckland

to stress the danger to India of a Persian attack on

Herat.1 The wazir asked Pottinger to accompany the

Herati envoy, which he agreed to do once his two men

of the Gutch Irregular Horse arrived from Kandahar,2

The days passed, the Pathans did not arrive and

Mahorned Shah reached Meshed with his army.

Had there been no Persian attack on Herat, there

would have been no Afghan War: as there was an attack

1. V. P. 54#
2. Sec. Cons. July 11th, 1838, No.10.Para.4.
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end as the siege was protracted, the governments in

Britain and India came to regard the probable fall

of Herat as the prelude to an immediate Russo-Persian

occupation of Afghanistan, whence an attack on India

would "be launched. A "badly conducted siege of an

Afghan town was elevated "by the personalities and

foregoing events into a struggle for supremacy in

central Asia "between Britain and Russia. On the

crest of this wave of war and diplomacy, Pottinger

was to find himself "brought into a position of

national eminence, and so it is necessary to under¬

stand what "brought Persia to Herat.

CHAPTER VI

Russia and Britain had long manoeuvred to secure

an alliance with Persia, the only country of the middle

east to have any claim to national stability. Both

believed that if once their particular envoy had the

ear of the Shah, any move elsewhere by the other could

be checked. In 1814, by the Treaty of Gulistan,

Britain agreed to assist Persia with money if she was

attacked, but to remain neutral in any Perso-Afghan

war. The British position at Tehran was weakened
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the Perso-Russi8n V7ar flared up and by the release

Britain obtained from this clause as her price of a

grant towards a war debt which Russia levied on the

defeated Persians* The Shah not unnaturally decided

there was more to gain from Russia as a friend than

as an enemy and while Russian influence at Tehran

waxed, that of Britain waned. Russia encouraged

Persia to seek compensation for her losses in

Caucasia3 by the reconquest of her former territories

to the north-east. The Indian government attempted

to regain lost ground by the gift of arms and

accoutrements to the Shah in 1832 and followed this

with the more direct approach of a military mission

in 1834. Rawlinson, Stodiart and Todd were among

the officers who were accepted as Instructors in the

Persian army, but they were ignored and often insulted.

The British had moved too late, and now looked with

considerable alarm at Russian influence. At home

"jingoism" had its birth and this was far from

appeased by the publication in "Portfolio" of some

correspondence between the Russian government and

1. Canning needed Russian support for his Greek policy
and insisted Persia was the aggressor.

2, Perso-Russian frontier was now the Axartes as it is
in 1953,



her secret agents.-'- The presence of any Russian in

Turkestan or Afghanistan was interpreted in India as

a move against Britain (though no allowance for any

Russian suspicion of the motives of British travellers

was made). So the "Russian Bogey" was "born and

military historians hastened to write hooks proving

(to their own satisfaction at least) how easily a

Russian horde could debouch into India.s

The personalities of the British and Russian

Ambassadors at Tehran increased tension. Sir John

McNeill was an inveterate Russophobe and author of

a widely read pamphlet 'ro»-ress and present -positions

of Russia in the east. He replaced the defeatist

Ellis in 1836. Count Simonich had the ear of the

Shah and encouraged his offensive policy eastwards.

Officially relations between London and St. Petersburg

were good, as both had co-operated on Turkish policy,

and when ^almerston complained to Nessebrode of the

attack on Herat, the Russian foreign minister promised

to recall Simonich. Yet Hessebrode took a year to

fulfil this promise and Palmerston encouraged the

1, Portfolio was a magazine which was first published
in 1835 by David Urquhart, whose mission in life
was to expose almerston as an agent of Russia.
He obtained the correspondence from renegade Poles.

2, v.de Lacy Evans Designs of Russia. The report of
Colonel Louraviev who travelled in central Asia in
1819 was resurrected and used to show how easily
Russia could reach the Indus.
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Indian government to adopt a "forward" policy in

.Afghanistan, where Russia and Britain fought a war

by proxy for the control of Central Asia.

The Persian point of view was different and simple;

they regarded a chastisement of Kamran as long over¬

due. hatever British and Russian views might be,

Persia had her own Herat policy. They regarded it

as Persian by history, geography and religion, and

indeed its Shiah inhabitants longed for a return of

Persian rule. A more important and justifiable

reason for an attack on Herat was the continual

incursion of Herati bands into Persian Khorassan,

where they plundered villages and caravans and

removed Persian subjects for sale to the Turkoman

slave dealers. Abbas Mirza had contemplated an

attack on Herat in 1832, but had invited Yar Mahomed

to Meshed to discuss matters. There Yar Mahomed

was made a prisoner and before his release, his ugly

features were not improved by the forcible extraction

of some teeth.1 It was therefore not surprising

that no conciliatory overtures were made from Herat

and Mahomed Mirza, son of Abbas, was sent to invest

1. Perrier History of Afghans. ^.176.
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the town in 1853. The sudden death of his father

caused him to oonclude a hasty treaty with Knmran

and return to Tehran, and under its terras Kamran

contracted to raze the fortifications of Ghorian, to

release some Persian families from captivity and to

pay 10,000 toraanns. These promises Kararan was able

to ignore as Mahomed Mirza in 1854 and 1835 was

occupied in securing the Persian throne for himself. 1

The new Shah intended to return to Herat in 1856, "but

cholera, a new disease in Persia, and trouble from

the Turkomans prevented this. Meanwhile the

depredations of the Herati bandits were reaching as

far as Khauf from which town Kamran had the impudence

to ask tribute. A final attempt by Mahomed Shah to

settle differences by negotiation was met by Kararan's

adoption of the title of Shah and disavowal of any

allegiance to rersia. Even McNeill wrote that the

Herati attitude "clearly makes out a just ground for

war on the part of Persia against 'rince Kamran".^

Too late did the government of Herat decide that

discretion was the better part of valour and send an

1. Futteh Ali Shah of 'er' ia had died six months after
his son Abbas Mirza. Mohamed Shah was made secure
on the throne by co-operation of Britain and Russia.

2. McNeill to Palmerston, 24th February, 1837.
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agent, Futteh Mahomed Khan to Tehran. He promised

full accession to Persian demands in return for

recognition of Kamran as Shah of Herat. Mahomed

Shah knew the value of Herati promises and indignantly1
refused to acknowledge F.amran as his temporal equal.

McNeill, however, grasping at this one straw, endeavour¬

ed to mediate between the two, which really meant that

he tried to obtain Persian recognition of the

independence of Herat. *hen this was refused, McNeill

declared the war was unjust2 and sent a message to Yar

Mahomed by Futteh Mahomed Khan advising that Herat

send an envoy to Lord Auckland. In July, Mahomed Shah,

encouraged by rimonich and fortified by an alliance

with Dost Mahomed, marched for Herat. Colonel Stoddart,

the representative of McNeill with the Persian army,

was told that the suppression of slavery ?/as all that

concerned the Shah, but McNeill associated the attack

with Russian influence and did all in his power to

alarm his government. His anxiety was increased by

the presence of a Russian agent called Vicowitch at

the courts of the Kandahar and Kabul sirdars seeking

1. By eastern standards, Kamran's request was an insult.
2. McNeill to Palmerston, 30th June, 1837.
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their alliance with Persia against the common

Saddozai enemy in Herat. The British, too, had an

agent at Kabul in the person of Alexander Burnes, "but

his instructions drove Dost Mahomed to accept the

Persian alliance. Not only could Burnes offer the

Afghan nothing in return for the British friendship

he courted, "but was ordered to declare his government's

support for Ranjit Singh.

The attack on Herat was the answer of Mahomed

Shah to the supplications of his suffering subjects

in Khorassan:^ he also wished to at one for his

failure to take it in 1855, when Britain mode no

complaints. The policy was Persian in conception

and management. Yet, because Russia, or, at least,

their ambassador, encouraged the move and because

Britain saw her influence at Tehran hod reached its

nadir, the siege of Herat had international implications

which it did not deserve.

1. This alliance wes purely formal and the Dost gave
no help against Herat. Vicovitch was disowned
by Russia and committed suicide.

2. Khauf had sent a deputation seeking aid.
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The Persian array moved ponderously towards the

frontiers of Herat, leaving a wake of rapine and

devastation, Mahomed Shah was still in Persian

Khorassan, hut the chiefs there disliked the Ksdjar

dynasty and Ksrnran had sent among them his son

Jehangir to seek assistance for Herat,1 a final

ultimatum from Mahomed Shah was ignored as it made

claims to the incorporation of Herat within the

Persian empire. On November 14th, Ghorian was reach

ed, forty miles west of Herat, and instead of masking

it as on previous occasions, the Persians attacked.

Their artillery, under the command of Colonel

Semineau, played so accurately on Ghorian that the

Governor, 3bsr Mahomed Khan, a brother of Yar Mahomed

surrendered after twenty-four hours. Elated with

success, Mahomed Ghah marched on Herat, whose fall

seemed inevitable.

There Yar Mahomed had not been idle and hod

organised the meagre resources he could muster.

Herati cavalry hovered on the ersian flanks to cut

down stragglers and to harass communications; the

1. Asiatic Journal, March 1838, P.145(11).
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surrounding villages were evacuated and the inhabitants

with as much provisioning as they could carry, came

into the city; a "scorched earth" policy saw the

destruction of anything which might aid the enemy;

reports of the excesses of the Persians caused people

to flee into the Paropismus mountains if not into

Herat.

Pottinger was still in Herat, a quasi-prisoner.

"hen he knew the Persian army was approaching, he

applied to Yar Mahomed for permission to leave and

was refused. His two athans never kept their

"rendez-vous" and pass out of the story. A second

application was granted so grudgingly "by the wazir

that ottinger thought he would serve his own interests

better by staying.3- Ynr Mahomed told °ottinger that

he wanted him to stay to give advice, despite the

plea that he was but a private traveller. The Kadjars

had sahibs with them, said the wazir and so he wished

to have one too.53 Pottinger thus became the

involuntary adviser and prisoner of Yar Mahomed. The

idea that he had any heroic nations of defying the

1. Report of Pottinger to McFaughton, 14th February,1838.
Secret Consultations. 11th July, 1838, No.10, Para.5.

2. Tbid. Para,6,
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Shah of Persia can "be dismissed.He was in Herat

"because he could not get out, "but once he realised

the importance Britain attached to its defence, he

spared no exertions.3

By now his purse contained only five ducats and

he wrote to Burnes at Kabul, explaining his position

and asking for advice. From September 1837, Burnes

was at Kabul vainly seeking an alliance with Dost

Mehomed, and through him and his colleague Leech at

Kandahar, news of Pottinger reached India, This

letter Pottinger entrusted to a "saiyyid" who was

leaving for Kandahar, and it was only by such un¬

certain channels that news could be sent from Herat.

As a result, reports were often months out of date

by the time they reached the Government via Kabul,

the Khyber and the Punjab. Pottinger1s first letter

to Burnes must have had a swift passage as he was

1. Kaye conveniently omits any reference to these
requests of Pottinger to leave Herat.

S. Masson writes that Pottinger had no idea that the
Persians were contemplating a siege of Herat as
his first letter from there made no reference to
them. His second letter says the advance of the
Persians was unexi>ected. Certainly Pottinger
was out of touch with events since leaving Cutch
and Durand agrees with Masson that he was unaware
of the threatened attack. Anyway, Pottinger had
intended to stay only a short time in Herat.
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writing on February 4th to thank him for money and

letters,1

"bttinger bIgo wrote to MoFel 11 to inform him of

hie presence in Herat, "but thir- letter did not have

the smooth passage of its fellc to Burnee. It was

included in despatches of Ynr Mahomed to McNeill

which were taken from Herat "by All Mahomed Beg, a

"coesid" of McNeill, who had accompanied Putteh

Mahomed Khan hook to Herat,' Yor ohoraed authorised

McNeill to negotiate with erria on "behalf of Herat,

The "coseid left Herat on October 16th, but before

reaching Meshed, was recognised as the courier of the

British embassy by General Boroweki, a renegade ole

in the service of Mersin,and All Mahomed Beg was

brought into the 'eralan camp, The despatches were

never opened but were forwarded to \oBelli, who was

to use this "insult" as another example of "era ion

hostility to Britain, This affair was to reach the

highest diplomatic level, although the ersian

government did not, at that time, object to the

intrigues of the British roboeeador with a state which

was at war with them, (/he Duke of ellington said

1. ecrot 'onrwlti tlons. 3rd,Oct., 1838,TTo.45,8no.l.
2,lie had been told to ar/alt at Meshed for any possible
r ply to McNeill's letter to Yor Mahomed, but had
gme on to Herat,
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he would have hanged the cossid as a spy.)
The siege of Herat can he dated from ITov ember

25rd, 1857, when the Persian army appeared to the

westwards, and few, if any, of that army could have

doubted that Herat would share the fate of Ghorian.

It was impossible that a city inhabited In the main

by his co-religionists and governed by a hated

minority could withstand a siege conducted by the

Asylum of the Universe in person. That very con¬

fidence in themselves was the first of many mistakes

the Persians were to make, mistakes which were to

cause their ultimate withdrawal from Herat with the

city unconpuered.

The defences of Herat were better than those of

Ghorian, bxit were for from formidable. Indeed,

Pottinger wrote that the defences would be "useless"-®-

against European troops. The city was surrounded by

a continuous earthen rampart approximately a mile

square. The exterior sloped steeply down to a ditch

which the defenders could flood or empty at will, and

a fausse-braie protected the passage of the ditch. At

each of the four angles of the rampart was a large

tower where alone artillery could be mounted. The

1. Secret Consultations, July 15th, 1840,?To. 50. (Report
by Pottinger on fortifications of Herat.)
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rampart had two covered ways cut out of its thickness

which were of the greatest assistance to the defenders.

ithin Herat on an artificial mound stood the citadel

of A'chtyar Aldin commanding the north-western approaches.

The key to the successful defence of Herat is

to he found neither in the defences of the town nor

in the merits of the defenders, hut in the Persian

army itself, ^ottinger declared: "Mahomed Shah

could have taken Herat the day he arrived"-'- and that

"his troops were infinitely better soldiers". "They

Simply wanted engineers and a general to have proved

a most formidable force." It was nominally under

the supreme command of the Shah, hut he had the great¬

est difficulty in persuading his immediate subordinates

to work together. His best commanders were European

soldiers of fortune, but they were disliked by the

Persian officers, who themselves made personal glory

in bottle their sole consideration. General Samson

Khan, a deserter from the Russian army, where he had

held no higher rank than quarter-master sergeant, had

embraced Islam and won promotion which his military

talent did not justify. He commanded some Armenians

1.Secret Oonsultations, July 13th, 1840, Ho.50.
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and Nestorians and about seven hundred Russian

deserters. These deserters were good soldiers "but

fought almost mechanically as long years of separation

from home had dulled their already unimaginative minds.

They were erroneously "believed to "be a Russian army

contingent. Borowski had lived in T'oona, Arabia

and Persia after his exile from Poland, but had even

less military experience than Samson Khan. In

Colonel Semineau, a veteran of the campaigns of

Napoleon, Mahomed Shah had a skilled engineer and

artilleryman, but his advice was seldom taken. Given

complete power and loyalty, he could have taken Herat.

Finally, in liaji Mirza Agassi, his prime minister,

Mahomed Shah had made an unfortunate choice. His

unpleasant chnrncter weakened the already tenuous

links in the Persian chain of command, as the Shah

gave orders and received reports through the Haji.

lie was coarse in manner and a very Fabius in his

conduct of affairs, which Ferrier explained as a

deliberate policy to compel Russia to make good the

verbal promises of material assistance which Simonltch

had made.

The want of energy or planned attack evidenced by

the ersians was met by feverish and directed labour

within Herat. The influx of population from the
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suburbs had provided an army of labourers who v/orked

well to repair the ramparts and to construct new

defences. The cavalry made sorties daily and after

nightfall skirmishing parties would attack the

trenches of the Persians.

Ho languidly did Mahomed Shah prosecute the siege

for two months that Pottinger gives only one paragraph

to it in his long report of events to McNaughton.

There he tells how the Persians, instead of making a

frontal assault on the "deplorably weak" city, "wasted

ammunition trying to breach a solid mud bastion".1
On the 29th November, the Persians did make an assault

on the "fausse-braie" and effected a lodgement, but as

they did not follow up this success, it did not profit

them in the least.2

The success of artillery at Ghorian was unfortunate

for Mahomed Shah, as he believed Herat would be

battered into a like submission. Admittedly artillery

was the most efficient branch of the ~'ersian army and

visitors to ^ersia, such as Stocqueler,3 Burnes and

Todd, commented most favourably on it. Three factors

contributed towards the neutralisation of the Persian

1. Report of E.P, to Naught >n, Para.8.
2. E.P. to Burnes. Secret 'Consultations. 3rd October,

1838, No.45, Enc.l.
3. Journey throu/xh Khup.lstan & Persia, J.H. Stocqueler,

Vol.1.P.165.
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artillery at Herat. No hills commanded Herat and so

vertical firing was difficult. The "Persian guns

fired at random art! the shells were not dangerous on

explosion as they "contained little more than a burst¬

ing charge";! up to February 5th, artillery killed

only twenty-five inhabitants.5 The peculiar

composition of the soil of Herat which hardened so

quickly that trenches could soon be dug in what had

been debris, enabled breaches to be plugged up with

mud "on which the enemy's fire mokes no impression".5

Pottinger wrote at the end of November: "The Persians

have wasted some thousand rounds of ammunition and

are not more advanced than when the firing commenced."4

December passed and the tactics of the Persians did

not change.

The measures taken by Yar Mahomed to prevent any

"fifth column" activity were severe. The 3hia

mullahs were imprisoned and mere suspicion of infidelity

condemned a man to loss of property and liberty. The

defection of Shumsodeen Khan, chief of the Popalaais,

led to what amounted to a proscription of the whole

tribe. The Persian prisoners were sold as slaves or

1. M.S. diary of Eldred 7'ottinger,
2, Leech to Burnes. Secret Oonsult: tions. 1st Aug.1858,No.
5. Report of E.P. to W.H.M. Para.7.
4. M.S. diary of Pottinger.
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"bartered for horses with the Turkomans. Herat

could scarcely "be said to "be "besieged as three of

its five gates were open, cattle were driven out to

graze daily and communications with Kandahar were

kept open.

The background to the siege was more interesting.

Pottinger kept Leech at Kandahar fully informed end

Leech forwarded these accounts and news he himself

had gleaned to Eurnes. Diplomatically the Persians

were far from inactive, as Vicowltcb was at Kandahar

and Leech reported that the "brothers" had been pro¬

mised Herat for support against Kamron.^ The

Kandahar sirdars were alarmed at the presence of

Pottinger in Herat, and Burnes hastened to inform

them that he hed no official position.2 ^ part of

the Persian army under Allahycr Khan, usually known

as the Asuf-ud-dauls, the uncle of the Shah, was

carrying war into the Has era country, but despite

their Shia religion, the. inhabitants were successfully

opposing him in a fierce guerilla war.

The murder of all Afghan prisoners on December

1. Leech to Burnes, 18th Jan. 1838, "ocret Consultations
1st Aug. 1858,ITo. 13. The two Barakzais who ruled
Kandahar were referred to rl"rayr as "The Brothers".

2. Burnes to Leech, ibid.
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26th, heralded the adoption of more vi -orous measures,

oe well op reflecting the barbarity of the contestants.!

hen the new yeor opened five separate and ill-conducted

attacks were being orosecuted by the Persians on the

defence works. Mining operations were ottempted end

os this scored the Heratis they sought the odvloe of

otlinger for the first time. Although his advice

was given, It was not taken end the defenders carried

out their own co mter-mlnlng operations* hlch resulted

in trenches of water severol feet deep, Ahe

abundance of water in the ground prevented any success¬

ful mining and was the cause of toute discomfort to

the Persians, who made tremendous efforts to drain

their trenches.

At Kandahar Leech was still in regular receipt

of letters from 'ottinger. He reported to Burnes

that wheat was being sold in the town at eight annae

a maund, scarcely the price of a rare commodity, and

that Shumsodeen had disclosed to the Persians some

secret granaries.? Yar Mahomed wrote to Kandahar

to ask its assistance.

l.The Heratis, on their part, '/ent on head-hunting
sorties by night into the ersiar lines,

f . -ecrot Consult a lions 1 Aug., 1838, Ho .20. These
granaries were owned by the state and filled by
appropriating land to raise corn for them.
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On February 4th, 1838,1 ;>ottinger - rote to Burnes

that letters nnd money had arrived end oBked him to

debit the money to his account et Bhuj. He told

Eurnes how the 'erslone, having spent ell their

ammunition, were using round shot made of marble from

tombstones, end that the defenders' plen of n greet

night attack on January 21st came to nought, when the

men ottooked the head of their own column. Ten days

later, Pottinger was egnin riting to lurnes but this

time his information was of the ^restest interest, rr

he had been to the tent of Mahomed hah himself. ^

On January 18th, ottlnger had been osked if he

would vi"it the 'erpirn camp to deliver o messsge

from Komron. lie agreed and the next day went to

the citadel to receive his orders. The reception

room of Kemran hah was likened by °otlinger to on

"empty storeroom eorpetted"5 and Kamrnn wss in worse

thon usuol health. Attended by the "athor-bsshi"4

he discussed with that officer the nature of the

royal sickness and ot intervals bet' cen that and the

1. -ecret Consult ot ions 3 Oct .1838, -To.45El.
2. here is o full Recount of this in his report to

Mc oughton ( ec. /onr% 11th July, 1838, No.10) ond
his letter to lurnes ( ec. Ions. 3 Oct. 1838, No.46E2)

3. M.S. journal.
4. Chief physician.
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paroxysms of coughing, he ejaculated confused orders

to Pottinger. He took o long time to say anything

coherent, but ""ottinger finally got the sense of the

mes age which was both a complaint end o proposals

a com lalnt of Mahomed 8hah*s unprovoked attack rnd

a proposal to give him Herat in exchange for assistance

to recover Kabul and Kandahar from the Bnrokznie.

It was judged noli tic that the Herat is should

bolster the proposalr to Mahomed hah by some military

success, lest the erslans think that they were i?eaken-

ing. The abortive night venture of January 21st was

the result. Five days later, the cavalry and infantry

were sent out onto the plain to engage the enemy, but

neither side gained any advantage.

On February Oth, a cos-id brought letters for

Colonel Stoddart, who was ith the 'ersians, from

Leech and for "cPelllfiran • aughton. The Keratin

now had a good excuse to send Pottinger to the 'ersians

and on the 8th, he was called to the public baths of

the town, where Yrr Mahomed always held his levee

with the other khans. The wasir instructed him to

give a personal message to Hajl Agaaei. Ysr •

Mahomed, who was always careful to use the most polite

language in his communications ith the besiegers, in

case of Persian success, asked otlinger to tell the
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Persian prime minister thrt he would show obedience

to the Shah if he would depart and that he could not

surrender the town if he lohed.

Along with Oaiyyid Ahmed and a servant, ^ottinger

wee escorted by a small force of cavalry out of the

city towards the ersion lines. There the escort

turned back, and as the three approached the ersiona,

the Saiyyid waved his turban in lieu of a flag of

truce. They were greeted most cordially, and a major

conducted them to the tent of Samson Khan. hile

they partook of refreshment, word of their coming

was sent to Hajl Agassi, and they were soon riding

to his tent through on immense crowd, who understood

him to be a sirdar of Herat come with proposals of

surrender. The wasir greeted ottinger courteously

and gave him permission to deliver his letters to

Colonel toddart, which -ottinger considered as the

prime duty of his mission. The colonel, like the

soldiers, thought some Afghan dignitary hod come,

and greeted ottinger "with a most affectionate

ersinn welcome"*, which, to his surprise and delight,

was returned ith an English greeting. They had

hardly begun to converse when they were summoned to

1. ?*• • Journal
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the tent of the wnzir.

The Hajl cleared the tent for privaoy, the lost

retainer to leave being spat u on. The message of

Yar Mahomed, which professed filial feelings towards

the Persian, ?;os deliver d in bet een the many

interruptions of the lie;}*-# who kept retreating that

Kemren end Yar Mahomed should come from Herat to "kiss

the feet of the Asylum of the Universe" and that Herat

was Persian as it was long port of the Suffavian

ernnire. Pottinger replied that the rights of

roasession wdnt in families, end that the British

regarded Herat as part of Afghanistan. The Haji

then produaed o man which Burnes had dr wn up after

his mission to Bokhara, and said that it showed Herat

to be Persian. ottinger, however, rointed out

that Burnes had clearly indicated Herat to be outside

the Persian empire. Go the llaji retorted thet if

Herot was not ersian, he would rite to ueen

Victoria to tell her Ireland was not hers. The

interview ended with ottinger receiving the five

conditions of a Persian withdrawal.

They were then ushered into the tent of ?«lahomed

Shah. ^ottlrtger described himself as a "subject of

a state -hich wished well to both parties" who had

brought a message from Kamran. The meeting was
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doomed to failure from the start, as ^ottinger Insist¬

ed on referring to Kemrsn as "shah", while the ~>ersion

monarch colled him "mirsa . Mahomed Phah complained

that Keraran had sold Persian subjects as slaves, and

said that Komran should come out of Herat to implore

clemency from his overlord. The shah went on to

cl8im that Kandahar was his and that Komran was not

to be trusted, on which unpromising note the audience

ended.

That evening and the next, "ottinger stayed with

Stoddart, whom he had been glad to have with hira at

these interviews, as the colonel helned to interpret

some of the 'ersion which 'ottinger could not follow.

On his return to Herat on February 10th, 1838, all

pressed ronnd asking if he hud hod success in his

negotiations, but 'ottinger went straight-to Ynr

Mahomed and delivered the proposals of Haji Mirza

Agassi, Soon came the summons to the citadel and

Pottinger had to report to the irate Kamrnn that the

Shah-in-Shah would raise the siege on Persian terms

only. "'ottinger advised Kamren to write to ord

Auckland and to give up his claim to Kandahar and

Kabul.

On February 14th, ottinger wrote to Mclloughten
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a full report of what had happened.1 The report is

prefaced with the tale of how he come to be in Herat

and ends ith an appreciation of the military situation,

lie tells of r>oor spirits in the Persian camp as grain

is in short supnly and as the soldiers hove received

no pay since leaving Teheron. For the moment the

advantages lay with the Ileratis because Yar Mahomed

kept up people's spirits by judicious distribution

of available money end of "khelats".2 The city

defences hod been strengthened and the excesses of

the Persians were such that Pottinger declared that

the hiao who worked on the fortifications would help

to resist on assault. The Persian trenches were

only two yards from some of the Herat! mines, but

the attackers could not advance. Although a deep

ditch, t o linea of defence works and the lofty

rampart would have to be carried before the Persians

could reach Herat, an assault at different points was

what Pottinger feared as the "paucity of the defenders

would give brave men a chance". All Yar Mahomed

needed, concluded ottinger, was money.

Enclosed with this long report were the ersion

terms for withdrawal, which Yar Mahomed declared

1. It has been used extensively here.
2. Dresses of honour.
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unacceptable, and a copy of a letter of toddart

to Haji Agassi for hira and the >hnh only. Stoddart

hod opened the dispatch for McNeill and given the

gist of its contents which would be formally presented

by the ambassador. '. he 'ersians were told they must

not attack Afghan territories or the British would

take measures "by treaty or otherwise"•1 ">ottinger

added a postscript that McNeill- must have known

already the detail of these measures "and please God

he will in a few days arrive in camp".

This report and the letters which Yrr Mahomed

and Koraran Dhah had been advised to write, were

received at imla at the end of April, and on the 1st

May, a reply5 was sent to ottinger. He was informed

that "the 1 overnor-Oeneral wishes to assure you of

the great gratification hich hlo lordship has derived

from your able and interesting paper which In every

point of view reflects much credit on your character".

Pottinger had "arrived" at government headquarters,

not as a cartographer, which was ns much as he had

hoped for twelve months before, but as 0 soldier.

1. Although by 1809 treaty Britain contracted not to
interfere in a 'eroo-Afghan or.

2, McNeill was in direct communication with Palmerston.
5, ecret ionsultatlonn 11 July, 1838, No#11.
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Letters^ were also rent to Kararnn and his wazir

offering sympathy but saying time end distance pre¬

vented aid being cent.

Half-hearted attempts to reach r settlement were

made from the eral'n side. On February 12th, the

major who hed taken Hottlnger to amaon Khan came In

to suggest to Yrr Mahomed that terma could be reached

more easily If they discussed things without the

mediation of infidels, but this man himself was a

singularly ill-chosen envoy, oa he had been the officer

charged with the Imprisonment of Ynr Mahomed at Meshed

when the wozlr had been given such rough dental treat¬

ment. negotiations continued in a desultory manner

until April 2nd, but were not taken seriously by

either side, and the 'eraisns even showed some Interest

In the siege by making concerted nttacke on outworks

until on ?!srch 8th, they captured a fortified post

three hundred yards from the north-east angle of the

rampart. Instead of following un this advantage

the Persians rested on their laurels and egain things

languished.

?ottlnger'a role at Herat was that of a soldier,

whose professional advice was sometimes sought and who

had done duty as a courier for one side Into the camp

1. Secret Consultations Oct. 3rd, 1838, Nos. 63G and 63D.
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of the other. He we~ also the military correspondent

•hone accounts of the siege reached the outside world.

On February 4th,* he gave the strength of the garrison

as 5,000 men and ten guns, and losses as only 100, a

striking commentary on the conduct of the siege. On

February 12th,- he told Burnes of his visit to Mahomed

hah, adding the new s that the em inns had driven the

local oeoaant cultivators into the mountains and that

the place had "become a desert. On the other hand, the

ileretis were well supplied with provisions and the

chance of Uahoraed 3hah taking the town was "little

less than an impossibility." Burnea was Interested

in the report but he wrote to Ysr Nahomed to say that

Pottinger had no official position end that he was only

e traveller.5 Ten days later, 3otlinger was less

optimistic.4 The big gun, which the Persians hoped

would pound Herat into n mass of rubble, had burst,

but the return of the Asuf-ud—daula heralded danger

for Herat. He was the most skilful of the ^ersian

generals and his independent position8 raised him

above the petty intrigue of the nobility. Pottinger

1. eeret Consult at.ono 5 Oct. 1858, No.4531.
2. Ibid. 3.8.
5. eoret -on citations 3 at. 1838, :o.44
4. ecret 'onrultations 5 ct. 1838, 0.51
5. He was virtual ruler of Khorrssan.
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feared a blockade would begin in e;rnest and en end

put to the general incom etence of the siege operations.

He praised Yar lahomed as the whole life of the

defence which depended on him alone, but tells how

the wssir has not one friend and that "the garrison

is hold to its duty by the cry of religion". His

letter of 24th February* showed things in a brighter

light again. Heavy rain following on the snow of

the early part of the month had flooded the ernian

trenches, and made very miserable the life of the

besiegers. Forage was becoming scarce but "groin

and meat ore abundant not a half dearer than usual

at this season and almost all the common people have

provisions for another forty days . That Yar Nahomed

kept him well informed of affairs is shown by

ottinger's objection to the ropoaal of the waeir

to use Harrison Khan as a mediator as the wnzlr had

already asked McNeill to do this.

hat °ottinger had feared took place on February

26th.s "I am sorry to saythe enemy has completely

invested the city today. They took the garrison by

surprise actually combining the movements." As this

was the last letter which the government records

1. -eoret Consultations 6 Oct. 1838, No. 53.
. ocret ionaultrt-'ons. 3 Oct. 1838, Re*68* E.5.
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contain (until after the siege), we must assume that

at last the city was properly invented end a siege

being prosecuted in earnest. In "'fbul and Kandahar

the diplomatic intrigues of Vico itch, now assisted

by r. Goutte an agent -of the Tsar at the cou t of

Mahomed Shah, had borne fruit as the Barakzaie threw

in their lot 1th the eroian. In April Burnee end

Leech left Afghanistan, having failed to bring Kabul

and Kandahar into a British alliance, es they had

hod nothing to offer in return.

Pottinger*s financial position had been improved

in February. On the night of the ISth, a trader

from Kandahar came to ottinger end offered to give

him gold in return for an order on Kandahar.

•ottinger geve a note to Leech and on this piece of

paper and his word received gold, although he warned

the Kandahar! that he did not know if Leech was still

there, nor could anyone in Herat read the note.^

For five months the siege had been go ng on and

wos now a subject of concern in ondon and imla,

where the true facts of tte cose were hidden in a

mist of misunderstanding and ignorance, coloured by
/

the belief that Russian soldiers as wall as Russian

influence were sustaining ^ersin. From Teheran Sir

1. M.S. Journal.
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John McNeill1 was riding to see for himself and to

attempt to secure b ^errinn withdrawal. ith him

came Major D'Aroy Aodd, one of the few men who really

understood how little danger was to he apprehended

from the ersian attack on Herat. Juot before he

left for Herat lie wrote: "...our government sudden¬

ly discovers that the fall of Herat into the hands

of the ersians would he injiirious to our interests

in the East, as affording an outpost to "Russian

intrigue in the direction of India."13

CHA THR VIII

McNeill end Todd arrived at the 'ersian crsmn on

April 6th, 1858. Mahomed Hhah had tried to prevent

his coming, hut McNeill had not yet resented his

credentials from the new u en and so demanded and

was granted on audience, where he warned the hah

that Orent Britain might "break off diplomatic

relations. At another audience on April 16th,

McNeill was permitted to open negotiations with Herat.

Before he was allowed to enter the town the 'erainns

1, On 8 March, 1858, c"'eill rote to Nalraernton of
his going to Herat and of 'ersin's demnnd of un¬
conditional surrender.

2, Quoted in kayo's Mvcr uf fad inn fftccrs .
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considered, just as tlie Heratis had reasoned "before

they sent ottinger to Mahomed ::hnh, that a victory

should precede a parley. Accordingly they made an

ottock on the 18th, which the defenders countered,

end the real Interest of the day wee the narrow escape

of ^ottinger from a 'ernian bullet. He was watch¬

ing the struggle In the trenches from the ramparts

with Yer Mahomed and other khans and a few seconds

efter he had oat down to enjoy some banter, a bullet

came through the loophole where he had been leaning

and killed the eunuch of Ynr Mahomed.1

That evening it wee anno'need from the ersian

trenches that the "mib" of the British "elchee"

sought admission and permission was given to Major

Todd to enter Herat next morning. -'ottinger met

him at one of the gates and the Heratis had their

first sight of a British officer resplendent in full

regimentals. Todd was received by Kamron and was

assured that Herat would eloorae the mediation of

McNeill. After a ooncil of war that evening, which

ottinger attended, e diout from the "'ersian trenches

told the Herat is that Sir John Mal eill himself was

entering their lines.

1. M.'". Journal.
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McNeill arrived at such en inconvenient time

"because he had heard that Simonitoh was close on his

heels, anxious to keep Mahomed hah cway from the

counsels of the British ambassador v?hose cowers of

persuasion he knew and feared. McNeill hoped to

conclude negotiations before his rival appeared. He

describes"'- how the Persians were eagerly anticipating

the fall of Herat and were in high spirits. He was

met by Putt eh Mahomed i'han,^ to whom he had sent a

note" and passed through o quarter of a mile of trenches,

where he saw bo many Afghans on the alert that he

said he would prefer to be a defender in any assault.

At the gate of the 'ark" he met Yar Ms.homed and moot

of the night the two discussed with Pottinger nnd

eome khans the terms on which agreement could be

reached. Dawn was breaking when "ottinger took

McNeill beck to his quarters where they lay down.

At 6.30 a.m. Pottinger awoke to find McNeill at work

at his table. The ambassador hod alio ed himself

only one hour for sleep. He sent for Yar Mahomed

and a very sleepy and disgruntled wazlr came at seven

1. McNeill to Ecillie Fraser Memoirs p.213. McNeill
gives an account of his journey through the lines
to the cl ty.

2. v.r>age 64,
3. roximity of trenches made communication easy.
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o'clock to escort McNeill to the citadel, There

Keraron and Ynr Mahomed agreed to the terms of o draft

treaty, hut McNeill knc".' already that his efforts hod

been in vain, as that morning he had heard of the

arrival of imonitch. hen McNeill come out of Herat,

Mahomed 'hah "rejected the roposed agreement and

sooke of prosecuting the siege".

Before he left Beret, McNeill spoke with Pottinger.

He denuted him his ogent in Herat end promised to

send some money ns he had used oil that Eurnes had

sent him, and what he hod received from the Kondohori

tmder was running out, e are indebted to McNeill's

epistolary industry for details of Herat and its

defenders at this time. How he sent £300 in Version

coin to ottinger mokes on interesting story. To

carry such a large sum through the ersian lines

required a man of integrity as well as valour, and

McNeill selected a stro ping Afghan peasant for the

task. The fghan set off, sword in hand, and n rattle

of musketry told of his arrival at the "ersian lines.

Dubious of the success of his emissary, McNeill went

to bed only to be awakened at midnight by a fracas

outside hi*- tent. There he found the Afghan, his

1. "em irs of ir John "cTTeill. '".215.
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body gashed with wounds* hut his n-'ord showing they

hrd "been reprid with interest. The fellow had not

only out his way through the Version lines and

delivered the gold, hut hrd hacked his way "bock to

McNeill to renort success. 1

On April ££rd, ""old hrd returned to Herat to say

that Mahomed rhrh hod refused to ocoept British

mediation. Pottinger visited Kamran next day to

explain that McNeill hrd "been deceived "by Mahomed

"hah, ho hrd "broken his nroml se to allow the British

to mediate. Komrnn '"as not. in the? least surprised,

and said that infidelity was to he expected from the

F ad J ors.

""hile McNeill remained in comp trying, with

scant hone of success, to counter the Btission influence,

conditions in Herat "became more difficu.lt. The

"blockade was strict, there was little money, food was

In short supply and for the first time, the defenders

felt the pinch of hunger. The Persians settled

down to await the surrender which starvation would

inevitably bring. To alleviate the shortage of food,

about 700'' old men and women with some children "ere

1. Memoirs. *>.£17.
or eiil says £,000 iierati bias.
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sent out of the city. Their condition was pitiful

and they were fortunate to "be assisted by McNeill

who had large supplies of grain for his own entourage.

Houses were pulled down to supply fuel end only the

intervention of ottlnger saved the Jews' synagogue

from destruction. r*ome of the chiefs began to

consider seriously the advantages of on approach to

the Fursians, as the British seemed to be doing

nothing to help them. McNeill, too, was angry at

the apparent apathy of his government and pent Todd

off to India with despatches for Auckland. On May

27th, "bttinger saw Yar Mahomed. He had attended

all the councils of war and was aware of a "Russian"

party in the garrison. He obtained the assent of

the wazir to two conditions of peace; no siibmission

of Kamran to Mahomed 3hah and no Russian interference.

Pottinger then agreed to a letter from Yar Mahomed

to the ersions which nromleed suppression of slavery,

the return of prisoners, a renopulation of Jam and

Bakhurs nnd annual tribute. In return, Herat asked

for the retreat of the ersians, the restoration of

Qhorian and the gift of some groin.1
This offer was rejected by ^ersla and even called

1. M#". Journal
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forth an admonition from McNeill* "'ottinger, to

oppose the "Hussion" party, had "been impressing on

Yor Mahomed the conviction that Britain would assist

Herat, "but on 29th lay, he was instructed not to

os3ure the city of any aid, as he had no authority

to do rK>. ~k>ttinger informed the khans of this and

thoy again discussed the "vantages of asking Thissia

to intervene. The host ottinger could do was to

persuade them to approach MaYeill again in the hope

that he oould do somethin for them.

McNeill could do nothing. He said he oould

have done something "if the hah had not been nil at

once credibly informed that he had nothing to fear

from the eastward",1 He vras angry with London and

India. His osition was "becoming more and more

difficult, so he chose to make a final bi ■ to draw

I'.ahoraed "hah away frorm Herat by delivering an

ultimatum. This listed British grievances against

"ersia2, including the affair of th courier and

demanded that the siege of Herat be raised, Mahomed

hoh offered to accede to the demands if the question

of Herat was excepted, and ottinger ordered to leave

1. Memoirs of McNeill. P.fr:2.
2* 'here were 5 main complaints, (|) The courier incident,

(o} Supposed insult to British resident at Bnehire,
(c) Evasion of a promised commercial treaty.
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the town. McNeill refused, said 'ottinger was not

urder his orders, and on June 7th, left Herat for

the Turkish frontier. -ersi'n hod forfeited her

British alliance.

Yet McNeill hod been wrong to think his country

did not suit nations to their "ords, and that the

fate of Herat was indifferent to her, as both 'nlroernton

end .Auckland had acted. hile McNeill was waiting

impatiently at Herat, despatches of government decisions

were making their slow way towards him. From India

on May 1st, 1858, MoNaughten had written to inform

him tho cruisers would be sent from Bombay into the

ersian Gulf.1 On June 4th, the "Terairamis" and

"Hugh Lindsay" had escorted troop transports out of

Bombay harbour and mode for the island of Karrak.

From London almerston, anticipating his ambassador's
failure before Herat, hod instructed McNeill to inform

Mahomed Hhah that immediate withdrawal from Herat

was the only alternative to war.

The defenders of Herat were unaware of the

international interest the siege of their town hod

celled forth, and of the help which was on the way.

The position of the besieged was becoming ever more

1. Secret "onsultrtionn 5 Oct. 1858, No. 85B.
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desperate an the blockade was maintained# he time

for seed planting was over and whatever the outcome

of the siege, they knew that winter would "bring

terrible hardship# Hev^r and scurvy were rife,

"t -'as only now that "Ottinger, his appointment as

British agent giving him some official capacity,

affected the conduct of the lege to any great degree.

He knew Britain had identified herself with the

successful defence of Herat, and he strove to counter

any proposals of surrender to ''era is, He played on

fears of the havoc which would be wrought in lernt

if the soldiers of Mahomed hah should be admitted.

He used the cry of religion to remind Heratis of the

merit they obtained bp opposing the heretic hias.

espite dieill's rebuke, he asked • he council to

hold out c little longer in the hope that Britain

"ould send help, and. HcHeill's departure was explain¬

ed as the first step in a break between ^ersia and

Britain,

The erslons themselves were wearying of the

siege and Mahomed Shah would willingly hove retired

if he could have obtained even the nominal submission

of araran cad so "save face". 'imonitch was still

with him cad the Russian knew the town hod to be token

soon as the departure of McHeill presaged British
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with the 'eri^ian side and St. Petersburg could not

ignore muoh longer the failure to take Herat. So

Hmonltoh persuaded the hah to prer.f.i'e e major

assault.

The pen of Krye has given a graphics account of

the assault of June C4th and of the pert nlnyed "by

T'ottinger. The story from the 'ersian side is Just

as interesting. It shows how it -as not only the

gallantry of :ldred ottlnger which saved Herat "but

that the incompetence of the ersians contributed in

no small degree to their failure. At a council of

v?ar called by Mahomed hah, it was decided to entrust

the conduct of the assault to Colonel femineau, who

would be assisted by Colonel Elaremberg, on engineer

on the ambassador's staff. The T,ersisn officers

were ordered by the hah to subordinate themselves

to Beminenu, which they did with bad grace. 'eminenu

planned to push forward some trench works, breach the

rampart by artillery and assault. All went well

until June 23rd, when Semineau, requiring tnree more

days to complete his preparations, was ordered to

attack on the next day. in protests were in vain,

as the astrologers had been consulted and had found
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the morrow to "bo propitious."'-

The artillery opened fire on Herat from oil aides.

i lull folio ed until ilcl-lcy on I then, when the

garrison ere least expecting it, the assault was

launched. At one point only was c breach made in

the rampart, but this was big enough for the ersians

to ;our into lierat. four hundred inen of the P.araguzloo

regiment gained the breach, but oulcl go no further,

as they had used their even rounds of ammunition,

which was all Iloji Agassi h i allowed to each man.

There the Anraguzloc remained defending themselves

v/ith bayonets and waiting for the smraunition and

infantry support which never came. Borovvskl, lead-

ing another assault group hloh hastened to the

breach, was killed by a bullet In his bock, probably

a ""era lan one.' ( emineau himself was struck in

the back as he faced the rampart.) The assistance

never came. The attack of the 'pissian deserters

regiment broke down when omson Then was wounded while

1. Ferrler gives the additional reason that Simonitch
urged the attack on the '4th as his letters of recall
had arrived. The fall of Ileret ould justify his
whole policy as a fait accompli . More weight
could be given to this reason for the assault if
Perrier did not refer to the whole' operations as
taking plooe In July.

£• There had been a tacit truce in the middle of the day.
S. His body was exchanged fo* some sheep by the llerotis.
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the death of the Persian leader, "'all Khan, sent his

men into retrent. A fifth assault under Sertip Hnji

Khan was made on a different part of the olty than

xias ordered, as the "ersian wished to secure for him¬

self the honour of capturing Herat. 'o the Persians

who were occupying the breach got no hel < from their

comrades and were driven back from the position they

had so bravely won.1 Had they received any support

at all Herat would have been taken, as they were

nearer victory then they realised.

Both "ottinger end Yar Mahomed had hastened to

the bre-ch and for the first time in the siege they

found the vigour of the ersions had caused the

Heratis to weaken. Din Mahomed Khan was defending

the breach with the valour of ten men, but his

soldier were retreating by twos and threes, some

carrying rounded as an excuse, others saying they

were going for help, >or the first time, too, Yor

Mahomed loot heart and instead of ordering the skulkers

to return to the fray, he sat down. ?ottinger

entreated him to lone to the breach, but once there

his usual courage and power of leadership deserted

Ynr Mahomed and a mental and physical torpor seemed

l.Ferrier, Tvp. 850~25d. Account given by Colonel
eminent!, iistory of ■fghnns.
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to grip him, His example, far from encouraging the

soldiers only served to increase their fears, and a

general retreat seemed inevitable. 't the last

moment, 'ottinger mmigod to bring the ;•/ nssir out

of the paralysis which h- d taken possession of him

and 'far f t homed seised ; at ff with which he belabour¬

ed ohe retreating defender . the men, finding

themselves caught in a narrow pansage between the

Persians and the apg rontly possessed wazir, preferred

to turn on the enemy than face the blow3 and tongue

of far T! ahone-' . "ho 'ernians, whom it will be

remembered were without ammunition, were' bowl d over

by a charge of the Herat is, driven down the steep

escarpment and ushed back to their own lines. Herat

had been caved.

It is difficult to discover 'what 'bttinger really

did during the fight et the breach. For his own

account, we must rely on Knye, who sQys that "bttinger's

natural modesty in the compilation of his journal

disguises the true state of affairs. Keye found

that the diary had been amended by "ottinger and the

word "I" almost invariably replaced by phrases such

dg "those about the wozir" end "the other men". It

had been a clone thing at the breach. Had the

Persians ndvonoed even without ammunition, or hed
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received half the support they deserved, Herat would

have fallen. Tt is clear that "'ottinker was at the

"breach, when the fight hrd reached its most crucial

point, end that it was due to h-is .exertions that Yor

Hohomed regained hir nerve. He had had to drag the

wazir to the breach and taunt him with every coward¬

ly name before Ynr Mnhoraed - looted the unusual but

effective measure which sent hie men against the

Persians.

CHAPTER IX

Pottinger had saved Herat, but hod fade his ov?n

position more difficult. he eraians saw in him

the mainstay of op os; ion to them in Herat, and now

demanded his departure so the preliminary to any

arrangement a for peace* ithln the city, the Heratis

looked on 'ottinger re the man who had prevented

their deliverance from the rigours of starvation and

the- persecution of Yar u.homed. the wezir was hold¬

ing Herat under great difficulties and did not

hesitate to use the raoet unscrupulous methods of rais¬

ing money and food for the troops. The poor were

perishing from hunger ana t he sick had no resistance

with which to fight, disease. ±o them the capture
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of Herat by Mahomed Shah could not have been worse

than the misery they suffered under the rule of Yar

Mahomed. Kamran had no power at all, though

instructions were issued in his name. A princess

of the royal house, to whom Prince Jehangir was

betrothed, starved to death.1

Another asssult would have taken Herat, but the

troops of Mahomed Shah had lost heavily in the last

attack and feared to make another. They went back

to the former policy of starving the city into

surrender, which both sides knew could not be long

averted. Yar Mahomed was asked by Persia to discuss

Pottinger but refused. He knew the enemy might break

any promises once they had obtained his dismissal

and Pottinger might be useful at some future date.

The wazir was expecting assistance from the Uzbegs

of Turkestan, and Pottinger felt sure that news of

some British intervention must soon arrive.

July passed without any news cr change. The

khans of Herat held conferences to seek a way of

replenishing their exhausted finances, and 'ottinger

was surprised, as well as delighted, with their

1. Secret Oonsultat ions 13th Feb. 1839, No.37.
Pottinger to McNaughton.
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unanimous decision on July 10th to continue the

defence. He wrote: "V.?ith open breaches, trembling

soldiery and a disaffected populace, they determined

to stand to the last. How I wished to have the

power of producing money." A plan was accepted

whereby one chief made himself responsible for the

production of money and property on the understand¬

ing that the other chiefs would not interfere on

behalf of their dependents.^ This grant of arbitrary

power to mulct anyone of all their possessions caused

so much distress that Pottinger asked the council to

accept a scheme of his own whereby citizens would

voluntarily give him money on the understanding that

he would recommend to the British government that

they be reimbursed. Yet money still came in a trickle

and negotiations with the Persians were reopened yet

again.

Pottinger could not know that at this time

Colonel Stoddart was riding back to Mahomed Shah

with Palmerston's ultimatum, nor that Persian couriers

were on the way with news of the arrival of British

1. Kamran was asked to give up his private treasure
or authorize this plan. He naturally did the
latter. Pottinger suspected Yar Mahomed used
powers of appropriation to add to his own private
possessions.
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warships and soldiers at Karrak on June 19th.1
McNeill had almost reached Tehran when he received

the dispatch of Palmerston2 and the news of the

occupation of Karrak. Stoddart reached Herat on

August 11th and on August 15th, Mahomed Shah promised

to raise the siege. The Shah made a final attempt

to drag some sort of submission out of Kiraran, which

would allow the Persians to retire with something to

show for their nine months' investment, and the

indefatigable intriguer, M. Goutte, was sent into

the city. The Heratis were unaware of Britain's

moves against Persia and would have been willing to

send Kamran to make some form of submission to Mahomed

Shah at Ghorian, but Goutte demanded that submission

be made at Herat. The next day, August 18th,

Pottinger was informed by Yar Mahomed that they had

reached the end of their tether and that submission

to Mahomed Shah could no longer be avoided. In a

private interview, Pottinger, using all the powers of

persuasion he could muster, made Yar Mahomed promise

to continue the negotiations at all costs in order to

gain time.

1. 387 men were exaggerated into 5,000.
2. Reply to McNeill's dispatch of 8 March, q. v.(P. 83)

Palmerston to McNeill 21 May, 1838.
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Stoddart was insisting that Mahomed Shah should

withdraw, and it soon "became obvious to the Heratis

that the army of Persia was preparing to move. The

receipt of letters from Mahomed Shah stating his will¬

ingness to forgive Kamran was ignored on the advice

of Pottinger, On September 9th, Mahomed Shah turned

his back on Herat and rode for Tehran, having pro¬

claimed to the world the impotence which underlay

his titles of King of Kings and Asylum of the Universe.

If in this story of the siege of Herat the account

of Pottinger seems to lose continuity or become lost

in details of the attacks and counter moves, it is

because he was an observer rather than a participant.

Until the arrival of McNeill, he had no official

status 8nd even the appointment as British agent in

Herat gave him no new powers. His story must

necessarily be subordinated to the history of the

siege which caused so much distress to the governments

in London and India. To attribute the defence of

Herat to Eldred Pottinger is inaccurate. The

personal valour of the Heratis saved the town, and

it was only in the last four months that Pottinger

sprang to the fore in the defence. His mission in

February to the camp of Mahomed Shah hod been made

as a private individual of a neutral state. The
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title of British agent which McNeill gave him in

April added to his prestige (if not to his powers)

in the eyes of the Herat is and "by then relations

"between Persia and Great Britain were such that he

could undertake more martial pursuits. His courage

and presence of mind at the critical moment on June

24th proved his sterling qualities, "but this was the

only incident during the siege when Pottinger con "be

said to have held the initiative, or to have "been at

all instrumental in defence or attack. Thereafter,

he did noble service for his country "by encouraging

the defenders to hold on longer until Britain came

to their assistance. By enabling the defence of

Herat to be protracted long enough for the ultimatum

of Palmerston to reach Mahomed Shah, Pottinger

performed a service for his country in the diplomatic

field.

There the tale of Eldred ^ottinger in Afghanistan

should have ended. Mahomed Shah had gone back to his

capital. Simonitch had been recalled and Russo-

British relations were good. The long siege, however,

had set military wheels moving and at Ferozepore, the

"Army of the Indus" was ready to march on Afghanistan.

Palmerston was not going to run the risk of Russian

influence at Herat and Kabul again. "Auckland has
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"been told to take Afghanistan in hand and make it a

British dependency," wrote Palmerston in October 1838

to Olanricarde, his ambassador at St. Petersburg.

CHAPTER X

That Herat would continue as a populated town

was doubtful. The people had suffered the rigours

of famine and the persecution of Yar Fahomed, not to

mention the fear of a successful assault by the

Persians. Now that the enemy had marched away, those

Heratis who had any spirit left wanted to leave the

place. Stoddart and Pottinger decided to stay in

Herat to do all in their power to alleviate the

condition of the miserable people and thereby preserve

Herat as an outpost against another Persian or

Russian attack. Thus politics and pity combined to

keep Pottinger in Herat.

On September 10th, 1838, Pottinger sent off a

short dispatch^ to McNaughton, reporting the retreat

of Mahomed Shah and Stoddart's entry into the town.

He said that the "promptest and most energetic support"

was required "to keep Herat from sinking", and that

1. Secret Consultations Feb. 27, 1839, No.27.
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he knew the contents of the government dispatch to

McNeill of 15th November, 1837, which "declared the

intention of the British government to uphold the

sovereignty of the Saddozai clan and assert the

integrity of Afghan territory." Pottinger assumed

the "burden of assistance to the people and his

dispatch of September 27th1 to McNaughten reported

what had been the state of affairs and the measures

he had taken to deal with the crisis.

The only government was tyranny. His first

task was to relieve the citizens from the payment of

taxes, as so little money was available, and the

method of collection was not far removed from armed

robbery. He asked that the tribute from land, the

tribes and the shops be remitted for one year.

Pottinger turned next to deal with the administration

of justice and requested that the police force be

re-established. This was done but had not the

desired effect, as the police abused their position.

Pottinger found one officer of the police dragging

a soldier by the neck along a street, and only the

intervention of some Saiyyids obtained the release

of the man. To restore public confidence in the

1. Secret Qonsultations 13 Feb. 1839, No.37.
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administration Pottinger, after remonstrating with

Kamran Shah and Yar Mahomed, was granted permission

for himself, Stoddert and one of the chief mullahs

to accompany the officer of justice to the "Pay-i-

takht" where the presence of two British officers

and a religious dignitary in the public court assured

a measure of fair ploy to the citizens. "*•
Now that taxation had been reduced and justice

improved, the Her at is talked less about flight, and

more about means of subsistence. Pottinger, realis¬

ing that it depended entirely on the British govern¬

ment whether the citizens stayed or emigrated, assumed

plenary powers for himself and concluded a financial

agreement with Komran. Pottinger would supply corn

for one year, payment for v/hich would be spread over

two years, while the assistance given to shopkeepers

would be repayable in three years. In return, all

taxes were to be resumed by the Herat government,

who would tell Pottinger the amount they levied and

he would decide how much the British should contribute.

Further, aiming at Yar Mahomed, there were to be no

private armies, but Kamran could keep a small force

1. In this matter bttinger was supported by Din
Mahomed Khan, the defender of the breach on June
24th.
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which anyone could volunteer to join. Pottinger

was already "beginning his struggle with Yar Mahomed

as the wazir was not one to "brook any interference

in his rule of Herat. Pottinger had long realised

that Kamran was a cypher and his attempt to increase

the Shah's power angered Yar Mahomed. The wazir

said to Perrier a few years later: "the duplicity

that I formerly practiced to Pottinger and. Todd sahibs

ought not to lower me in your opinion: they excited

the anger of that old drunkard Shah Kamran against

me and my life was at stake." ^

Stoddart and Pottinger visited 'rince Jehangir

and found him destitute. The prince was grateful

to Pottinger who had saved him from torture, which

was more than his father could do. Torture was used

on citizens of everydegree, who were suspected of

hoarding money, and many unfortunate men suffered

agonies at the hands of the wazir's minions.

The distress in Herat came from scarcity of

money rather than of supplies. Yar Mahomed and

Pottinger, for example, never went hungry. The city

had "been able to hold out so long because the fertility

of the place had enabled large amounts of food to be

1.Perrier Crrrvan Journeys ^.144.
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stored. The Persian array itself had "been able to

subsist "almost exclusively on the supplies of the

country immediately around l.erat and Ghorian, leaving

the more productive districts of Subzawar and Purrah

untouched."1 Even after the Persians had invested

the town more closely, supplies appear to have reached

Herat at irregular intervals.2 During the siege,

volunteers had received ten maunds of wheat and five

rupees each month, "but the rupee was now worth five

times it normal value, and as men had families to

support, Pottinger estimated that thirty Ilerati rupees

and fifteen rnaunds were necessary for each man for

one month.® As the price of grain fell, so would

the allowance "be decreased.

It was useless to make any credit arrangements

with the merchants, who were Hindus, They hod "been

fleeced during the siege and were not accustomed to

transactions with government. Pottinger, therefore,

asked McNaught en to send hills of credit from the

1. McNeill to Palmerston, July, 1838.
2. Asiatic Journal, Jan.1839. P.19(ll). Letter of

Pottinger dated August 28th, 1838.
3. As the maund is 801hs., either Pottinger made a

gross miscalculation or the clerk who copied his
dispatch into the government record hooks, tran¬
scribed incorrectly. 401hs of wheat flour would
he a huge daily consumption for one family.
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promised ^ottinger 58,000 (about £400) if they had

the assurance of their Shikar ur "brethren that the

loan Tas a sound one. They agreed to return to

Kamran the orown jewels which he had pledged during

the siege, in exchange for a draft of £3,000 on the

Governor-General, Kamran had agreed to pay "back

that sum later.

This letter, which detailed all that Pottlnger

had done, passed through the hands of Alexander

Burnes who was at Khairpur, "before it reached

McNaughton who was with the "Army of the Indus" at

Budee. Burnes wrote to MoNaughton on October 26th:

"I shall not lose a day in dispatching to him letters

of credit, if "bills of exchange are not procurable

at Shikarpur as he requests in his letter to you."s

The "Army of the Indus" was now on the march

towards the Bolan nass through Sind and Baluchistan.

Briefly, the object of the war was to place '.-hah

Suja, the twice rejected ex-amir of Kabul on the throne

1. "hikarpur was a Hindu banking centre in Sind. Mohun
Lai wrote: "You will see all the shopkeepers
writing loondees oi? bills of exchange which you can
take in the name of the agents at Bombay, Sindh,
hinjab, Khorassan, Afghanistan and nart of Persia
and Russia." (M.Lei.P.248)

2. Secret Consultations 13 Feb. 1839, No.36.
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of Dost Mahomed and thus secure for Britain a friendly

power to guard the passes which led into India from

the north-west. The justice of this policy and the

responsibility for it will not "be discussed here.

McNaughten, who had arranged the Tripartite Treaty

"between the Governor-General, Ranjit Singh and Shah

Suja, whereby India and the ~Unjab allied to re¬

instate Suja at Kabul, was appointed on October 1st,

1838, "Envoy and Minister to the Court of Shah

Soojah-ool~"oolk". - Three officers were selected

as his political assistants - Leech, Dr. Lord and

Eldred Pottinger. Dr. Lord had been with Burnes

on his mission to Kabul and had made a journey with

Lieutenant ood to the source of the Oxus. In this

Usbeg territory, Dr. Lord had organised a spy service

during the siege of Herat and was able to forward

reports to the government.2 That same day there

appeared the "Simla Manifesto" ?/hich outlined the

reasons for the expedition. News of the retreat of

Mahomed Shah from Herat came a few days later, but

although the attack on that town had first made

Auckland aware of the danger from the west, the army

1, Henry Pottinger had been offered the poet, but
refused it.

2. Davis, Raleigh lecture, Brit. Academy, 1926. P.252.
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had "been collected to depose Dost Mahomed and not

to relieve Herat.

On October 18th, Maliaughten wrote to ^ottinger

enclosing a copy of the "Simla Manifesto" and a

letter for hah Kernran from the Governor-General,

who asked the Herati for an alliance.1 Pottinger

was instructed to press Kamran for this alliance and

to report to MeNaughton all that Kamran required.

On November 8th, the Governor-General officially

announced that he would continue his project of

"the substitution of a friendly for a hostile power

in the eastern provinces of Afghanistan". Appended

to this statement of policy came the following,

"The Right Honourable the Governor-General is

pleased to appoint Lieutenant Eldred Pottinger of

the Bombay Artillery, to be political agent at Herat,

subject to the orders of the Envoy and Minister at

the Court of Shah Suja-ool-Hoolk. This appointment

is to have effect from the 9th September last, the

date on which the siege of Herat was raised by the

Shah of Persia.

"In conferring the above appointment upon

Lieutenant Pottinger, the Governor-General is glad

1. Secret Consultations 2 Jon. 1859, No.20.
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of the opportunity afforded him of "bestowing the high

applause which is due to the signal merits of that

officer, who was present in Herat during the whole

period of its protracted siege, and who, under circum¬

stances of peculiar danger and difficulty, has, "by

his fortitude, ability, and judgement, honourably

sustained the reputation and interests of his country,"

McNaughten wrote officially to Pottinger to tell

him of his appointment and the terms of reference.--

Pottinger's letter of September 27th had been

seen by McNaughten and the Envoy, as he was to be

known until his murder, commented on the measures

Pottinger had adopted. His salary as political

agent at Herat was to be Rs 1,000 a month and the

East India Company were to be recommended that his

salary be made retrospective from the start of the

siege,^ Pottinger was certainly to reap a good

financial harvest for his efforts. vith regard to

the financial measures he had taken to deal with the

prevailing poverty at Herat, the Envoy approved them

and authorised him to draw one lakh of rupees on

Burnes.^ The only instruction was a request to

avoid factions and to try to reconcile all parties,

1, ecret Consultat ions 13 Feb. 1839, No,40,
2, Permission was granted, long after he left Herat.
Political Consultations March 29, 1841, Ho.12.

3, Burnes had already sent R 20,000 to Pottinger.
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This order, the i£nvoy wrote, was due to Pottinger's

report which "would lead to the "belief that you have

"been taking active measures to lessen the authority

of the vizier Yar Mahomed <'han".

It was all very well for McHaughten to pontificate

thus hundreds of miles to the eastward. Pottinger

could not avoid faction, as Yr-r Mahomed opposed him

at every step. The wazir resented the influence

which ^ottinger attained through his efforts to assist

the Heratis to set their town in order. To persuade

the people to stay at Herat, Pottinger "by the "personal

entreaty" of Yar Mahomed promised them at a public

meeting that if they stayed they would "be justly

treated. Ksmran Shah and Yar Mahomed attended this

public announcement. ">ot linger also promised that

there would be no more slave-trading, and it was on

this matter that he and the wazir hod their greatest

difference.

Before the siege the sale of slaves had been

common practice and it was a large source of state

income. Now that there was hardly any revenue at

all coming in. Yar Mahomed reverted to this horrible

practice, despite his promises to Pottinger. hen

Pottinger remonstrated, he denied any complicity,

blamed others or said he was unable to eliminate a
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custom which was ineradicable at Herat. Not that

the wazir was to "blame for every offence, as the

common people sometimes sold their children or them¬

selves with their families to avoid starvation.

This all contributed to the depopulation of the town

but a possible explanation was given by James Abbott.

He said that Yar Mahomed was preparing to usurp the

throne and to do this he had to have the support of

the Turkomans and other nomadic tribes, who were

accustomed to wander through the province. These

tribes did a lucrative trade in slaves with Khiva,

Bokhara and Khoqand and if their source of supply at

Herat dried up they would become hostile to its

ruler.^

ith Yar Mahomed making fair promises to Pottinger

in return for British gold and yet continuing to

oppress the people, public confidence in Pottinger

was almost destroyed. They soon realised that

Pottinger and Stoddart were the enemies of Yar Mahomed

and the two officers found it difficult to get

servants. As it was, Pottinger suspected those who

did offer themselves for his service to be spies.

Yet many Heratis were dependent on Pottinger for their

1. Journey from Ilerant to Khiva and r'osco"r, ^art 1,
Pp.14-15.
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food. He had procured enough millet seed, which was

of rapid growth, and had had it planted to raise a

small crop "before winter. The continual incursions

of Turkoman "banditti, however, made cultivation of

fields at even a short distance from the walls, a

hazardous "business. Every day the destitute came

to Pottinger's soup kitchen. Here a coarse "broth

made from millet, fat from the tails of doomha sheep

and salt, was devoured greedily "by the hungry poor.^-
The Heratis feared to take service with ^ottinger

"but his soup was their daily "bread.

The first clash with Yar Mahomed came in
4

October. Stoddart hod oomplained to the wazir that

he was not carrying out his engagements and as the

colonel spoke more passionately than was politic, he

received an insult from Yor Mahomed. ^ottinger and

he went to Shah Kamran to object, but he abused them

and ordered them to leave Herat. The wazir was too

wise to kill the goose which laid the golden eggs of

Company rupees and the matter was smoothed over.

Pottinger was asked to defer his departure, which was

never taken. Stoddart, however, went on the ill-fated

1. Note by J.Login in Ferrier's 0rrnvnn J'ourneys.
P. 52.
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mission to Bokhara-'- and Pottinger was again left in

Herat without a single British companion.

Pottinger never knew what each fresh day would

require of hirn. He had to receive reports, examine

rumours, forward information to his government,

negotiate with the Herat! authorities and "be ready

to meet any sudden emergency which should arise.

He had only one trusted servant, Buffsdar Khan, an

illiterate soldier. His financial dealings with

the Hindu merchants were carried on under supreme

difficulties, as Yor Mahomed "believed ottinger was

using the money from the government to raise a party

against him. After Stoddart left the town, all the

Hindus who hod loaned money to T,ottinger were called

"before Yar Mahomed and made to tell him how much

money had "been paid "by order of Pottinger. The

vouchers for the amount distributed hod "been kept

"by Pottinger, "but the Hindus exaggerated the sums,

which increased the suspicion of the wezir.

At first Pottinger had employed a "broker to

1. Stoddart was imprisoned under frightful conditions
at Bokhara and along with Arthur Condlly,"who went
to rescue him, was executed. Their stifferings
were such that death came as a relief.
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negotiate with the different "sowkars" This

broker, however, made known to each "sowkar" the

transactions of the others with bttinger, and they

combined to raise the premium. ottinger investigated

this sudden rise and discovered his broker' s deceit.

Thenceforth, he negotiated in person and kept secret

the sums of money in his possession. It was too

dangerous to keep all the money in his own house so

he dispersed it among the "sowkars", retaining a

small sum of gold at home to meet sudden demands.

He kept the broker in employment but managed to hide

from him the true extent of his resources. The Hindus

nevertheless could still call the tune and Pottinger's

bills on Bombay were cashed at a discount of twenty-

five per cent.2 Pottinger was able to keep the

discount at this level until the army came to

Kandahar "when the lavish price given for carriage

cattle and luxuries made it more profitable to carry

goods from Herat ana Meshed than to take even thirty

per cent".0

He employed some "munchis"4 to keep his accounts

in some sort of order, but he was sure they had been

1. Bankers.
2. Note by J. Login Caravan Journeys, p.121.
3. Secret Consultations. 17 May, 1841, No.67.
4. Clerks.
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compelled "by Yar Mahomed to spy on him and report on

his actions and letters. The merchants certainly

"believed this to "be so, snd for that reason would

negotiate only with Pottinger in person, or through

a Hindu "banker. Again, as fear of Yar Mahomed often

meant that no "munchi" would work for him, his accounts

were not properly kept. To prevent the receipts

falling into the hands of Yar Mahomed, Pottinger

sometimes had to resort to verbal orders of which no

record was made.

The attitude of Yar Mahomed can "be understood if

not condoned. For long he had held undisputed sway

over the affairs of Herat and for nine months had

conducted a defence of the city sgainst superior odds.

Herat had almost succumbed and was only existing

through supplies of money, which were doled out at

the whim of a junior officer of the Bombay army, a

mere youth of 27. Pottinger was trying to make the

wazir rule Herat as he wcaild like it and not as Yar

Mahomed and his predecessors had long governed it.

When the wazir wrote in April to congratulate Auckland

on the capture of Kandahar, and asking for an alliance,

he said: "Lieutenant Pottinger himself has not the

power of setting the affairs of this country to right

and we are constantly engaged in arguments with him
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on this subject. If he has written to complain of

us in this matter, it is no fault of ours for every

time hunger pinches us, we are hard upon him."l He

realised too that Great Britain was not pouring money

into Herat for purely philanthropic reasons. It

had been expected that Kandahar and Kabul would put

up stronger resistance than they actually did, which

would have made a Herati alliance valuable.

/t the end of January, there was a very serious

incident when Pottinger's life was in danger. Yar

Mahomed had managed to keep his private army and

sent his brother Shere Mahomed Khan on January 30th,

1839 to Pottinger*s house to ask him for a grant

towards its upkeep and to ask him what his real

intentions were. Pottinger complained of tyranny

and extortion and Shere Mahomed became very rude to

Pottinger, suggesting that he used his position to

stir up the enemies of Yar Mahomed. So offensive

did his visitor become that Pottinger ordered a servant

Tej Mahomed, Beloch, to show him out. Yar Mahomed

had the house surrounded and the unfortunate Tej

Mahomed was hauled before the wazir and sentenced to

lose his right hand, which he hrd dared to use against

1. Secret Consultations. July 3, 1839, No.43.
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the brother of the wazir of Herat. The Saiyyids,

who were always friendly to him, end popular regard

for Pottinger prevented any attack "being made on his

o n person. Various letters passed between Pottinger

and Kamran until the Shah promised a pension to TeJ

Mahomed and that the wazir should apologise to

Pottinger in the public adalat.1 I'ottinger faith¬

fully reported the whole matter to the government

and Auckland declared that such conduct made him

"unfit to be our representative at Herat".^
If Pottinger did get the better of Yar Mahomed

on that occasion, the vvazir was not one to wait long

for revenge. In February he arrested all the sowkars

and examined their accounts. He was determined to

find out to whom, other than the government authorities,

Pottinger hod mode payments. He wonted to moke

those who were not of his faction refund the money

they hod received. Fortunately, one sowkar managed

to save the receipts and as Pottinger had kept secret

from them the true account of his gold, Yor Mahomed did

not find out what he wanted.

1. From a letter of Pottinger dated 4th February,
reported in Asiatic Journal August 1839, r>.267(11).
hether Yar Mahomed did in fact apologise publicly
is not recorded.

2. Note by Login in 0rr:vvn Journeys. P.146.
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It is remarkable that Pottinger found time during

these months to "begin a translation into ushtu of

some passages of the "bible. There are indications

that Pottinger was a sincere if not a devout Christian,

and it is unlikely that he undertook this task as an

intellectual exercise, because he was not a scholar.

How much translation he accomplished is unknown, for

he ceased this work when Dr. Login brought to Herat

copies of the bible in Persi an.1
To the south-east of Herat near the Heri-rud was

a lovely garden. The "ersians had destroyed it during

the siege, but it was given to Kldred Pottinger, who

spent some of his personal salary in restoring it to

order and in repairing the little house there.2 At

this beautiful spot, the young man could find a few

moments of peace and forget the toils and troubles of

his work at Herat.

Pottinger was unable to root out slaving, but he

did all he could to prevent it. One of his most

worthy deeds was to care for about thirty orphan

youths whom he had saved from the Turkoman slavers by

purchase or hod rescued by force of arms.^

1. Note by Login Caravan Journeys. P.185.
2. " " " 51 R P. 182.
3. Abbot Herant to Khiva and Moscow. P.159.
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Yar Mahomed had "been corresponding with Persia

since the new year, and there were fears in India of

an alliance between Teheran, Herat, Kandahar and Kabul

backed by Russian influence. The Persians still

held the strategic town of Ghorian. The speed of

the British advance on Kandahar scotched that

particular scheme and when the city was taken in

April, Yar Mahomed was one of the first to congratulate

its captors, and he asked for a treaty of friendship.

He claimed that the defenders of Herat deserved

favourable recognition from the British. This letter

made several references to Rottin;er and has been

mentioned above,^ One of the reasons why Herat

ranted a treaty, said Yar Mahomed, was that they

might "regulate (our) conduct towards Lieutenant

Pottinger and be relieved from the distress we are

now under," Were not Yar Mahomed's character well

known, that request might be considered an honest one.

Superficially, it seemed wrong that Eldred ^ottinger

should dole out to the Heratis sums of money which

he could vary at will, Yrr Mahomed wanted to know

how much would be available, and he wanted it to be

1, v. P.122.
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issued to the public exchequer through himself. ith

terms of a treaty agreed upon, Yar Mahomed could evade

with impunity those he disliked, "but insist on the

British keeping their side of the bang; in. Pottinger

kept secret the extent of his finances and made pay¬

ments direct from the British treasury.

hen Yar "ahomed's note was considered at

Kandahar, McITaught en's first thought was to send a

force to occupy Herat. Shah Guja, however, preferred

to cultivate good relations with his nephew, and

McNaughten soon saw that occupation was not necessary.

So he decided to send a mission to Herat to draw up

a treaty and alleviate the dire distress which so

many of its inhabitants were still enduring. The

town was also to be strengthened to meet any possible

attack. The mission was entrusted to Major D'Arcy

Todd- and included three men who were to make names

for themselves in the service of British India:

James Abbott and Richmond Shakespear of the Bengal

Artillery and Br. John Login of the Bengal array.

Others of the mission were Dr. Ritchie, Captain Ganders

and Lieutenant Edv/ard Conolly, one of the three

brothers who gave their lives for the Afghan policy of

1. Burnes refused to go. Kaye, P.450 Vol.1.
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Palraerston and Auckland. They left Kandahar with a

small escort of soldiers and reached Herat on July

25th with supplies of money and stores.

Pottinger was not being superseded by Todd, whose

mission was an extra-ordinary one. He must have been

delghted to have British friends with whom to live
. )
I ft***-

and talk, as Stoddartwas the one fellow-countryman

whom he had met since leaving Kabul in July 1837,

almost exactly t ro years before. In Dr. Login,

Pottinger found another young man, who was prepared

to give unstintingly of his time and energy to help

the poor of Herat, and the two became friends. Pour

days after their arrival, Login wrote: " e expect

to be allowed to spend part of the money we have

brought in repairing fortifications, giving advances

to the cultivators and supporting the poor of which

there are an immense number but these Asiatics are so

jealous of our interference and suspicious of our

motives that there is no certainty as to what we may

be permitted to do."-'-
There was no objection to Login assuming charge

of the poor. They amounted to about 2,000 and

Pottinger had been supporting them at the expense of

1. Memoirs of Sir John Login. P.25. Login to his
mother, 29th July, 1839.
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the British government. The British still supplied

them with food hut in return, they now had to work

on the repair of the fortifications which the engineers

were carrying out. To Login there was also entrusted

the care of the thirty youths whom Pottinger had

rescued from slavery.1
Throughout /ugust, the terms of the treaty of

friendship "between Herat and India were discussed.

The finished article showed that the advice of

Pottinger, and we can safely assume that his opinions

were sought, was not accepted. Todd and his colleagues

concluded a treaty which seemed calculated to play

the game of Yar Mahomed. In return for a promise

to abstain from slave-trading and not to correspond

with other states without British permission, terms

which it would be simple to evade, a large grant of

money was to be given. In addition, there was to

be a "fixed monthly allowance equal to the original

revenues of the country".2 There were to be grants

in aid of trade and agriculture. The Herati side of

this bargain was never kept and Yar Mahomed was always

in communication with Persia. Worst of all, the sums

1. Login also organised a postal service to Kandahar
and established a hospital, a dispensary and local
industries.

2. Login's note, P.526, Caravan Journeys.
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of money were granted direct to the wazir, a practice

which Pottinger had avoided.

Todd's attitude is clearly shown in one small

matter which we do knov; he discussed with Pottinger.

To prevent famine or to secure supplies in the event

of another siege, Pottinger wanted to "build up supplies

of grain in the "fulcheeras" or government granaries,

where the Herat government had been accustomed to

store grain. Pottinger wanted this done under

British supervision "but Todd, although he saw the

advantages of the plan, said the treaty did not allow

interference in the internal affairs of Herat and

so the scheme was dropped. They discussed political

matters too, deciding that a Herat! "be sent to Khiva

to explain to the khan of that city the objects of

British policy in Khorassan and to seek his friend¬

ship. 3-
The treaty hod to be token to India to receive

the final approval of Lord Auckland. Pottinger had

been away from friends and home so long that he asked

and was allowed to be the bearer of the treaty. On

September 1st he handed over his duties to Todd and

1. 'caret Oonsultations, 8 June, 1840, ITo,37. The Khan
of Khiva sent an ambassador in return to Indian
govt. Abbot was then sent to Khiva at behest of Todd
as the Khan had made some demands.
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made preparations to leave Herat. One of the doctors

was not required, and as Login declined the offer of

Todd to return to India, Dr. Ritchie became the

companion of "bttinger. Five horsemen were selected

to escort the two officers "back, one of them Nowraz

Ali who had been with Pottinger since the siege had

begun. ith him came also the Hakim Mahomed Hussain

who had first befriended him in Herat. Four of the

orphans whom Pottinper had saved from slavery and Tej

Mahomed completed the party. On September 11th,

Pottinger and Dr. Ritchie left Herat for Kabul.

CHAPTER XT

Instead of making their way by the most direct

route to Kabul, Pottinger and Dr. Ritchie went across

the Paropamisus Mountains to Killa Nao. They took

topographical notes and gathered information on the

district from the natives, intending to provide the

government with a report complementary to the one on

Seistan which Edward Oonolly had been instructed to

prepare. Oonolly had been sent south by Todd on

August 5th,1 having first borrowed a pocket compass

1. "egret Consultations. 11th May, 1840, ITo.39A.
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from Pottinger. " e next hear of the two travellers

at Bamian, which they would reach through the Band-i-

amir and il passes. They had journeyed slowly,

'ottinger collecting information from the natives

and making astronomical observations, Dr. Ritchie

doing the field work. It is fairly certain that

Pottinger would use the Persian astrolabe, which he

had bought in Herat from a man who had appropriated

the instrument on the flight of the original owner

before the siege had begun.3 At Kabul, Dr. Ritchie

and Pottinger parted company and although they had

not collected enough evidence for a good map, it was

decided that Pottinger should take the field books

down to India, where he would add the information he

hod collected from the inhabitants and check the

protraction by the results of his astronomical

observations. Dr. Ritchie was staying in Afghanistan

but hod not the materials to complete the map.^

Pottinger and his followers left Kabul for India

1. Secret Consultations. 18th J; nuary, 1841. No.28.
2. The Asiatic Journal of April 1840, P.345(ll) reports

that they went by Maimana, 180 miles north west of
Herat, but Pottinger only refers to his "route from
Kllll Now to Bam tan",

3. Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol.X, July-
Dec. 1841, -\760. "'ottinger took it to Calcutta and
it was submitted to the Asiatic Society as the subject
of a lecture on September 11th, 1041.

4. Secret Consultations. 18 Jan. 1841, No.26.
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"by the Khyber Pass reaching Port Jamrud on or "before

November 28th, where the defile opens out into the

plain of Peshawar. Shah Chuja, with his court, had

left Kabul to winter at Jellalabad and at this time

McNaughten was in Peshawar visiting Mackeson, the

government agent there. To the Envoy Pottinger wrote

an account of the ork which Mahomed Hussain had done

in Herat, by ministering to the sick, and of the kind¬

ness which he himself had received from the good Hakim.

For him Pottinger sought a reward and employment in

government service. McHaughten replied that as

Pottinger was taking the Hakim to India, "it was not

necessary to determine the extent of the reward".1
80 Mahomed Iiussain continued to serve Pottinger as a

"mirza" of the Herat Agency. Tej Mahomed, who hod

lost his hand at Herat," had his case treated with

greater favour by the Envoy, when wottlnger wrote on

his behalf on December 5th to ask if Lord Auckland

could be petitioned to grant a pension of ten rupees

a month to compensate the Baluchi for the loss of his

hand.3 The Envoy was instructed by the government to

give him "temporary assistance" end to try to convince

1. Secret Consultations, June 22, 1840, Ho.57.
2. V.P.12S*.
3. Secret "'•onsu.lt at ions, 4 May, 1840, No. 77.
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the Ilerati authorities that they should provide the

man with a pension, a justifiable if naive point of

view.

Pottinger had left Herat to "bring the treaty

Todd had arranged with Kamran to the Governor-General,

who was in progress through his north-western provinces.

Lord Auckland had "been continually on the move since

he had left Calcutta in October 1837, and was now 700

miles away in Central India. So Pottinger had to

travel across the ;>unjab and in January he joined

the camp of the Governor-General at Gwa'lior, the seat

of the Mahratta chieftain Stndia.

Koye1 relates that Pottinger, on his arrival in

camp, was taken for on Afghan as his complexion was

so tanned, and as he wore the Afghan "choga" and a

beard. He was leaning against the pole of Lord

Auckland's tent, and just when some of the gentlemen

were about to ask the "native" to leave, the Governor-

General came in. Auckland, who, Kaye leaves us to

assume, must have asked Pottinger to come to his tent,

took him by the hand and presented him to his sister

Emily "whereupon all in the tent raised a cheer",

Emily Eden, whose Up the Country is an account through

Lives of Indian Officers.
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the eyes of an adoring sister of the progress of Lord

Auckland, makes no reference to this Incident, but

Keye srys his source was very trustworthy. He explains

that this story could have been omitted from Up the

Country as some leaves of the diary were lost. Yet

the entries of January 1840 are among the most detailed

of all, and although there are none for January 5rd

or January 8th, these days may well have recorded

items of purely private interest which Miss Eden did

not deem worth -ublishing in 1866. Kaye's tale is

probably incorrect. The Asiatic Journal re opted

that Pottinger, still in Afghan costume and wearing

a sword which Kamran had given to him, -res presented

to Scindia by John Golvin,-*- Auckland's secretary, on

January 15th.^ Scindio asked many questions about

the siege of Herat and presented Pottinger with a

sword and shield. Miss Eden's Journal shows that

on that day, the Mahratta chief returned a visit of

Auckland's of the previous day, but makes no mention

of Pottinger.

Pottinger cannot be blamed if he viewed the

prospect of an immediate return to Herat with displeasure.

1, It is of local interest that Oolvin spent his youth
in St, Andrews living at ' priorsgate" in South
Street. He was a student in United College, 1818-1819.

2« Asiatic Journal. May 1840, P.15 (ii).
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He wanted and needed a rest. After the siege, where

he had taken an energetic part, he had fought a long

"battle with Yar Mahomed for the survival of the town.

He had spent part of his journey to the Governor-

General in surveying an unknown tract of territory.

More important, he had to render to the auditors an

account of his use of government money at Herat.

Therefore he decided to request a few months leave

and in an undated letter1 at Gwalior, asked Maddock,

secretary of the government, if he might "be permitted

to proceed on duty to Calcutta for the purpose of

drawing up a narrative of my journeys in Afghanistan

and settling the accounts of the Herat Political

Agency". Calcutta, indeed, was as near Gwalior as

Peshawar was. The required permission was readily

granted on January 16th2, and °ottinger was authorised

to proceed "Dak" to Calcutta. In addition, the

Bombay Government were instructed to advance him four

hundred rupees for the expenses of the journey. He

reached Calcutta in March.

Pottinger was at Calcutta until February of the

following year, busy with the accounts of the Herat

agency and pressing the claims of his dependents on

1. Secret Consultations. 18th May, 1840, No.207.
2, Secret Consultations, 18th May, 1840, No.208.
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the government. Pottinger was a good master and

must have "been thought much of hy his servants, because

he was never too busy to look after their wants or

listen to their tales. He treated all people, British

and native, with the respect their character deserved,

irrespective of name or position. The hakim Mahomed

Hussain, for instance, although he was employed as a

clerk by Pottinger at thirty rupees a month, ate at

the same table as his master. No-one could have

petitioned his superiors more on behalf of servants

and in the end the government became weary of his

constant importuning on their behalf. Pottinger

must be commended for the core he bestowed upon his

inferiors, but he seems to have considered the

government to be supplied with unlimited financial

resources, from which pensions to deserving natives

could be paid. If every officer had asked and

received such favours for his followers, the Indian

exchequer would have been empty.

On April 28th, Pottinger took up again the case

of the hakim. In a long letter to Eayley, acting

secretary of the government, he gave the whole history

of Mahomed Hussain, and enclosed the correspondence

with the Envoy on that matter.1 The hakim deserved

1. Oecret Gonsultations. June 22nd, 1840, No.57.
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well of the British because his fidelity to their

cause had made him afraid on that account to stay in

Herat, although Todd had offered to pay him one

hundred rupees a month. There was no reply until

June 22nd,1 but Mahomed Hussain was to benefit for

his good offices. He was given a present of one

thousand rupees, and until he returned to Afghanistan,

was permitted to attend public lectures at the

medical college and visit hospitals to see how they

were managed.

At the end of his letter Dottinger had added

that he would like the orphan boys he had brought from

Herat to be accepted into the second class of the

Hindu College. The letter of June 22nd also told

what was to happen to them. This paragraph begins

by referring to the "full communication which (His

Lordship in Council) has had with you on the subject"

which indicates that the delay in the reply was due

to the government seeking more complete information

about the boys. They were to be allowed to reside

on the premises of the medical college and the three

youngest were to be given a course in medicine after

instruction in English at the Hindu College. The

eldest was to attend lectures in Urdu at the medical

1. Secret Consul , at ions. 22nd June, 1840, No,58.
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college. All were to leern Persian. Their upkeep

end instruction would he paid for and Pottinger was

to make the arrangements for their entry into the

medical college. This government philanthropy in

providing education for these hoys was praised hy all

except Atta, Kasim, Baha Khan and Othman, who much

preferred their late employment as the camel drivers

of Pottinger Sahib.

There was a sting in the tail of this letter, as

Pottinger was told that the Governor-General "shortly

expects" the accounts of the Herat agency. Pottinger,

who hod only a fair understanding of the management

of finance, was experiencing the greatest difficulty

in balancing his accounts, and it was not until

October that he was able to submit them to the

auditors. Yet even a trained accountant would have

hod trouble in producing a correct balance sheet, as

both the method of supplying the money to Pottinger

and his distribution of it hod been abnormal. The

Shikorpuri Hindus had been the bankers and their

associates in Herat never had a definite rate of

discount, though it was always a high one. The main

difficulty Pottinger found was to account for the

distribution of the money, as it had been necessary

to abstain from open dealings with the merchants and
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beneficiaries. On July 23rd he wrote to Torrens,

assistant secretary of the government, that the

accounts were taking longer to draw up than he had

anticipated and that his private finances were very

low. In Herat, Pottinger explained, it had been so

difficult to raise money at any time that he had not

drawn his full salary each month, but only enough to

cover his private expenses. He asked if he could

draw "a consolidated sum equal to the salary of an

assistant to the Envoy and Minister in Afghanistan,

leaving my pay to be arranged hereafter". Five days

later Torrens authorised him to draw the consolidated

alio ance of an assistant to McNaughton as from

January 1st, 1840. Pottinger was still political

agent at Herat and was entitled to his salary of one

thousand rupees a month. The difficulty was that

he was supposed to draw that sum from the financial

assistance given to Herat by the Indian government,

but now he was hundreds of miles from the town.

It must have been a weary task working at these

Herat accounts throughout the hot Calcutta summer,

and nottinger would be glad to turn to a criticism

which the government asked him to make of a report

1. v. Pp. //?-/J/
2. Secret Consult ations. 27th July, 1840, No.84.
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on the fortifications of Herat by Captain Sanders.

He forwarded his comments on July 13th in a long letter,1
wherein he gave valuable information on the conduct

of the late siege, and was unable to refrain from a

cut at Yar Mahomed, who, he said, would not allow

any Herati to be trained in artillery by the British.

The wazir's power depended on his personal control

of the army.

The accounts were finally ready and sent up to

the government on October 17th, 1840,-- though Pottinger

knew they were far from accurate. He had receipts

and vouchers for the most important payments to Yar

Mahomed, but for many smaller disbursements he had

nothing to prove their ever having been made; nor,

he reported, would Todd be able to help if contacted.

Pottinger expressed the hope that Lord Auckland would

accept the accounts as being as accurate as possible.

It will be convenient to close the tale of the

accounts here. On December 3rd 3 the civil auditor
i

wrote to Maddock declaring that it was im ossible

to unravel such complicated accounts, unless ottinger

could produce receipts and vouchers. Maddock asked

1. Secret Consultations, 13th July, 1840, No.13.
2. Secret Consultations, 17th May, 1841, No.67.
3. Ibid. No.68.
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Pottinger to send those he hod, "but it was not until

January 31st* that they were forthcoming. He had

had to look through his private papers to find them

and the different titles and names used for the same

people hud meant that some of the receipts had "become

hopelessly mixed up. He could send only one hundred

and ten receipts to the value of Rs69,655, which

were of amounts paid to private persons. It was not

surprising that the civil auditor gave up the unequal

struggle on April 17th^ as the total came to Rs337,299

and there were receipts for only one fifth of the

amount. The Herat accounts had to "be sent up to

the Governor-General to "be passed "by a special

resolution of council on May 17th1", which declared

them to he not in proper order, but excused Pottinger

because of the peculiar circumstances of his position.

After finishing with his accounts, Pottinger

had prepared to return to Herat. Already on

September 23rd 4 he had informed Torrens that the

escort of five Herat! horsemen were ready to march to

Kurnaul, where their carriage cattle had been left,

there to await Pottinger whom they would accompany

1. Ibid. No.70.
2. Ibid. No.72.
3. Ibid. No.73.'
4. Secret Consultations. 28th September, 1840, No.55.
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back to Khoressan, He was sending them on ahead as

they did not wish to go by boat up the Ganges. Their

master did not foil to seek for them the usual

supplementary financial assistance, this time the

sum of R820 for presents for their families and for

carts to convey them across country. The application

was granted without demur. Meanwhile, the boys who

had been placed in the medical school were not

appreciating the benevolent despotism which had

decreed for them this unwanted tuition, and on

October 26th ^ e find Pottinger writing to Torrens

that the boys considered "the favour conferred on

them as a punishment or great hardship, in which, I

am sorry to say, the men who are with me appear to

join". Co he asked if they could be sent along with

Mahomed Hussain who was returning to Kabul and there

be pieced at the disposal of the Envoy. The expense

would be five rupees a month. The government who

hy now must have been rather tired of Pottinger and

his menage, agreed.

In November'he was working to complete a map of

the country between Bamian end Kabul, and was able to

send it up to the government on December 2nd.^ He

said it was not to be considered authoritative, but

1. Secret Consultetlon3, 21 November, 1840, No.67.
2. Secret Consultations. 18 January, 1841, No.26.
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it might "be useful to supply names of places in that

unknoxvn country. He must have contemplated working

at the map in April and May, as on April 6th he

"borrowed mathematical instruments from the deouty

surveyor-general1 and on April 29th he asked for,

and received, a map of the countries "between the

Indus and the Caspian.'" Probably the accounts took

up too much of his time, which may have "been why he

handed over the field "books of Dr. Ritchie and the

native information he had collected to the surveyor-

general's offic , hoping they would "be ahle to pro¬

duce a map from these materials. All the surveyor-

general's men had "been able to do was to protract

the simple route from the field books. This did not

satisfy Pottinger, who took what had been done and

added the native information.

His exploits at Herat had not gone unrewarded.

He was the first hero of the Afghan War, and the

defence of Herat was attributed entirely to him by

the press and people of India and Great Britain. His

youth increased popular admiration. On December 13th,

1859, the London Gazette announced his promotion to

the local rank of major in Afghanistan. Seven days

later Queen Victoria approved his being made a

1. Political Consultations, 1 Feb., 1841, No.104.
2. Political Consultations, 4 May, 1840, No.120.
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Companion of the Bath, at 28 surely one of the young¬

est to have held this distinction. At the end of

December 1839, Kamran and Yar Mahomed wrote to Lord

Auckland^ to express their appreciation of the work

of Pottinger in Herat. They went so far as to say

that much as they would like to honour Pottinger with

a present, they had not one good enough, but as the

interests of Herat and India were now identical, it

was "necessary" for the Governor-General to confer

one which was appropriate. hat Lord Auckland

thought of this tortuous logic is nor. recorded, but

in January another letter came to ask what had been

done for Pottinger. It is possible that Yar Mahomed

and Kamran liked Pottinger more than he realised, but

it is more probable that they hoped to endear them¬

selves to their powerful allies by praising the

merits of one who was already high in government

favour. On August 3rd, 1840, the Calcutta Gazette

reported that Pottinger had been awarded the Order of

the Durani Empire (third class), which Shah Suja had

just founded, a worthless award which had been

scattered generously among the political officers in

Afghanistan.

1. Secret Consultations. 2^ February, 1840, No.56, 57.
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One of the recipients of this order was Dr. Lord,

the energetic political officer on the Turkestan

frontier. On November 2nd he was killed in a

skirmish in the Parwandurrah Va~'ley, where the

fugitive Dost Mahomed defeated some British native

levies.^ The Envoy reported Lord's death to the

government on December 9th2 and considered the merits

of Arthur Oonolly, Leech, Mackeson and Pottinger as

possible successors. Oonolly had left for Bokhara,

Leech's judgement he did not trust, Mackeson was need¬

ed at Peshawar, and McIIaught en wondered what the

government intended to do ith the Herat agency.

"If it be designed to continue Major Todd in that

office the opportunity may be deemed a fit one of

providing for Major Pottinger by appointing him

Political Agent on the Turkestan frontier." It was

quite obvious whom the Envoy wonted and on January

11th Haddock wrote to Pottinger informing him that

he had been appointed political agent on the

Turkestan frontier.

1. Dost Mahomed surrendered to the Envoy the next day.
He was exiled to India with a pension.

2. Secret Consultations. 11 January, 1841, No.99.
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CHAPTER XII

Maddock had asked Pottinger to leave for

Afghanistan as quickly as possible, "but the earliest

date on which Pottinger could obtain a steamer passage

was February 24th. He asked if a jjassage to

Allahabad could be specially granted to him at the

command of the government1, but Maddock refused to

interfere in his favour, pointing out that steamer

accommodation was open to the public and did not come

under any control of the government.'^ As Pottinger

left Calcutta before February 8th,3 V/e can assume he

went on horse.

Before leaving, he asked for some mathematical

instruments4 to assist him in his map-making. The

sextant which the Bombay government had loaned him

was out of repair, and he wanted to exchange it for

one in the government stores at Calcutta, He needed

a new pocket compass, as Edward Conolly, killed at

Tootendurrah on September 29th, 1840, had borrowed

his at Herat.u He asked also for a "perambulator"

1. Secret Consultations. 25 Jan.1841, No.27.
2. Secret Consultations. 25 Jan.1841, No.28.
3. Political Consultations. 19 April, 1841» No.99.
4. Secret Consultations. 18 Jan. 1841, No.28.
5. r'hc three Conolly brothers, cousins of Sir v . MoNaughtea,
all perished in the Afghan debacle. Edward was almost
the only fatal casualty at the storming of a petty
robber's castle. Arthur was executed with Stoddart at
Bokha a after months of torture and imprisonment. John
died in 1842 of fever while a captive of Akbar Khan.
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with spare slides for replacing those worn out "by the

friction of the axle. This instrument may have "been

an eorly mileage indicator, as Pottinger said it was

for use in unsurveyed parts of the country. Expect¬

ing that he would "be returning to Herat, he had pur¬

chased at his own expense a large theodolite, made to

his special orders. As his new post required him to

lead a very mobile existence this theodolite, which

could not "be transported easily, was almost useless

and he asked that he might he allowed to exchange

it for its value in portable instruments. To these

requests Maddock gave assent.

"'ottinger sent some of his baggage ahead to

•Allahabad, incltiding among it the instruments he had

borrowed in April 1840. As they had been loaned for

use in Calcutta only, the deputy surveyor-general

wrote to get them back. These instruments did not

reach Calcutta until November,-*- and on the fifteenth

of that month the deputy surveyor-general was writing

to McNaughten to complain that as they had arrived

in a damaged condition, an explanation was to be asked

from Pottinger,^ On November 15th, 1841, Pottinger's

thoughts were far from the mathematical instruments,

1. Political Consultations. 15 Nov. 1841, No.65.
2. Political Consultations. 15 XTov. 1841, No.64.
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as, v/ounded himself, he supported the sorely injured

Haughton into the British cantonment at Kabul.

On January 24th, he asked for his salary as

political agent at Herat in advance to June 1st, to

cover his personal expenses during the long march

across India to Afghaniston. Prom June, his pay as

political agent on the Turkestan frontier, which was

to remain at R1,000 a mo th, would "be made from Kabul.

This request was sanctioned^- and he was also permitted

to draw Rl,500 on account from the treasury at

Ludhiana to urchose camp equipage for the march

across the Punjab.

ottinger, accompanied by the faithful hakim,

some rairzoo and the five orphans rejoicing in their

release from bondage at the hospital, marched across

India to Ludhiana on the Sikh frontier. It is not

clear if the five horsemen, who had been preparing

to leave for Kurnaul in September 1840, did in fact

precede them there, or whether they went with him.

He reached Kabul by May 29th and the Envoy gave him

his instructions immediately.''

Pottinger was to reside at Charikar in the

Kohistar of Kabul, where the valleys of Ghorbond,

1. Secret Oonsnltations. 1st Feb. 1841, No.127.
2. Secret Consultations, 28th June, 1841, No.41.
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Panjshir and Charlker converged. His primary task

v/as to keep open the route to Bamien through 1he

Ghorhand Pass, as this valley was never closed by

the snov/s of winter and was the main commercial route

to the west and north. The fiercely independent

Hazaras of the Sheikh Ali tribe who dwelt among the

Paghman Hills had been troublesome in the valley and

Pottinger was instructed to meet all the chiefs to

persuade them to cease their petty plundering. The

Panjshir Valley ran north-east along the foot of the

great barrier of the Hindu Kush and its river, uniting

with that from the Ghorband at Oharikar, flowed south-

south-east through Nijrao to join the Kabul River.

The limits of the district were given as Saigan on

the north and Bamian on the west, but Pottlnger's

effective command was limited to the immediate vicinity

of the town of Charikar itself. he whole area was

a honeycomb of glens which afforded only foot

communication between the valleys, so that the

inhabitants were able to assist one another without

exposing themselves.

The Kohistanis had given the Envoy a great deal

of trouble. They were hunters and fighters, who had

a strong aversion to strict centralised control from

Kabul. They had risen against Dost Mahomed for
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that reason in 1839, only to find that they had

assisted on to the "raasnad" a more powerful master,

whose tax-gatherers were backed up by British bayonets.

They had turned out for Dost Mahomed in 1840, caus¬

ing Brigadier Sale to lead an expedition against them.

Sale's force had not been strong enough to cow the

rebels and so Burnes had temporized with the chiefs,

forgiving those whose opporition had been slight,

and presenting the lands of the more important rebels

to their nearest of kin who were loyal to hah luja.

Having successfully antagonised the more po erful

chiefs, the administration then broke its word to

those who had been confirmed in their privileges

on account of their loyalty in the revolt, by with¬

drawing the tax relief of five hundred tomanns1 on

the grounds that their support had not been effective

enough. This was done early in 1841, but when

Pottinger took over the agency, no anger had, so far,

been publicly expressed. Yet among the Paghraan

Hills, with their fortress-like villages, along the

valleys of Panjshir and Ghorband and especially in

Nijroo, where the elusive and implacable Mir Musjedee

1. This was granted to the chiefs of Kohistan for
assistance against Dost Mahomed in 1839.
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ever fomented revolt, the rit of hah Suja ran only

In name. ~>ottingcr's first comment on his new

agency was: "This district is far from "being in our

possession".

HcNaughten, it is now realised, had no conception

of the real state of affairs in Afghanistan. His

reports to the C-overnor-General told of a people

settling down to pursue peaceful tasks which localised

demonstrations of hostility did not interrupt. This

superficial view was not shared "by subordinates such

as Rawlinson at Kandahar and later, Pottinger, in the

Kohistan, while the big twist which Yar Mahomed gave

to the lion's toil at Herat should have been a straw

in the Afghan wind. But the Envoy, comfortably

ensconced in the cantonment with his wife and friends,
«

preferred to assume that the calm at Kabul extended

over all the domain of Shah Guja and to ignore the

warnings of his agents. As for Alexander Burnes,

his nebulous powers as assistant to the Envoy gave

him no outlet for his administrative energies and he

found consolation in the less worthy world of the

harem. He v/ould, every now and then, warn the Envoy

(without expecting his words to be heeded) that things

were not all that they seemed. The troops under the

1. Secret Consultrtions. 9th August, 1841, ?To.39.
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command of physically and mentally impaired Major

General Slphinatone,1 were quartered in the canton¬

ment to the north of Kabul on a plain which was

surrounded "by hills. On the top of there hills were

forts which the British did not bother to occupy or

destroy. Prom this pleasant spot, where cricket was

being played and horses were being ra ced along the

banks of the Kabul River, the Envoy concluded his

instructions to 'ottinger thus: "You will take

conciliation as your guide in all your intercourse."

Tact, not troops, should be used to attain all objects

and internal tranquillity was to be maintained. So

Pottinger rode over the hills into turbulent Kohistan,

v/here "IcI?ought en expected him to govern the people

by turning away their wrath with soft answers.

ince the death of Lord Lieutenant dharles Rattray

had performed the duties of political agent, which

he now handed over to Pottinger. Sikander Khan,

the representative of Shuh 3uja governed well but

Pottinger found that the influence which the Envoy

wielded at Kabul penetrated into the Kohistan, bringing

the political agent into greater prominence than

1. Havelock wrote th^t Elphinstone had been attacked
"by one of the most fearful visitations of sickness
which mortal man ever endured". Mawhman's Havelock P.72.
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necessary. Rattray hod "been a very able deputy and

had hunted down the Kohlstoni chief Jan Khan, who

had killed Dr. Lord. ^ottinger's predecessor had

been tricked into believing Jan Khan was going to

deliver Dost Mahomed to him, and riding ahead of the

main body of troops was ambushed. Jan Khan had been

executed in Kabul, and for this reason Rattray was

unpopular with the chiefs of Kohistan.^ , The other

assistant of Pottinger was Dr. Grant. The three

British officers hod their quarters in Laghman Castle,

a cluster of forts about two and a half miles north

of the town of Charikar; the town v/as garrisoned by

a small force of unreliable native levies under

Lieutenant Maule.

'ottinger did not like what was happening at

Laghman. There had been reductions in the domestic

establishment after the death of Dr. Lord and the new

political agent anted the restoration of a munshl,

a "jemadar"8 of "chaprasois",5 some "bheestis"4 and a

sweeper. They were to be paid a lower sum than they

had enjoyed under Dr. Lord. More important than the

1. James Rattray Scenes, inhabitants ar. costumes of
Afghanistan (No.14).

2. Controller.
3. Messenger.
4. "rater carrier.
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domestic staff was the care of the treasure chest,

which Pottinger found was entrusted to the care of a

native writer and accountant, v?ho received R110 for

his services. During the late rising on behalf of

Dost Mahomed, the treasure chest with its R15,0G0 had

been lost and to prevent a repetition of this,

Potttnger asked that its care should be transferred
\

to the doctor. Thus, in cose he and Rattray hod to

depert in haste, they could leave the money in safe
t

keening. rihe native would be retained as a writer

at R60 a month, while the medical officer would receive

R150 for his new duty. To protect his castle and

its hoard of gold, ^ottinger asked for a permanent

mounted escort to replace the detachments from the

unreliable "Janbaz" horse, who would not consider

him as their commanding officer. The "Jambsz"

(sporters with life) were fighters by nature and

soldiers when It suited them. They were paid

according to the respectability of their outfit on

admittance to the corps, objected to discipline and

had enlisted only for the pay.

^ottinger made these three recommendations to

the Envoy in an undated letter of June 1841, and

McNoughten replied on July 2nd.1 He approved the

1. Secret Consultations. 9th August, 1841, No.36.
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changes of staff and escort, "but higher authority was

required to transfer the treasure chest to Dr. Grant.

In effect, Msddock refused to permit any of the

measures involving exra exnense and told the Envoy

that economy was the order of the day. He pointed

out, too, that the allowances made to Pottinger as

well as "the cost of personal folio -era who preceded

or accompanied him from India" would come to more

than Lord's establishment.1

For Pottinger was still pressing the suits of

his Herati dependents. On June 21st he wrote from

Kabul2 to MoNaughten presenting a bill for the

"munshis", horsemen and servants of the Herat agency

who had returned with him from India. To this there

could be little objection, but it seemed as if the

government was never to be free of T>ottinger's Herat is.

Neither the hakim nor the five horsemen would go back

to Herat, as they feared that Yar Mahomed would harm

them. Mahomed Hussain wanted to bring his family

from Herat end his master asked the government to

finance their journey and to continue him in employment

1. Secret Consultations. 9 Aug. 1841, No.57.
2« Secret Consultations. 9 Aug. 1841, No.53. Pottinger

must have been in Kabul on a visit, or the letter
was incorrectly addressed.

3. Todd and his mission had fled from Herat.
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ss a "mirza". Another "mirza" wanted the same done

for his family, while the horsemen wanted to join

the escort of ^ottinger and asked for "baggage ponies

to equip them for the "Jsnboz". For the orphans,

Pottinger requested the continuance of their pension

of five rupees a month until they were old enough to

support themselves. To all this the Envoy assented,

"but when secretary Maddock read of it, he had hard

words to say and demanded that these followers of

Pottinger "he brought on the strength of his or

some other authorised establishment and cease being

a distinct and unnecessary burden on the public

finances."! As Pottinger presented bills of R9000

and R820 on September 16th for the expenses of the

five Herati horsemen who had travelled from Kurnaul

to Kabxxl, Maddock's admonition was both timely and

justified.2

Pottinger had been only a few days in his new

agency when he wrote the first of many unheeded

reports to the Envoy.3 He told McNaughtan that his

effective rule was restricted to the district around

Gharikar and that the tribes had been driven to

1. Secret Consultations, 9 August, 1B41, No.34.
2. Secret Consultations. 18 Oct. 1841, No.41.
3. Secret Consultations. 9 August, 1841, No.39.
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hostility by the oppression of troops and the

rapacity of the tax-collectors. Before he could

attempt to open the Ghorband Jass, he would have to

overawe the local tribesmen. To do this he asked

for a garrison at Gharikar, where a cantonment could

be built. An Indian regiment, some Janbaz, and

local levies along with two guns would suffice as

the presence of this force would prevent the lowland

chiefs from giving trouble and the mountain chiefs

would not dare to leave their valleys open to attack

by ma:ching upon Kabul. It will be observed that

as early as June 1841, Pottinger foresaw that a

rising in Nijrao or the Kohistan "would soon

comrmmicate itself to Kabul". The presence of troops

could not annoy the loyal people, while the

independent hillmen could do nothing about it. Guns

were very important. Pottinger pointed out that

previous attacks on the castles of insurgent chiefs

and petty bandits had. cost the attackers many more

men than the defenders, as artillery had not been

available. The Kohistanis had no answer to artillery

and were scared of it.

Only when some degree of stability had been

attained in the Kchistan would Pottinger be able to

give his attention to what MoNaughten had said to be
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his primary duty, the opening of the way to Bamian.

He intended to visit the valley first and considered

employing the poor and idle in government service as

the Envoy had done with the Ghilzais of the Khyber,

The visit to the Chorband would not be completed

until the end of August, whereupon negotiations would

be opened with the chiefs.

Pottinger's appreciation of the situation was

both swift and accurate. He saw immediately that

the Envoy lived in a world of his own imaginings

which was very different from reality. MoNaughten

believed what he wished to believe, and would not

allow alarmists like nottinger and Rawlinson to

jostle him out of his dreams. Pot tin er accepted

things as he found them, and ended his report on

the Kohistan and the measures he was about to adopt

with a sentence which was a pertinent comment on

the whole occupation: "I feel sure that our force,

once out of sight, is forgotten and that we cannot

reckon for a single day on these people after they

find we have no power to compel them on the spot."

To this letter fr m his new political agent in

the Kohistan, the Envoy rejjlied in characteristic vein

on July 4th. 1 The corps of Ohurkas, who had been

1. Secret Consult ations. 9 August, 1841, Ho.40.
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siokly at Kabul, would "be sent up to Oharikar along

with a "resala" of Anderson's horse. Lieutenant

Maule and his "Hazirbash" would then he free to escort

the revenue collectors to Zoormat. This was the

only recommendation of ^ottinger which Mcliaughton

accepted. His warnings were ignored: the measures

he contemplated found no favour: unrealistic

suggestions for governing "by conciliation were pre¬

ferred. The chieftains of Turkestan were not to be

aroused and the troops were to "be kept together at

Oharikar. No guns were to be sent. The people of

the Ghorband were not to be employed due to the

expense involved, although they could enlist to fill

vacancies in the Kohistan Corps, a body of native

levies. ^ottinger's suspicion of the chiefs was

dismissed with the pious hope that "we should rest

satisfied by gradually inspiring them with confidence

in the moderation of His Majesty's government," and

that they would become amenable by a "judicious and

conciliatory mode of treatment". How little the

Envoy comprehended the danger from the Kohistan was

shown by his concluding ords. In the same letter

which ordered the despatch of an armed force to

support the collectors of revenue in a district where

taxation had always been fiercely opposed and an
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armed rising just put down, MoNaught en declared

that the Kohistanis would not revolt unless driven
#

by extreme provocation.

"'hen Maddock saw the copy of this letter to

Pottinger, he agreed with it entirely. Haddock had

never "been into Afghanistan and could commenl a course

to Pottinger which was less realistic than MclTaughten

himself had suggested. "The Oovernor-General would

have Major Pottinger mainly to depend upon time and

a constant friendly intercourse with the mountaineers

for the natural results of inspiring them with con¬

fidence and leading them to seek their own advantage

in the quiet pursuits of agriculture and such traffic

as the vicinity of Kabul may open to them."-'
Maddock could "be excused his advice because not only

had the Envoy given him a very false idea of the

peaceful condition of Afghanistan, but he was also

wrestling with the task of cutting down the

expenditure of the occupation.

1. Secret Consultations. 9 August, 1841, No.41.
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CHAPTER XIII

By the spring of 1841 the Indian government

had realised that retrenchment was imperative. It

had "been hoped that once o friendly monarch hod "been

installed at Kabul the troops could "be withdrawn

and that trade would replace occupation. Instead,

there was an annual drain of over a million pounds

from the Indian finances for the maintenance of

troops, officials and communications. Trade was

negligible. The whole policy had been shown to be

a dreadful mistake when in February 1840, disease

and snow had driven back a Russian army when still

hundreds of miles from its goal of Khiva. As Khiva

was well over a thousand miles from Kabul and

Orenburg, the Russian base, eight hundred miles from

Khiva, a mere study of the distances involved ought

to have ridiculed the Afghan affair at the outset.

Losses should have been cut by a complete withdrawal,

but the government preferred half measures. Some

of the troops were recalled and McNaughten was

instructed to make reductions in expenditure. Thus

disciplined troops and money grants, which alone

kept the Afghans in some sort of submission, hod their

effect curtailed. Among the first who had their
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allowances reduced were the Ghilzais of the East and

the chiefs of the Kohistan, whose allegiance had

always "been mercenary.

"hen he had arrived at Kabul Pottinger had met

his friend of Herat days, Dr. John Login. The doctor

had fled with Todd's mission in April to Kandahar as

they feared Yar Mahomed was about to have them

imprisoned. He had come on to Kabul, end as the

unjab was in a ferment following the death of 7?an;Jit

Singh, he accompanied Pottinger to the Kohistan

instead of travelling down to India. He wrote home

of the lovely countryside where his friend was now

political agent, and almost envied Pottinger his

situation.-*

Pottinger hod little time to admire the natural

beauty of the Kohistan for within a few days of his

report to the Envoy of the danger brewing there, the

first outward signs of rebellion were a^i'de^c-ecl.

Throughout July and August stocks were burned and

canals destroyed. These were the petty offences of

outlaws and Dottinger did not wish to interrupt the

negotiations he had begun with the chiefs of Nijrao.

1. Sir John Login. P.61. He left Kabul in September
and travelled from Jellalabod to Attock by raft.
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The outlaws oould he dealt with once the khans had

heen conciliated. Any chance of success he might

have had, however, as spoiled hy McITaughten and

Burnes who sent their own agents among the chiefs.

Pottinger persuaded the Invoy to disown his agents

hut this only made matters worse, as these men,

having lost their employment, intrigued against

Pottinger.

Polly multiplied on folly. Shah Suja, as if

trying to outbid Mo ITaught en in political suicide,

replaced his competent governor, ikandar Khan, hy

the eleven year, old son of his wazir. The rapacity

of the lesser government servants, which Sikandar

Khan had heen ahle to hold in check, was given full

reign as the deputies of the child-governor had

neither the ability nor the prestige of his predecessor.

The common people brought their many cormlaints, not

to the Shah's representatives, but to Pottinger. whom

they now regarded as the real governor of the

province. He had already remonstrated with

McNaughten at the reductions in the pay of the

chiefs, v/hich they looked upon as allowances in lieu

of their perquisites from plunder. Then the pay of

the locally raised militia, the "Ilozirhash", "Janbcz",

et c, was reduced hy one third, the Envoy claiming
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that his orders for financial retrenchment were

peremptory.1
A final chance to stop the inevitable outbreak

presented itself when "'ottinger was, at last, allowed

to have a big gun. The chiefs of Nijrao promised

their submission if Pottinger would advance through

their country to compel that of their enemies. Here

was an opportunity to pacify this part of his agency

and Pottinger went to Kabul to ask the Envoy for

troops. The Envoy either would not, or could not,

give a decision on this matter and referred Pottinger-

to the commander-in-chief. The ailing old man

refused to send troops into ITljrao as he had been

told by officers (who had never been there) that the

terrain was difficult. "'ottinger pleaded long, but

in vain, A word from the Envoy would have made

Elphinstone change his mind but that word never came.

Pottinger even offered to take some officers of the

quarter-master-general's department into Nijrao to

show them the country, but before permission was

1. At the time Pottinger believed that these reductions
were expressly ordered by the home government, but
this was not so. The Envoy had been ordered to
reduce expenditure and particular reference was mode
to loans to Shah Suja. The government knew nothing
of these grants to chiefs, and moreover the Envoy
referred to the reductions mode as "politically
expedient". v.Pote by Maddock, Secret Consult at ions
28 Pec. 1842, No.205.
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granted, he hod to return to Chorikar. As he himself

"bitterly pointed out when he rote his report1 of

the rising in the Kohistan, no objection was raised

to the sending of troops to the remote Zoormat Valley

to supervise the paying of tribute.

It may have been during this visit to Kabul that

we have one of those glimpses of "!ottinger which

appear in the memoirs of other actors in the Afghan

scene. Henry Havelock, whom Elphinctone had appoint¬

ed Persian interpreter, had arranged for outdoor

religious services to be held on Sundays. In

'epternber Dr. Login noted that among the officers

present on the Sunday before his departure were

Maule, Vincent Eyre and ottinger.2
Later that month James Rattray, a lieutenant

of the Bengal Grenadiers and brother of Pottinger's

assistant, visited Oharikar, He was an accomplished

artist.and produced over twenty large scale drawings

of the people and country of Afghanistan.3 Each

drawing has a commentary, one of which tells of a

1. This is the }:ud 1 abad Reoort of Pottinger, an
exhaustive survey of the causes of the rising from
which much of the information for this chapter has
been drawn. ecret Consultations. 29 June, 1842, No

2. Marshman Life of avelock. P.68.
3. He collected subscribers for his book many of whom

perished in the subsequent debacle, Prince Albert
headed the list. Pottinger subscribed for two copies
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journey undertaken with Pottinger into the disaffected

parts of Nijrao, Charles Rattray had intercepted

some letters calling for a rising to destroy the

"Feringhees" and Pottinger wanted to judge for him¬

self the state of the country. On September 26th,

1841, he and James Rattray set off with an escort

of forty horse for Karaize, deep in the mountains

near Nijrao. After riding four miles a loyal

chief advised against the expedition, and sent forty

of his own horsemen to join Pottinger's troop. The

"malik" (headman) of KBraize was the son of Mir

Musjedee whom all knew to be the organiser of the

growing revolt, but the wild-looking villagers fled

on their approach. Pottinger, wearing a "khelat"

presented to him by Shah Kamran, was met by one of

the khans and his party was feasted lavishly but with

a grace that showed the hospitality to be perfunctory

ani not genuine. fhere they were joined by Charles

Rattray and Captain Codrington, who commanded the

corps of Ghurkas at Oharikar, and after visiting

other forts they entered the plain at Begram, where

they saw the traditional tomb of Alexander's horse,

Bueeohalus. fhey crossed the Prnjshir River and

made for Charikar. Out of interest they climbed a

four hundred feet high mound of the finest white sand
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and later, looked over the Bite of the skirmish at

Parwandurrah.

^otlinger depended on hia intelligence service

for news of what was happening in the villages am

valleys. In addition to his few official agents,

there was a large number of professional informers
\

willing to sell what they had learned or fabricated.
i\

The Envoy hod ordered thot no money for rresents

would be available, but Pottinger told him that thes$
/ \\

were necessary. The presents were normally of food,\
I A

as he was two and a half miles from the nearest

bazaar, and informers would not come if they had tjo \
I

feed themselv 8. Deprived ofthis intelligence,

Pottinger could have carried out his duties more

easily at Kabul. The small sum reauired for this
1

important service was never authorised.^
I

Throughout October rerorts of a conspiracy

were so numerous that they would have convinced

anyone exceot the Envoy, The Kohistnni chiefs had

allied with the Ghil^^'s to meet the exnected attack

on Nijrao, and Pottinger's inability to make this

attack, counled with the necessity of sending troons

to distant Zoomst, confirmed in their minds the belief

1. Secret Consultarlone, 18 Oct. 1841, No.44.
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that the British were in difficulties. The Envoy

refused to accede to Pottinger's request for more

troops and only yielded so far as to allow him at

the end of October to secure hostages from the

Kohlstani chiefs. Pott in er was now handicapped "by

lack of information, as the rule about no presents

for informers meant that he received intelligence

only from those in whose interest it was to supply

it. His position was unenviable. Should information

of the inevitable outbreak of revolt reach him, he

hod not enough troops to op ose it. Deprived of

his spies and denied military support, he could only

await the inevitable. On October 29th and 30th, a

large body of Hijroois crossed the mountains and

occupied Akserai on November 1st, cutting off the

Gharikar troops from Kabul.

The Eastern G-hilzcis had already thrown down

the gauntlet of defiance. As soon as their stipends

had been reduced they had occupied the passes to

Jellalabad.1 MoNaughten wns not unduly worried and

thought that Sale's brigade, which was ready to return

to India, could clear the passes ''en route'1. He 9ow

1. They had until then religiously adhered to their
agreement not to plunder caravans or intercept
cossids.
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no connection "between the Ghilzoi rising and Pottinger's

warnings of the alliance of that tribe with the

Kohistanis, Sale marched on October 11th and clear¬

ed the Khurd Kabul Pass after et~' ff resistance from

the Afghans. Captain McGregor was sent specially

by McIIaughten to negotiate with the chiefs, but they

continued their opposition. Gale pushed on through

Khurd Kabul to Jagdallak and thence, through more

hostile and difficult country to Gandamak, which he

reached on October 50th,

At Kabul McITaught en, who was preparing to leave

for Bombay, where he had been appointed governor, was

irritated rather than alarmed. These tribesmen were

causing unnecessary trouble in his last days at Kabul

and such, too, was his opinion of his political

agent in the Kohist^n. On October 26th he wrote

to Rawlinson at Kandahar: "Pottinger writes as if

he were ©bout to be invaded by Nijrowees but I

imagine that tier is little ground for this alarm

and at all events the fellows will sneak into their

holes again when they hear that the Ghilzyes are

quiet". On October 29th he wrote again: "I trust

I hove at last got Pottinger into a pacific mood

though I tremble when I open any of his letters lest

I should find he has got to loggerheads with some of
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his neighbours."-*•
On ITovcmb.r 2nd the first blow was struck in

rabul itself, -/hen Alexander Burn©a, having ignored

many warnings, was assassinated by a mob who burned

his home and plundered the hah's treasury. Coon

the whole city was in a ferment while the dnvoy and

the coraraander-on-chief took no effective measures to

snuff out the rising at its outset. The Ghilzais,

the Kohistanis and now the Kabulis had risen against

their masters and something like a national rising

to expel the invaders hod broken out. At Baraian

there had arrived from Bokhara one who would give

unity to the whole movement: this was Mahomed

Akbur I'han, the ablest son of the exiled Dost Mahomed.

CHAPTER XIV

The pusillanimity of the military in their efforts

to deal with the rising at Kabul was in sad contrast

to the epic struggle of the little Char-ikar garrison.

Hod the troops at Kabul been led with half the energy

shown by the young officers cf the Kohistan, they

would hove been saved from their awful fate. The

1. Kcye History of ""or in Afrhonistsn. Vol.11,Pp. 160-161.
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defence of fharikar was a credit to the sepoys and

to the officers who led them.

On November 1st end 2nd, several chiefs of the

Kohistan "brought some ITijrao chiefs to visit Pottinger

at Lughmanee. They said that they wanted to help

'ottinger ut dov;n the revolt, "but his suspicions

grew as the number of their followers increased:

moreover, they refused to attack the castle or

adherents of Mir Musjedee. He put his garrison on

the alert and wrote to Kabul for reinforcements. A

party of horse were sent to reconnoitre.

The situation became more threatoning on ;>ov ember

3rd. The horsemen he had sent out the day before

had not come back and Captain Oodrington rode down

from Charikar to report that the way to Kabul was

occupied by rebels from Nijroo. More armed retainers

had joined the camp of the chiefs end Pottinger had

the towers of his castle manned. He saw the more

important chiefs again and promised rewords to them

after they had helped Shah Suja and himself to

apprehend Mir Musjedee and his allies. About noon

he went into the garden to discuss those rewords with

other chiefs, and asked Rattray to speak to some of

the petty chieftains who were thirty yards away in a

field of stubble. Suddenly a shot rang out as one
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of the "Hazirbueh" of hie escort ran into the garden

shouting to lottinger to make for the castle. From

the ramparts "ottinger saw his assistant lying

wounded in the field and the Kohistanis making off

with plunder from the "Kuzsilbash" horse of his

escort, whom they hud surprised. An attempt to

rescue Rattray was made, "but one of the Kohlitanie

rode up to the wounded men and shot him through the

head. Thus was Jan Khan avenged.1
The "battle was keenly joined, 'ottinger's men

firing from the ramparts at the enemy who outnumbered

them by far. At Oharikar, Lieutenant John Haughton,

Codrington's second-in-command, heard the shooting

and marchvwith 120 men to Laghman Oastle. By

advancing through the trees and vineyards on the west

side of the canal, which ran parallel with the road

to Kabul, Haughton reached the fortress, crossed the

canal and drove the enemy out of the walled garden.

Godrington made a sortie from the castle and the

enemy, having had enough for ono day, withdrew.

It was agreed that ^-ottinger's garrison, should be

increased to 120 and that on the morrow Godrington

1. v. P.153.
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would send up supplies and ammunition under strong

escort. Accordingly, before dawn on November 4th

Haughton and Ensign Salusbury set off v.ith the pro-

raised supplies with an escort of two hundred Gurkhas.

There were about seven or eight hundred cf the

enemy collected on the hills to their right and when

the predetermined "rendez-voue" was reached, Salusbury

was sent with two companies (about one hundred and

forty men) to turn their left flank. The Gurkhas

dispersed the Afghans, but disobeying the call to

retreat, took up the pursuit and went too far. Then

the horsemen whom Pottinger despatched to bring the

supplies into the castle refused to go back with

them. The Afghans were now gathering on all sides

of the little force and with Salusbury's men

scattered and disorderly, Haughton had no option but

to retreat, the object of the advance unattained.

A desperate rear-guard action had to be fought where

many men fell and Salusbury was mortally wounded.

In the castle Pottinger took quick stock of his

position. He had enough men but hardly any food or

ammunition, and so decided to retire under cover of

darkness to Charlkar. He warned the Gurkhas occupyin

the eastern fort that they were to withdraw at dusk,

but on receipt of hi' orders they came over to the
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major fort immediately. To disguise his intentions

from the enemy Potting r had supplies of food "brought

in from the neighbouring hamlets. In the afternoon

the castle was invested. Then the men stationed in
.""7, " '

the villages around Laghmanee retreated into the main

defence area, as they had no European officers to
/

keen them at their post. The Afghans were already

mining the very walls of the "biggest fort when

Pottinger skilfully led his men out of the castle,

across the canal and up into the mountains, leaving

"behind twenty four hostages (the sons of Kohistani

chiefs) two thousand rupees! in the treasure chest

and most of his private possessions. By a strange

mistake, some of Godrington's Ghurkas did not leave

with Pottinger and held on to a tower in Lughmanee

for two days, joining their comrades when the enemy

abandoned the oastle. ihe only Afghans who were

left with Pottinger were the faithful Herat! horse¬

men and some Peshawaris. His "liazirbash" escort

had deserted on Rattray's death. They were already

disgruntled because the reduction in their number

demanded by the Envoy had led to the dismissal of

some comrades.

1. Mohun Beer gives Rio,000 Chsr-ee-kar. P.62,
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Following o mountain path which he knew, Pottinger

brought his men safely to the cantonments at Ohariknr.

Codrington seems to have "been perturbed "by the arrival

of a senior officer in his camp for he and Ilaughton

went the length of dl -cussing whether 'otiinger should

assume command. " 'e decided that "by the rules of

the service he could not do so", wrote Houghton.1
No matter who commanded, tlie position was almost

hopeless and their only chance lay in relief from

Kabul. The cantonment lay about half a mile to the

south of Charikar town, junt off the Kabul road.

As the brother of Codrington wrote in October 1"42,

when he had seen the place, "It does not deserve the

name of fort", being only a number of native huts

formed into a square enclosure, -he jinvoy had not

allowed a proper cantonment to be builts, ordering

barracks alone to be constructed, "but fouz» round

bastions had been added surreptitiously. There was

a gateway but no gate. The whole fort was only one

hundred yards square and yet provided accommodation

for 742 rank and file, as well as <500 camp followers.

Water was supplied by the canal which was one hundred

yards from the gateway, while on the other side a

1. whf-r-c-e-krr.
2. v. P.157 and P.159.
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small pit had been dug into which trickled water

from the Khojeh-seh-yaran, a little valley to the

west. Inside the fort there web another -pit where

it had "been intended to install an emergency water

tank. Four hundred yards to the north rose the

castle of Khojeh Kir Khan, whose towers overlooked

the little fort and "beyond the canal, ctables, a mess-

house^ and trees commanded the eastern flank.

Codrington had done whet he could to improve his

position, while Ilaughton hod been attempting to get

supplies to Potlinger. Fifty Gurkhas had been sent

to occupy the castle of Kho^eh Mir Khan, while as

much old lead as possible hrd been dug out of the

target butt to do service as grape shot. "or were

the enemy idle as they occupied Cheriker, surrounded

the camp end cut the water supply by diverting the

canei from Its source.

The fort- was attacked the next day (Fovember 5th)

and Pottinger took over command of the gun and two

companies which he stationed in a "nullah"2 outside

the fort. Rsughton vme defending the bed of the

canal and therefore the pools of water on which their

1. Built for the garrison but now occupied by Afghans.
2. Dried-up bed of stream.
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water supply depended. After half-an-hour's fight¬

ing Pottinger found the fire of the i fghan jezails1
so accurate that he ordered the gun to he taken hack

into the fort, leaving the infantrymen in the "nullah".

As he was passing through the gateway, he was struck

by a "bullet which "entered the left leg splintering

the fibula and passed upwards and forwards lodging

between the two bones of the limb".s He was taken

into Oodrington's room and laid on a charpoy where

Dr. Grant gave a rough dressing to the wound. At

midday Ciodrington was shot tlirough the chest and

was carried into his quarters to lie in agony on the

same bed as sottinger. ith great difficulty he

wrote a letter to his wife, which, along with her

miniature, he gave to Pottinger. So hax^d-pressed

was Haughton that he was unable to leave his osit'ion

until evening, v;hen he visited the two wounded

officers. That night Ensign Salusbury died.

The attacks were renewed with increased vigour

the following day. A garden in front of the fort

was captured and then recaptured; but Heughton had

to recall his men from the outposts as they were sadly

1. These guns of the Afghans had a much longer range
than those supplied to the British.

2. Military Consultations, 21 April, 1843, Ho.15,
The bullet was never extracted.
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diminished in numbers srd very f"tigued. The

water in the canal "bed had now all "been used or had

dried up, end as there was nothing to protect, the

men were withdrawn. Still hoping that the Envoy

world send help, for nothing was yet known of the

insurrection at Kabul, "'ottinger wrote a despatch in

invisible ink between the lines of a native rnanuscirlpt.

This was entrusted to two Gurkhas who slipped out

after dark, and eluding the far from vigilant Afghan

sentinels, managed to reach Kabul. "Iclaughton

informed the general of these tidings, but all

Elphinstone could do was to write that it was "most

distressing" and ask if the Kohistanis could not be

bribed to raise the siege.1

Desperate would have been a more accurate

adjective to describe the position at Charikar.

Death had delivered Dodrington from the torture of

his wound and Ilnughton was left to defend the fort

with two other British officers, Dr. Grant and the

youthful Ensign Dose. Inearly thirst was beginning

to sap the strength of officers and sepoys as the

ration was restricted to one cup a day. On November

7th the castle of Khojeh ir Khan was surrendered

1. Koye \"cr in f t^hauir.tan, Vol.11, V. 198.
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without a fight "by its defenders and shots began to

rain dov/n into the centre of the barracks. ~ottinger

saw from his room what had hap ened, loaned to some

sepoy marksman several rifles which he had brought

from Lughrnant oe and advised the placing of boxes on

the flat roofs of the huts to give some protection

from the bullets. The gun was placed in the gate¬

way to stop bullets entering the fort at low levels.

On the 8th, two ITIJrao chiefs came in to treat with

Pottinger and claimed that they were Dairying out

the orders of lhah 3uja. Pottinger refused to believe

this and although there were other parleys, the terms

were so dishonourable as to be unaccept ableis more¬

over, a fakir cane in on November 9th to inform them

of the insurrection at Kabul, and the officers

believed it was their duty to keep the enemy occupied

as long as possible.

The numbers of the dead, both men and cattle,

mounted. Forty-four corpses v/ere thrown into the

pit which was to have held the supply of precious

water, while the stench from the dead animals that

1. Documents forged by the rebels but bearing the
seal of the king, calling on all true believers
to destroy the British were in circulation.

2. Money and guns to be surrendered. These were the
terms which the Kabul rrny accepted in .January.
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v;ere thrown over the wall was nauseating, Sl^ep

was a stranger to all, as the "besiegers kept shout¬

ing and beating drums all th ough the night. On

the evening of the 9th, an enterprising Afghan blew

up the south east bastion and had the enemy made an

attack then, the fort would have fallen. On the

10th, the last drops of water were brought from the

hole watered from the Khojeh-seh-yaran and on the

next day there was enough for fighting men only.

Raw mutton was sucked in an attempt to assuage thirst.

An expedition under Rose to collect water from the

dammed canal failed, because the men lost all

discipline on reaching the water, drank their fill

but brought back none for their comrades.--

The officers held a council in ottinger's

room on the 13th. They had 390 sejjoys left and no

water, and bo a retreat to Kabul was determined on

for that night. In the afternoon naught on received

a frightful wound. The only Hahomedans of the

garrison were twelve artillerymen, one of whom had

deserted. This man Haughton found entering the

gateway, and going to apprehend him, was struck down

1. On their return, they came upon many Afghans asleep
in the stables and mess house, whom they despatched
by skilful use of kukris..
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from 1)011111(1 by the subadar of artillery# The

sword, whioh had been snatched from Rose, almost

severed Haughton's right shoulder, wounding him also

in the neck, right wrist and left forearm. At this

the artillerymen rushed out of the gate to join

their co-religionists, as 1 ose came to Haughton's

assistance. 'ottinger, hearing the commotion, had

himself carried to the gateway, and sitting down on

a chair, worked the gun with Dr. Grant and some

sepoys. The fire of the Afghans grew very fierce

and shots were coming at the fort from all directions.

On top of all this the camp followers lost control

and plundered the treasure chc;st and private boxes

of the officers; they even ignored the enemy as

they tore open those boxes which had been placed on

the roofs.

The sepoys stood firm and the Afghans did not

advance, ceasing their fire at dusk. i'ottinger,

Rose and Dr. Grant tried to organise the men for a

retreat, but as soon as the sepoys knew what was pro¬

jected, their discipline lapsed. Then the camp-

followers, who had loaded themselves with the loot of

the afternoon, threatened with their clamour to

arouse even the Afghans to a realisation that a retrea

was being attempted. The force was divided into two,
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one party under r'jttinger and Dr. Grant, the other

under Rose. The doctor spiked the guns and amputated

the right hand of the semi-conscious Haughton.

'ottinger's party, restored to a semblance of order,

filed out of a postern gate on the western side and

made for the parade ground where they were to "be join¬

ed by Rose's men, who were leaving by the main gate¬

way. They waited in vain, and Dr. Grant, after

silencing a baby's crying by dashing it to the ground,

went back to find them. 'lien Dr. Grant did not

return, Pottinger, knowing delay would be fatal, led

his men off. He knew the country and after four

miles brought them to water, whereupon chaos was

let loose as the thirst-maddened sepoys grovelled in

the - poo/ . Before this ottinger had been able to
urge the men on by promising to lead them to water,

but now that the precious fluid had been located,

they refused to carry on. ottinger knew their only

safety lay in the speed and secrecy of their march.

'71th a few men he marched on, making halts now and

then in the hope that the rear-guard of Rose would

unite with them, but at one o'clock they heard firing

on their left at Kalbagh, which told them Rose had bee n

discovered.

hen Pottinger reached Istalif, about twenty mil es
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from Charikar, his party was reduced to eight.

Haughton was in a very "bod state and could scarcely

sit on his horse, for in addition to the pain of his

wounds and the privations he had suffered in company

with his men, he had had no sleep or rest of any kind

since the outbreak of hostilities. From this point

Pottinger, himself in rain from a wound, never left

Haughton's slde,l supporting him on his horse and

giving him most of their water.

As dawn approached they found themselves "by a

fortified village with a "barren hill nearby. Most of

the party, including "ottinger, wanted to make for the

hill, but Haughton recommended a ravine close to the

village and there five of them went, three sepoys

preferring to climb the hill. In the 'nullah",

Pottinger, Haughton, Pottinger's munshi, haughton's

orderly, the regimental sutler and ottinger's bull

terrier spent the whole day, the enemy once coming

within two hundred yards.

At last the kind darkness returned to allow them

to continue their way. ithout Pottinger they would .

never have reached Kabul. his habit of studying the

1. Except for one hour. v.P. 184.
2. They were detected there along with other stragglers

and were killed.
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country through which he travelled and of noting con¬

spicuous? landmarks stood him in good stead, as he

knew this part of the country well. It was now the

night of the 14th, and news of "^ottlnger's escape

had "been made known in Kabul where o distinguished

partisan, Ghulam->euddin, hod been detailed to intercept

him. Two ranges of low hills separated them from

Kabul, but Pottinger decided that it would be

dangerous to take either of the roads through them,

and tried to find a goat path which he knew. He did

not find it, but led his party up the side of the

hills where the ascent was so precipitous that the

sure-footed Turkmen horses of Pottinger, Houghton

and the rnunshi, Mohun Beer, could hardly keep their

equilibrium. Several times Houghton fell off his

horse and asked ^ottinger to leave him where he was,

as he was holding the rest back. This ^ottinger

refused to do and allowed Houghton to sleep for one

hour while he sought for the path. His search was

successful and after allowing himself a short rest

set the men on the move again. They looked down from

the hill on the valleys below, where the fires of the

Afghan pickets showed that to reach Kabul by the direct

road would have been im ossible.

They descended the hill to the plain of Kabul
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and suddenly were in a camp of nomad shepherds, whose

dogs howled at the approach of the fugitives. Luckily

the night was so cold that the Afghans preferred to

keep to their tents of "black goats hair and to ignore

their dogs. Unable to find the road which would

lead them to the cantonments from the side farthest

from Kabul (the western side), ^ottinger mode for

the Deh Afghans, a large castle on the outskirts of

Kabul. As they passed this unmistakable landmark

on alert sentry challenged them, and Pottinger replied

in Persian that they were the retainers of a particular

chief. The man said he would come down to look at

them, and as he descended they hastened away as quick¬

ly as they could. The sutler found a refuge with a

Hindu merchant of Shikarpur, but the orderly Mavn

ingh continued to follow on foot. They passed

through the suburbs of Kabul about three o'clock

and found no one awake but an old -ipe-smoking fakir,

who gave them a benevolent "salaam aleikum".-1-
"'hen almost at the end of the path leading to

the cantonments, the first rays of the morning sun

discovered them to a crowd of Afghans who were making

a meal by some open shops. Despite their Afghan

1. Good-day,
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costumes, the appearance of the British officers

immediately drew the attention of the men, who shouted

to them to stop. Determined not to toe taken within

sight of their goal, they drove the jaded horses

into a trot which was nevertheless so slow tnat

Maun Singh could easily keep pace with them, and

they escaped a fusillade of badly directed "bullets.

The cantonments were reached, tne challenge of the

British sentries was gladly answered, am they were

welcomed by their fellow officers as men risen from

the dead.

The fate of the remnants of the Gnarikar garrison

was not so fortunate. Rose ana his men nad been

cut to pieces not long after leaving the fort. Dr.

Grant had found some of the sejjoys he had gone to

look for. They, too, were attacked but the aoctor

escaped as he was mounted and rode over the nills for

Kabul. Then he was three miles from the city he

was surrounded by some wood-cutters am after barter¬

ing his horse, pistols and sword for a promise of

safety, he was felled by an axe, "for the love of

God". 165 of the regiment survived as prisoners

until their release by General Pollock. The last

defiant blow which the gallant garrison dealt was given

by the wounded bugle-major who sounded the usual morning
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reveillee, causing the enemy to "believe for a long

time that the fort was still occupied. Most of the

wounded were butchered "by the Afghans.

Oourage and good luck had saved Pottinger.

bunded, but having had the advantage of several days

rest, he had assumed command of the garrison, and it

was no fault of hio that only five reached safety.

Yet the very fact that he had "been deserted "by the

men had made his own escape easier. He had "brought

Houghton to safety, when a lesser man would have

left him to perish on the mountainside. The whole

story of the Charikar episode might seem to come

straight from a hoy's adventure story and yet perhaps

it was what might have "been expected. Olive had

long since proved that trained natives made efficient

soldiers when well led "by British officers. The

men had fought well at Cherikar against overwhelming

odds and thirst alone had brought about their defeat.

They had shown that the Afghans needed very superior

forces to win their battles. The men of dharikar

should have inspired the well-equipped British forces

at Kabul to immediate positive action, but instead
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they only served to point a moral.1

CHATTER XT

Had a strong force "been sent to put down the

moh on November 2nd, the rising at Kabul would have

been nip >ed in the bud. Instead, Brigadier Ghelton

was sent with inadequate troops to the Bala Hiesar,

the residence of the king, where there was little he

could do. Afghans from the neighbouring towns and

villages flocked into Kabul on the 3rd v/hen they

saw the success which had attended the revolt at its

outset. Three companies of infantry and two guns

were sent against the town and when they were

easily driven back from the Kohistan gate, it was at

last realised that the Afghans were making a strong

effort to expel the British. Instead of marching

all the men with all the supplies into the virtually

1. The sutborities for- this chapter are Pettitiger's
account to Eyre in the letter's Military Operations
rt Kabul Oh.IV, Events in Kohlutan rrd ""krr-ee-ktr
an account written by Haughton in 1867. Haughton
appears to have writian the book to correct some of
the account of Pottinger to Eyre, which Kaye had
used in his History of the "Vr in Afrrbsnlstan.
Haughton complains that the defence of Gharikar has
been attributed to Pottinger, but in Pottinger's
own account Haughton receives all the honour due
tc him. The accounts ahow very little variance
in the important details.
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impregnable fortress of the Bala Hissar, it was

decided to defend the cantonments. 'hen there had

been trouble in Kabul during Bale's absence in the

Kohistan at the end of 1840, the Envoy, with fewer

troops at his disposal, had used them to quell a

dangerous rising, but now he wrote to Nott at Kandahar

for assistance and recalled Bale from Gandamak.

Disaster followed disaster. On the 4th, Mahomed

Sherif's fort, which lay between the cantonments and

the Commissariat fort, was occupied by the enemy.

Then the Conroissariat fort, \7here all food and supplies

were stored, had to be abandoned and the troops were

put on half-rations. On the 10th, the Afghans
/

occupied the forts on the hills which surrounded the

camp as well as the remaining forts on the plain.

A worse commander than General Elphinstone could not

have been found. As early as November 5th, he had

written to the Envoy of"the hopelessness of further

resistance". He was incapable of giving a coherent

order and so often countermanded a command that

Shelton, his deputy, never knew what he was required

to do. The junior staff officers were guilty of

squalid personal antipathies.

By November lTth it was clear that Sale, far

from attempting to return, had marched for Jellalabad
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and was going to stay there, A retreat into the

Eala Hissar was discussed, "but was discredited as

too dangerons, or an acknowledgement of defeat.

There was a "battle on the 22nd» when Shelton was

defeated in his attempt to drive the enemy from the

Behmsru Heights on the west. Two days later, on

receipt of a letter from Osman KK^n, the commander-

in-chief asked McNaughten to open negotiations with

the Afghans among whom Mahomed Akbnr Khan had

arrived on November 22nd,

The rebels had set up the Nawab Mahomed Zema^n

Khan, a cousin of Host Mahomed, as king, and his

nephew Oemsr Iwn, a moderate sensible man, was

charged to negotiate with the British, He and the

Envoy met several times but the Afghan proposals

were not acceptable. What negotiations McNaughten

carried on through John Oonolly in the Bala Hissar

and Mohun Lai at the house of the ^uesilbssh chief,

Khan hhlreen Khan, will never be clarified. All

that can be said is that money was promised by Oonolly

and Mohun Lai for the heads of the rebel chiefs, and

that Mir Huejelse and Abdullah Khan died under

suspicious circumstances at the end of November.

More important, this offer of blood money became known
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to the chiefs.3-

The negotiations ere protracted into December,

while those immured in the cantonments began to suffer

frori lack of fuel and food. One of the first commands

of Mahomed Akbar Khan had been to forbid the sale of

any commodity to the British. On December 8th

Elphinstone instructed MoITaught en to treat for a with¬

drawal to Jellalabad and three days later the Envoy

met the chiefs on the plain to offer terms for the

evacuation of Afghanistan. These terms were accept¬

ed by the chiefs, but on Shah Suja refusing them

negotiations were begun anew. Snow fell on the 18th

and on the 20th came news that the Kandahar relieving

force under McLaren had found the posses blocked.

Captain Skinner, a hostage, was sent in to say that

the chiefs would discuss the oossibilityaf Shah Suja

being retained as king with /debar as his wnzir.

The next morning, December 23rd, 1841, the Envoy,

Captains Trevor, McKenaie and George Lawrence rode

out to meet the Afghans and on the plain of Kabul

Sir V/illiam MoNaughten paid with his life for the

policy of which he had been one of the prime architects.2

1. Kaye suggests Shah Sujr ,:ay hrve instigated this idea.
2. It seems probable that the chiefs meant only to

capture them. Some Ghazis killed Trevor, and
McNaughten, resisting arrest ferociously, was wound¬
ed by Akbar before the fanatics slew him.
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Pottinger had taken no port in any action or

negotiation after hie arrival at the camp. His

wound was giving him considerable pain and for most

of the time he was confined to the quarters he shared

\7ith Ilaughton. Then on December 24th he was asked

by Elphinstone to assume charge of the political

mission in succession to McNaughten; in any case

he was now the senior political officer with the

army. A for from fit man, he set himself to the

task of trying to revive the fortunes and spirits of

the army.

He found this impossible, so depressed were the

spirits of officers and men. "The military would

neither fight nor fly" he wrote in a private letter.2
The assassination of McNaughten had not inspired the

officers to any action, but had instead convinced

them that the enemy were invincible, and that a

treaty must be negotiated. On Christmas Eve

Pottinger attended the Council of or with Elphinstone,

Shelton, Brigadier Anquetil end Colonel Chambers to

discuss the terms of a treaty offered by the Afghan

chiefs. As these v/ere terras to which the late Envoy

1. Appendix "i. of -hai'-oc-kar. Pp.39-41 ("ottinger
to father of Haughton .

2. Appendix ,:A'' of "h. r-ee-k o.r« Pp. 39-41.
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had, in the main, agreed, Pottinger was in an awkward

position. He had known nothing of them until this

moment, yet he found them so humiliating that he pro¬

posed their rejection. On the other hand, his

colleagues on the Council, who had control of military

matters, demanded that an agreement "be negotiated.

It was ahLzarre situation where the political officer

asked for military action and the army officers

demanded negotiation.

The principal clauses of the draft treaty were

the evacuation of all British troops from Afghanistan,

the restoration of Dost Mahomed, and the deliverance

to the Afghans of hostages and of large sums of money

to allow the chiefs to guarantee the retreat through

the passes, Pottinger was told that McITaughton had

already accepted these terms and the treaty was sent

"back with the assent of the Council. '"'hen the chiefs

discovered that all their terms had "been accepted,

they added four new claims. They demanded that all

the coin in the public treasury be handed over, that

all but six guns be surrendered, that all spare

rnuskets be left behind and that "gentlemen of rank"

and their families be surrendered as hostages. This

impertinent demand prompted Pottinger to try again
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to persuade the army chiefs to seek safety in weapons

and not negotiations with an enemy already proved

treacherous. He felt there was still a chance for

the stricken Kabul army, and he gave his reasons on

December 26th. Faction was running high in the city.

Shah Suja had a fair following and Osman Khan had

offered to escort the array to Peshawar for five lakhs

of rupees. Mackeson the political agent at neshawar

and McGregor at Jellalabed had sent letters urging

them to hold out until reinforcements, which were on

the way, reached Kabul. It was the duty of the army

to fight and Pottinger pointed out that army commanders

were not invested with the power to make treaties on

behalf of their government nor to sacrifice enormous

sums from public funds. Again he asked the officers

to retreat into the Bala Ilissar where they could hold

out until the spring, and again his pleadings fell on

deaf ears. The decision to evacuate the country was

upheld and even the first three additional clauses to

the draft treaty were accepted.

Pottinger expressed his disgust in a private

letter to McGregor. He told how SheIton declared a

retreat to the Bala Hissar would be impossible and

that the second-in-command had always held this
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obstinate opinion. (It appears that I,lcNaught en

had favoured this solution, "but that he did not like

to interfere too much in military matters.) The

proposal of 'ottinger to abandon all "baggage ard fight

was rejected as officers showed greater interest in

their chattels than their military honour. "You

may conceive my anxiety to hove this properly made

known to government" wrote 'ottinger. ^ It certainly

was, as this letter was published and used at the

courts of inquiry in 1043.

The Council decided to pay nineteen lakhs of

rupees to the Afghans; fourteen had already been

promised by the late Hnvoy for the escort to ^eshawsr

and now five more were to be given to Osman Khan for

the same purpose. ottinger objected to this, but

as political agent had to conduct negotiations with

the ubiquitous Hindu shroffs. At first he made

out the bills payable to the chiefs on safe arrival

at feshawar but the Hindus refused to do business

on these lines. On instructions from Elphinstone

the bills were drawn in favour of the Hindus them¬

selves. Captain Lawrence, who had been paymaster

1. ".aye iv r- of "ndian fficsrc.
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of the army and administration, was released on

December 27th to arrange the transaction with the

shroffs, and he warned them that if the Afghans broke

their promises the bills would be repudiated#

The Afghans were demanding that the guns be

surrendered to them and ottinger, still hoping for

the impossible from the general, handed over only two

gun3 on each successive day. On the 29th the six

officers (volunteers) whom Akbar had accepted as

hostages instead of the families, were taken into

Kabul#^ Captains Skinner and MoKenzie were released.

The sick and wounded, Haughton among them, were re¬

ceived into tho city under the care of Dr. Berwick

and Dr. Campbell. Ammunition, arms and money left

the cantonments in a steady stream, while the Ghazis

gathered in groups round the walls to shout t lireat s

and boast what they would do to the British. The

chiefs sent in the ratified treaty with their seals

attached, and on January 1st, 1842, the stage was set

for the retreat in winter snows of a British army

through eighty miles of difficult hostile country,

with the bulk of its arms and ammunition surrendered

1. Lieutenants Oonolly and Airey were already captives.
Captains alsh and Drummond, Lieutenants arburton
and "ebb mode up the group.

2. Appendix "E".
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to the enemy.

Pottinger had no Illusions of the probable out¬

come of the whole sorry business. In a brief note

to McGregor on Christmas Day, he referred to a "Comedy

of errors", and three days later wrote again, in

French, in case of interception, that their position

was desperate, that a treaty of withdrawal was being

arranged, but that he placed little faith in Afghan

promises.-- On December 50th he wrote to Mackeson,

again in French (signing with Greek letters as a

further precaution) that the military men had declared

negotiation as the only course and not a fighting

retreat. A letter in Anglish from ottinger, dated

December 29th, reached Jellalabad on the 9th of

January. It asked them to evacuate the fort to

fulfil the terras of the treaty, but dale and McGregor,

after a council of war, determined to stay where they

were.s

.'ottinger's suspicions of Afghan fidelity were

upheld by the warnings he received from friends in

the city, ilohun Lai, than whom none knew more of

the methods of intrigue and espionage, warned him

1. McGregor received this on January 8th.
2. This decision was arrived at only after much dis¬

cussion. The words of the engineer, Geo. Broadfoot,
did much to steel Sale into a defence of the town.
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that Akbar intended to kill or capture t'nera all}

from the Bala Ilissar Shah Suja sent his gloomy

prognostications of the fate which would attend

acceptance of the Afghan terras;1 from people of high

and low estate came warnings that tlie British would

never leave Afghanistan alive. To all these Pottinger

had to reijly that, the terras having "been offered and

accepted, they had to abide "by them.

The arrangements for the march occupied his

interest as well. He proposed to load planks on

yahoos-' to he used for a causeway to cross the Kabul

'iver and the stream of the Khurd Kabul. On this

idea Lady bale poured scorn,3 as the stream had to

be crossed twenty-eight times4 in the five miles of

the- pass. He had already urged the officers to

have all available material torn up into strips, which

could be wrap ed round the soldiers' feet and legs.3

This most sensible suggestion was ignored and an

elementary precaution against frostbite was not taken.

The Afghan side of the agreement included the

provision of an escort under Osman Khan, but each day

1, Eyre, "\215t
2. Pack ponies.
5. Eyre, P.225.
4, Sale, P.214.
5. .567, Vol.11, Kaye. From a letter to the '•leutta

Review.
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"brought a new excuse for its absence and the promise

that the march could "begin the next day. On the

morning of January 6th, the array, without waiting for

the Afghan escort and ignoring the advice of Pottinger

who counselled delay, began to Jove out of the canton¬

ments, The ilewab Zemaun Ahan told Pottinger to with¬

draw, but ottinger replied that this was now

impossible as the Mission House1 had been occui^ied

by the Afghans, Aemavn Khan, who was an honest man

above suspicion wrote again,'' promising to do the

best he could to protect them. Their only chance

lay in a quick crossing of the Kabul River and the

passage of the Khurd Kabul by the first day.

Incumbered with baggage and unable to cross the river

until noon, as the bridge of gun carriages was not

ready, the array made very slow progress. On the

flanks hung the Ghazis^ cutting down stragglers and

bullets rained on the rear-guard from hidden assailants.

It was two o'clock on the morning of the next day

before the rear-guard came up with the main body at

Begramee a mere six miles from the cantonments, and

there they spent the rest of the night in the freezing

1, Mc ITaught en's hou^e arrl office which adjoined the
cantonment.

2, Budiabad Report.
3, Moslem fanatics.
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snow.

4,500 soldiers and 12,000 camp followers had

marched out of camp and many had already fallen

victim to Afghan bullets. The pitiless cold of that

first horrible night claimed hundreds more. hen

the morning of January 7th dawned, discipline was

vanishing and the army was becoming a rabble. Enemy

horsemen charged the rear-guard, their swords slashing

the practically defenceless soldiers, while the jezails

poured shot into the seething mass of humanity.

T'eweb Zernawn Khan sent a message to Pottinger promis¬

ing food, fuel and the dispersal of fanatic bends if

the army would halt. Pottinger carried the news to

General Elphinstone and despite the protests of

Shelton, the general decided to stay at Boothak, where

they were, until nightfall.

Then Pottinger saw a body of 600 horse in the

distance under someone who was obviously on important

chief. He sent Captain Skinner, who was acting as

his deputy, with a flag of truce to speak with him,

and Skinner returned to say it was Mahomed Akbar Khan

come to protect the British from the Ghazis, The

sirdar asked for hostages a3 security for the

evacuation of Jellalabad and promised to supply the

army with all it required if it world holt at Boothak
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until Sale moved from hi3 fortress. "It was too

late to send a reply and nothing was determined -

"but some persons persuaded the general to abandon

his intention of marching "by night".- At the

entrance lo the Khurd Kabul Paso, having marched only

ten miles in two days, the army and its horde of camp

followers spent another night in the snow drifts.

From the confused demoralised army Ckinner was

sent a second time as emissary to Akhar, The sirdar

demanded as hostages Brigadier the1ton, Captain

Lawrence and two others, "but Shelton refused to go,

Fottinger, whose wound was giving him acute pain and

prevented him from any exertion, volunteered to go in

his place, hoping this offer would "be treated as a

mark of confidence,2 He rode to the rear where some

horsemen escorted him into the presence of Mahomed

Akbar Khan, the second and favourite son of Lost

Mahomed, The Afghan agreed to accept as hostages

Pottinger, Lawrence an! any other officer ottinger

might select, while the army could proceed through

the Khurd Kabul to Tezin, there to await bale's with¬

drawal from Jellalubad. Pottinger asked Colin

McKenzie to give himself up, which this gallant officer

1. Pudi Mb rd Penort.
2. Ibid.
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gladly consented to do, ard the army entered the

defile. The slaughter that was done there exceeded

any that had gone "before and Ak"bor ?as xrwerless to

prevent it. The fierce Ghilzais would accept orders

from no one and their jesails and knives did fearful

execution1 among the hapless rabble of what had once

been the aiiny of Kabul. 'Ottinger himself was almost

killed by fanatics while Akbar was away trying to stop

the firing.2
The hostages hod spent that day and night in a

mud fort, warmed and fed for the first time in many

days. On the morning of the 9th, Pottinger and

Akbar again conferred, the upshot being that Skinner

was called for and sent to SIphinstone to propose that

the British women and children be handed over to Akbar

in the interests of safety and that he would escort

them to Peshawar, This humane proposal was more than

accepted by the general, as lie ordered the married men

to accompany their wives. Thus a few men, women and

children were spared the dreadful end. The remnant

of the army marched again on January 10th. Not a sepoy

1. TTcKenzie records that ^ottinger said* "NcKenzie, if
I am killed remember that I heard Akbar Khan shout
•stay there* in ""hishtu, though he called them to
stop firing in Persian". P.263, Vol.1. MoKenzie' s
L 5fe.

2. Budlabad Renort (revised version), decret lonsultations
14 dept. 1342, No.3
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was left in the ranks and only 550 of the sturdier

British soldiers were still alive. Skinner was

sent "by Elphinstone to remonstrate with Akbar "but

when the sirdar proposed that their only safety lay

in unconditional surrender, the general refused. In

the narrow Huft Kotal SheIton fought a gallant rear¬

guard action which showed the mettle of the men could

hove "been put to "better use in November. An attempt

to reach Jugdulluk by night was prevented by the mass

of canm followers who had managed to keep alive and

the ruined fort was not gained until afternoon.

Skinner was sent yet again to Akbar who was

hovering on the flanks, and he returned to invite

Elphinstone, Shelton and Johnson to a conference.

Akbar offered the usual food and protection but

refused to allow the three officers to go back,

"'"orse, Skinner was shot dead next day (12th) as he

came to search for news from his general. That

morning the local chiefs came in to say they wanted

blood, not bribes, and at the pass of Jugdulluk the

remains of the army was massacred. A few mounted

men struggled through the pass but only one badly

wounded survivor, Dr. Brydon, reached Jellalabad.
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CHAPTER XVI

The hostages were to remain in the oore of Akbar

until September of that year and this is one of the

most fully documented periods of the career of

Pottinger. He was accepted "by prisoners and captors

as their chief spokesman and he was allowed to

correspond with McGregor at Jellalahad and with

General Pollock when he advanced into Afghanistan.

Lady Sale, the wife of the commander of Jellalahad,

Captain Johnson, Lieutenants Eyre and Melville

published their journals which give a detailed

account of the life of Akbar*s guests.

Pottinger, Lawrence and McKenzie had been join¬

ed by the officers and their families on January

10th and the following day they were taken to Tezin

fort along a road strewn with corpses. On the 12th

they continued to follow the trail of death but this

day brought them a welcome addition to their number

in the person of a medical officer, Dr. McGrath.

It was on this day too that Colin McKenzie, seeing

a bible lying among the carnage, picked it up and

was to use it for the services they were to hold

every Sunday. By evening on the 13th they had
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reached the fort at Jugdulluk where they found

Elphinstone, Shelton and Johnson. Then over

precipitous paths they were led north along the

Panjshir River to Tugree fort where any hopes that

they might "be taken to Jellalahod were finally

quashed. The destination of the prisoners was

Budiahod in Pottinger's old agency of the Kohistan

and until April they were lodged in the fort of

Mahomed Shah Khan, a father-in-law of Akhar.

On their arrival Pottinger and Akbar, who had

come with them, had a long conversation. Although

Pottinger was now his captive, /debar believed the

British officer still represented his government and

could enter into conditions for the release of the

prisoners. It was obvious that he was going to

hold on to the hostages, or prisoners as they really

were, in order to barter their release for concessions

from the British government. He knew the British

would not allow the destruction of on entire army to

go unavenged and he feared reprisals not only in the

form of armed aggression but also against his father.

He asked Pottinger to guarantee the exchange of the

British prisoners for Dost Mahomed and on evacuation

of Jellalobad. All Pottinger could do was promise
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to write to McGregor although in his letter of

Januery 18th he expressed the hope that they might

at least "be exchanged.

Akbar left to reduce Jellalahad putting the

captives in the care of Mirza Bau&in Khan who was

well disposed towards his charges and did what he

could to help them. The monotony was great "but

they made the "best of their situation "by playing

games and considering how lucky they had "been to

escape the fate of the army. Everyone mourned a

friend and some a near relation: Lady Sale had lost

a son-in-law, 1 while Pottinger's "brother Thomas had

fallen at Gundamuk. They were allowed unlimited

correspondence with Jellalahad and as early as

January 22nd Lady Sale had received a letter from

her husband. Newspapers and mail were sent by

the garrison and by cloth'-ny letters in printed
materials information on military matters was convey¬

ed to Budiabad. Every Sunday they had a service

conducted by the "feringhee moolah", Oolin McKenzie.

Akbar returned on January 23rd and desired

Pottinger to inform McGregor that Shah Suja, having

1. Lieutenant Sturt.
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declared war on the British, was about to 8ttack

Jellalabad. Akbnr would assist the British with

the restoration of his father as his price,1

Pottinger told him not to hold out any hope of a

surrender of the fort and he also wrote a private

note to McGregor saying that the official letter had

been only a translation of one in Persian given him

by the sirdar. About a fortnight later Akbar dis¬

covered that Pottinger was corresponding secretly

with McGregor and when accused, 'ottlnger admitted

it but said he had entered unon no promise to refrain

from doing so. Akbar ordered such clandestine

correspondence to cease, warned Pottinger of the

fate of McNaughten and dispossessed the officers of

their arms,2

An earthquake on February 19th brought down

part of the walls of Budiabad fort and the moribund

Elphinstone, now oomnletely immobile, was saved at

the last moment. These earth tremors continued

into March snd for safety they moved into wooden

huts.^ On March 11th there came two chiefs to

1. This letter is in M.S. collection of India Office
Library.

2. Eyre, P.277-8.
3. Serio-comic relief was provided one night by a re¬

jected lover of Lady Sale'^ ayah who tried to
strangle the servant but only succeeded in raising
piercing shrieks.
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Pottinger find their business showed how Akbar still

"believed that he had in Pottinger a plenlpotentiary

of the government of India. Colonel r>almer, the

commander at Ghazni^had sent the terms on which he
would surrender ond McGregor had refused to ratify

them. Instead of sending the dispatches on to

General 'ollock at Peshawar, as he had "been requested,

Akbar had sent them to Pottinger. Later came the

news of the murder of old Shah Suja in Kabul. It

seemed that their days at Budinbad were to be many

and on April 6th Pottinger told Lady Sale that they

would probably be there for six months.^

The replacement of Mirzo Bnundin Khan by Soleh

Mahomed, the "nazir" of Mahomed Shah Khan, augured

ill for the captives as the new "mehmandar" was

cruel and insolent.s There was some talk of a

ransom but the authorities conflict so much that

the details are not clear.® On April 9th Mahomed

Shah Khan came in to announce the defeat of the

1. Sale, P.316.
2. Kaye says this took place after the defeat of

Akbor before Jellalabad but Byre and ale both
say it was in March.

5. Kaye says that in March Saleh Mahomed announced
that Mahomed Shah Khan would release them for
two lakhs, but Pottinger refused. (Vol.Ill,P.225).
Syre, on April 1st, says that Pollock authorized
McGregor to offer a ransom (^.228). Sale gives
Anril 6th as date when Saleh Mahomed was offered
a ransom for conduct to Peshawar.
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Afghan army "before Jellslsbad and the prisoners

feared that they might suffer for the success of

the garrison. All they were asked to do, however,

was prepare to move from Budiobad and on the next

morning the officers and their ladies deported on

camels and ponies. Before they went Mahomed Shah

Khan1 rifled what baggage they had but this affected

only Lady McNaughten. The plunder of her wardrobe

brought little sympathy from the other women as she

had refused to lend them her many dresses, when they

had had only one verminous costume. They had made

a false start, ho ever, as they were brought bock

to Budiabad that night only to make a fresh start on

the 11th.

here they were going they knew not. That day

(llth April) they were joined by Akbar, a casualty

from the bursting of a musket, who was being carried

in a palanquin. The weather was alternately very

hot and very wet and one of the ladies, Mrs. aller,

was pregnant. Their road lay through the scenes of

the dreadful massacres of January where putrefying

corpses refreshed a memory thot was all too green.

On the 19th they come to 'i'ezin fort where the

1. He was father-in-low of Mahomed Akbar Khan.
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accommodation was so limited that the ladies had to

share a room v/ith the Afghan women. There Mrs.

aller had her child. Here too it became obvious

that General Slphinstone was sinking although he

lingered until April 24th tended by McKenzie,

death brought his sufferings to an end. An old

sick man, his appointment was one of the worst of

Auckland's many mistakes and a tragedy for the army

of Kabul. In her diary Emily Sden records meeting

General Elphinstone at Futtehpore 01 February 6th

1840. "He is in a shocking state of gout, poor

man.' - one arm in a sling and very lame but other-

\vise is a young looking general for India. He

hates being here." She informs us too that neither

the general nor his aide-de-camp spoke a word of

Hindustani. Akbar allowed the body to be sent to

the the British army, where, after many vicissitudes

it was safely delivered.1

The hostages had been taken from Budiabad as

General Pollock was advancing. He had forced the

Khyber once the snows had melted and united with the

1. Even '-hen dead Elphinstone's body had no rest.
The bearer party were attacked by Ghilzais, who
opened the coffin and asked Akbar to vouc& for
the truth that its occupant was Elphinstone.
(Letter of Pottinger, Tezin 26 April 1842).
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"Illustrious Garrison" at Jellalabad, which had

defeated Akhar a few days "before. In India a new

Governor-General: Lord Ellenborough, had replaced

Auckland, and his party, the Tories, were pledged

to give up the Afghan affair. hat Ellenborough

intended to do once Jellalabad was relieved was for

from clear and Pollock had to wait there for further

orders. (To anticipate, he was authorised on June

1st to remain at Jellalabad until October and Nott

was given the option of retiring from Kandahar by

way of Kabul or Quetta.) To Ellenborough the

release of the aaptives of Akbar was a matter of

indifference but to Akbar they were the price of the

return of his father. The prisoners never doubted

but that an attempt would be made to rescue them.

The situation at the end of April was fluid. Pollock

was not authorised to march beyond Jellalobad but he

opened negotiations for the release of the prisoners.

Akbar was dispirited by his failure to reduce

Jellalabad and by the fickleness of the khans whose

support always went to the highest bidder, British

or Afghan. At Kabul faction ruled. From this

time on Pottinger realised that to secure their return

to India they would have to rely on themselves.
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hile Elphinstone lay dying Pottinger arranged

with Akbar that one of the captives should be sent

to Pollock to discuss terms for their release.

Pottinger hod already composed a letter to Pollock

by the 20th and asked McKenzie to make the arduous

journey from which few expected him to return olive.

The Afghans were willing to permit this officer to

go as they knew he would not break a promise to

return. Akbar's public message was for on exchange

of prisoners and withdrawal of the British, but in a

private letter he sought an amnesty for himself and

his followers. McKenzie set out with a few Afghans

and after a hazardous journey reached Pollock at

Jellalabad,^

On April 26th Pottinger and Akbar discussed

various matters including the retreat from Kabul and

next day they left for the Zundeh Valley, eight miles

south of Tezin, whither the rest of the hostages had

already been moved. There they found Aminullah

1, The story of McKenzie's two missions to ^ollock
is difficult to elucidate. In his Recollections
of a Journey to Jellalabad. included in mith's
Life of Colin MoKenzle. MoKenzie says it took him
seven days to re~ch Jellalabad. Yet he was back
by May 3rd. Pollock certainly writes on April
30th of receiving a note from Pottinger.
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Khan, one of the most able and most hostile of the

Afghan sirdars, who demanded that Akhar should hand

over Pottinger to hirn or give twelve lakhs of rupees

in exchange, as Pottinger's bills had been dishonour¬

ed by the government of India. Some chiefs tried to

get Pottinger to sign new bills, but he refused and

told them what worthless scraps of paper they would

be. hile in this fort they discovered that it con¬

tained a store of gunpowder and Pottinger conceived

a fantastic plan of blowing up the place, chancing

an escape in the ensuing confusion. Luckily no one

would support him in this rash enterprise.1 On

the 30th Akber took "Dottinger back to Tezin to await

the return of McKenzie, ?/ho came in on May 3rd.

His news was disappointing for both as all

that Pollock would promise was fair treatment for

Akbar if he surrendered and two lakhs of rupees for

the release of the hostages. The sirdar immediately

set down to propose different terms, so extravagant
that Pottinger knew they would never be even consider¬

ed. Akbar demanded, "inter alia", an amnesty, the

government of the country and a present of eight

lakhs of rupees. McKenzie was sent back to Pollock8

1. Kaye, Lives of Indian Officers.
2, Smith McKenzie. p.45, says George Lawrence accompanied

MoKenzie.
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after only seven hours rest.

Next day Potlinger and Colin Troup were taken

into Kabul. The oity was in confusion. Futteh

Jung, the son of Shah Suja, was holding out in the

Bala Hissar having declared himself king. The Newab

Zemaun Shah Khan had a party while Akbar himself

commanded powerful support. The Juazilbash of Khan

Shireen Kbnri stood aloof but ready to fall in ith

whoever gained the ascendancy. Trouo and Pottinger

were lodged in the house of the Newab Jabbar Khan,1
from where they watched the followers of Akbar win

the outworks of the Bals Ilissar from Futteh Jung.

McKenzie had returned from Pollock's camp on

f»'ay 16th and next day he left Zundeh for Kabul with

the general's reoly for Akbar.2 As 'ottinger expect¬

ed, Pollock had been unable to accept the preposterous

demands of the sirdar and the letter was hardly

calculated to endear Akbar towards his guests, as he

was blamed for the death of Elphinstone. ith

Pollock apparently immobile st Jellalabad and Akbar

regarding the hostages as his chief weapon for

negotiation, the outlook for the prisoners was bleak.

1. Pottinger had stayed with him in 1837. v.
2. Eyre, P.311.
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On May 2Srd the other hostages were brought from the

Zandeh Valley to Ohewaki fort just outside Kabul on

the banks of the Logur river, as Akbar feared the

Ghilzais might kidnap them. The fort had a beautiful

situation. There the captive^ were able to keep

oool and clean by swimming in the river, were allowed

to visit their friends in Kabul and received mail

from Jellalabad.

The month of June saw Akbar engaged in a struggle

with the Newab Zemaun Khan for control of the

Bdrakzai tribe. He had captured the Bala Hissar

and made himself the wazir of the powerless Futteh

Jung, whereupon the faction of Zematin Khan had dis¬

puted his power. A battle ensued which left Akbar

supreme in the city. The hostages who had been in

Kabul since the departure of the army were taken into

the Bala Hissar, where Troup and Pottinger already

were. They found Troup and Pottinger occupying

"one miserable dirty dark room"! but here they were

made welcome. They sat up late exchanging news and

Pottinger entertained his guests to boiled tea and a

hookah: perhaps Lieutenant 'ebb used the pewter

1. The Jabool Caotives. Airey, P.502. United Services
Journal 1845, Part I.
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tankard on which he notched the 266 days of his

captivity.1

Akbar, having settled his account with his own

countrymen, was able to revert to his great design

of exchanging the British prisoners for substantial

considerations, including the return of his father,

Dost Mahomed. He therefore welcomed a request of

Pottinger to send Troup2 to Pollock. Pottinger had

several papers which he wished to send to the general

and this was the real reason why he wanted Troup to

go. Akbar, undaunted by two refusals of Pollock

to negotiate, sent Haji Bakhtiar as his personal

represent stive.

Troup carried many dispatches to the British

lines. They included the correspondence between

Elphinstone and MoNaughten, the Envoy's account of

the rising up to a few days before his death, George

Lawrence's account to Pottinger of what had happened

at the murder,3 the list of bills drawn in favour of

1. This, one of the few relics of the war which survive,
con be seen in the United Services Museum, London.

2. cKenzie was dangerously ill with typhus.
3. ritten specially for Pottinger and dated May 10th,

which would seem to prove wrong Smith's contention
that Lawrence accompanied McKenzie on his second
mission.
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the sirdars of Kabul by Pottinger, the final sealed

treaty with the two earlier drafts and a revised

account of the Kabul insurrection. Thus some

valuable historical evidence, which might well have

perished, was saved.

The revised account of the rising v/hich Pottinger

forwarded differed little from the report he had

sent in from Budiabad. He began his second account

on February 1st, 1842, very soon after he had com¬

pleted the first one, which bears no date. Pollock

forwarded this first report to Maddock on May 2nd,^
but when it came to Jellalabad is unknown. Pottinger

writes that he composed the earlier report to provide

against any inability to finish the account proper.

It took longer because not only was he seeking great¬

er accuracy but also he "was subject to strict watch

and therefor unable to write or refer openly". He

mentioned, too, that his wound was causing him acute

discomfort and it must be remembered that throughout

these months when Pottinger showed so much energy in

seeking the release of the hostages and corresponding

with the army at Jellalabad, he was suffering from a

1. ecret Consultations. 29 June, 1842, No.30.
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serious wound which had never received the medical

attention it required. He was one of these people

who can make unlimited calls on their physical and

mental powers and yet maintain their normal composure.

His letter to bollock gave an account of the

events at Kabul during June and dealt with matters

rising out of the general's messages. It was wrong

to attribute the death of Elphinstone to Akbar and

Pottinger enclosed a certificate to that effect from

Dr. McGrath. John Conolly had been authorised to

draw bills on the Governor-General to meet the

expenditure of keeping the sick and wounded, but

Pollock had refused to receipt a bill for R.107,852

declaring it to be nothing but an inducement to the

Afghans to retain their prisoners.1 Pottinger ex¬

plained that some fugitives from the retreating

force had returned to Kabul and had to be cared for.

Akbar said he would treat only on terms which allow¬

ed him to retain the government and Pottinger had

asked him to release the prisoners as an earnest of

his sincerity in seeking peace. With his high con¬

ception of honour, Pottinger could still write that

1. Secret Consultations. 28 Dec. 1842, Nos. 470 and
471.
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any ransom of the British prisoners alone must not

he contracted as that "would lay them open to the

odium and charge of undue partiality" as so many

Indian prisoners were "being held.

What the hostages feared was that they would he

sold as slaves. This dreadful alternative to release

had already heen suggested to them hy hints from

their gaolers and to prevent this Pottinger asked

the general to contact Zulficar Khan, the governor

of Bamian and the Bazars chiefs. These men would,

if hrihed well enough, prevent Akhar sending them to

Turkestan.

The replies of General Pollock again disappointed.

He told Akhar that his father would he restored on

the surrender of all British prisoners and guns yet

Akhar not only needed the artillery for his army

hut wanted the promise of a British withdrawal.

The curt note to Pottinger ended: "while you con¬

tinue a prisoner and consequently not a free agent,

I see no necessity for you heing the channel of

communication".1 This laconic recognition of

Pottinger's position was to prove to Akhar that future

1. Secret Consultations. 28 Dec. 1842, No.340.
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negotiations had to "be direct with the British at

Jellalatad. The words of the general to Troup were

kinder as they were "off the record" and he said

Pottinger could write if he pleased.

Pollock was nrotracting negotiations deliberate¬

ly in order to gain time. He intended Akbar to refuse

his conditions as he was awaiting news from Nott.

He expected his colleague would not retreat on Quetta

and was building up his own strength. Sale's

brigade had already moved to Futtehabad. On August

20th, having received the hoped-for intelligence

that Nott was marching on Kabul, Pollock advanced

from Jellalabad. From Allahabad came a reply of

Ellenborough to Pollock's dispntchl on Troup's

visit. His attitude towards Pottinger was commended

and although he was to continue to negotiate for the

release of the hostages, "military operations must

proceed as if no negotiation was in progress".

Military considerations, as they had to, took priority

over personal sentiments. A campaign could not be

held up for a hundred British prisoners and a few

families.

1. Secret Consultations. 18 Dec. 1842, No.333.
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On July 13th Pottinger visited his friends at

Shewaki fort, who had heen rejoined on June 26th "by

the men and women left "behind at Budiahad. On the

morning of July 29th Akbar asked his advice and

Pottinger, Troup and the Afghan discussed matters,

after the sirdar had "been reminded that the officers

spoke as private persons. Pottinger advised that

the prisoners should "be released or Pollock would

lose patience and declare the negotiations to "be at

an end. Akbar replied that their release without

a sealed promise of certain conditions from Pollock

was impossible and that if Pollock advanced to Char

Bagh, the ladies would be sent to Turkestan and the

men divided among the chiefs. Troup and George

Lawrence were sent to Pollock but all that the

general would promise was that he would not advance

beyond Futtehabad before several days had passed.

To odd to the anxieties of the hostages, fever

hod broken out at Shewaki and John Conolly, having

contracted the illness on a visit there, was one of

the first to die.-*- Despite the sickness there

Pottinger with his five companions^ from Kabul were

1. Eyre says August 8th, other authorities 7th.
2. The five volunteer hostages /ebb, Airey, Drurnmond,

alsh and arburton.
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"brought to the fort on August 12th.

There, too, on August 23rd were "brought nine

officers of the Ghazni garrison, which had capitulated

in March. Very rough treatment hod "been meted out

to these men and Colonel Palmer, their commander,

had lost that spirit of defiance which still "burned

brightly in his youngest officer, John Nicholson.1
Two days later Akbar sent the prisoners to

Bamian under on escort of two hundred and fifty men.

hatever happened, neither Pollook nor Nott would

hove on opportunity to rescue those whom Akbar regard¬

ed as his lost bargaining asset in a possible parley.

The sirdar allowed the sick to remain at Shewaki with

their families and retained with his own entourage

Captains Bygrave and Troup. Pottinger had lost

favour with Akbar and his position as spokesman of

the hostages and adviser to the sirdar hod been given

to Bygrave. Akbar believed he was punishing Pottinger.

Instead he hod sent out of his surveillance a master

of Afghan diplomacy. Again with his fellow hostages

and away from Akbar and Kabul, "^ottinger would be able

to play on the fears of the fickle soldiery who knew

that two British armies were converging on Kabul.

1, Later to gain fame as the "Hero of Delhi".
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CHAPTER XVII

The hostages believed that they were being sent

to slavery in Turkestan. This may have been Akbar's

decision and he had threatened such drastic action

before. More probably Akbar's idea was just to

take them out of reach of rescue. hatever his

reasons it was strange that command of the escort

had been entrusted to Saleh Mahomed,^ a soldier of

fortune who had deserted first Dost Mahomed and then

the British. He was widely travelled and liked

nothing better than to relate his anecdotes to the

British officers as the party moved westwards."

The British were either on horseback or in "kujav;as"3

and after the first march Pottinger, on account of

his wound, exchanged his pony for the "kujawa" of

Captain Airey. Killa Kdzee was reached by the

morning of August 26th and they were allowed to rest

in a ploughed field where no shade was available.

Here Pottinger received by stealth a note from

Rawlinson at Kandahar announcing Nott's advance on

1. Not the "mehmander" at Buddabad.
.2, They were headed by a "band" of six Hindus whose

performance on bugle, fife and drum was discordant
in the extreme.

3. Panniers slung from horses or camels.
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Kabul.* The defeat of Akbar Khan seemed more

certain than ever and Pottinger knew it depended

on him and his fellow officers to secure their own

escape before they were taken across the Hindu Kush.

"ith McKenzie, not yet recovered from typhus,

Lawrence and Johnson he conferred and they decided

on an attempt to suborn Suleh Mahomed Khan.

This duty was entrusted to Johnson as it had

been observed that Saleh Mahomed appeared to show

favour towards him as a good listener to his tales.

The first suggestion was made jestingly on August

29th and as he showed no aversion to the joke, it

was concluded that a direct attempt should be made

as soon as a suitable opportunity offered. The

prisoners agreed to bargain for their release by

raising subscriptions amongst themselves and "appoint¬

ed ''ottinger Lawrence and Johnson as their agents.2

The march was a weary one. The "kujawas"

became insecure and all the men who could walk

surrendered their mounts to the ladies. The nights

were bitterly cold and the days so warm that several

succumbed to fever. The ordinary soldiers became

more and more dispirited trudging mechanically and

1. Eyre, P.556.
2. Statement of measures taken at Bamian.
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hopelessly towards the endless captivity in Turkestan

which seemed inevitable. On the 30th they were

allowed to bathe in the Ilelmand before beginning the

ascent of the Ilaji Guk Pass. Over the pass they
I

marched to reach Bamian on September 3rd where it

was expected that they would await the arrival of

slave merchants.

Yet Saleh Mahomed was having his difficulties

too. The day they arrived at Bamian his troops

demanded the nay which they had been promised.

Zulficar Khan, the governor, was away and his deputy

would not permit Akbar's soldiers to enter the town.

They had therefore to make an uncomfortable camp

outside the town, accommodation for most of the

hostages being found in a filthy mud hut. In his

mind Saleh Mahomed must have been turning over the

thinly disguised hints of Captain Johnson that the

rescue of the hostages would be well rewarded. lie

knew that the cause of Akbar Khan was hopeless and

Saleh Mahomed was ever ready to run to the aid of

the conqueror. The arrival of Saiyyid Morteeza

Shah determined his course of action.

Mohun Lai, who was officially in the care of

Khan Shireen Khan, had been able to carry on an
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uninterrupted correspondence with Pollock. Knowing

that the luazilbesh were ready to throw in their lot

with the British, he managed to send after the

prisoners the Saiyyid Morteeza, an agent of All Reza

Khan, Ouazilbash. The saiyyid was promised a

pension for himself and all who helped the British.

Armed with this (verbal) promise and letters from

some Quazilbash khans to their kinsman Saleh Mahomed,

the saiyyid reached Bamian on September 10th. He

gained the support of the brother of Saleh Mahomed

and of the chief of the Bamian Tajiks. Saleh

Mahomed was then asked to come to them but he replied

that he would negotiate only in person with ottinger

and the other British officers.

On September 11th ^ottinger talked with Saleh

Mahomed and later they were joined by Lawrence and

Johnson. The discussion took place in Lady Sale's

quarters (a cow-house) and there Saleh Mahomed Khan

was persuaded to change sides again, though not

without hard bargaining on his part. In return for

their safe delivery to the British array the captives

promised to secure for Saleh Mahomed a ift of

R.20,000, a salary of R.1,000 a month for command of

a regiment and a free pardon. He was able to back
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his demands by producing a letter from Akbar

ordering him to take the hostages to Khooloom in

northern Afghanistan. Hoorteza Shah wrote out the

agreement in ""ersian whereby Pottinger, Lawrence,

Johnson and LTcXenzie agreed to carry out their

promises to Saleh ahomed. Erigadier Shelton and

Colonel 7Jalmer refused to sign this document, the

former because he "considered Akbar as our friend"1

and the latter because he feared retribution in the

form of torture which he had already suffered at the

hands of the Afghans. It was fortunate for the

prisoners that their trust was placed in T'ottinger

and his friends and not in their two superior officers.

Shelton," indeed, was odd man out of the party. lie

objected to anything that was proposed or done and

alone of the captives adhered to the tattered

remnant of his uniform, while the others had adopted

Afghan garb. The other prisoners bonded themselves

to provide Pottinger, Lawrence and Johnson with as

much money as was required to buy their release.

The successful bribing of Saleh Hahomed did not

mean that the position of the prisoners was greatly

1. Sale, r>.428. Eyre, P.367.
2. Napier expressed disgust that he was still allowed

to command a regiment after the Kabul debacle.
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improved. The Mir Akhor1 was still Akbar's man and

the soldiers were yet to "be won over. The attitude

of the local tribesmen was unknown. There was no

ne s of Nott or bollock. aleh Mahomed sounded his

men "by asking if they were willing to go to Khooloom

and as they refused he judged that they would co¬

operate. On Gentember 12th Pottinger assumed

command as political agent of Baraian and their

defiance of Akbar was proclaimed in the town and

neighbourhood. Saiyyid Morteeza had already

secured the assistance of ome Hazarods and Zulficar

Khan promised to join the rebels. Pottinger suspect¬

ed this man of conspiracy with the Mir Akhor as he

had refused to surrender any arms and so, using the

authority of the Khan Shireen Khan, Pottinger re¬

placed the governor with a more reliable chief.

This prompted Zulficar to send in his compliments

and the Mir Akhor, scared by a rumour of his impend¬

ing arrest, fled with the Ghilzai contingent. A

caravan of Lohani merchants was stopped and tribute

levied from them to add to the equipment of the

rebels. The best clothes of the party were

surrendered for bestowal as "khelats" on all chiefs

1. Master of the horse.
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who came to support them. Pottinger even issued a

proclamation that all the chiefs v/ho gave assistance

would "be granted remissions of revenue, a promise

which he had no authority to give. He held meetings

with chieftains, preceding them with "futtiahs"* to

give greater effect. They put the fort into a

state of defence and laid in provisions lest attacks

should come from tribes still loyal to the Barakzai

cause. The former prisoner escort, having been

promised a gratuity of four month's pay, worked with

t will for their new masters but the British soldiers

I resented a sorry contrast, nine months captivity

having reduced them to apathy. On the morning of

September 15th came the news of a British advance.

Later a "cossid" brought welcome tidings of the

complete defeat of Akbar's armies at Jugdulluk and

Ghazni and of the rising of the Quazilbash, intelligence

which prompted Pottinger to adopt the bold measure

of marching for Kabul next day.

He had already written (in Greek letters) to

General Nott informing him what had happened and

asking that a detachment be sent to their assistance.

The postscript declared that aleh Mahomed had already

1, Eyre, ^,372. "Futtiah" is a soecial type of prayer.
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written to Nott and to Pollock^ the day "before,
'"e know from Rawlinson's journal that suoh a course

had "been urged on Nott "by some of his officers on

September 14th and 15th "but the general had consider¬

ed this too dangerous. Too much stress, however,

should not "be placed on Rawlinson's statement that

Nott considered "the recovery of the prisoners to "be

a matter of indifference to government".

Pollock had reached Kabul on September 15th and

may already have received the letter of Saleh

Mahomed. Certainly Mohun Lai had communication with

"■ollock that, day as it was at the untiring babu's

suggestion that seven hundred Ouazilbashes were sent

to meet the captives. ith them went Richmond

Shakespear as a volunteer, taking with him R.10,000

as it was known that money payments had been pro¬

mised by the captives.1 On September 17th Pollock

asked Nott to send a brigade to Bamian but he protest¬

ed so strongly that ^ollock was obliged to send one

of his own brigades, that of Sale, who was only too

eager of an opportunity to rescue his wife and

daughter. Sale marched on September 19th.2

1. Secret Consultations, 19 Oct. 1842, No.12.
2. Nott's attitude was not fractious. His army was

weary, his cattle were dying and he feared the
strength of the Afghans in the little known
hinterland of Kabul.
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Mahomed Akbar Khan had withdrawn to the Ghoriband

Valley where he continued the struggle, still holding

the allegiance of the chieftains. In the Kohistan

the forces of A.minullah Khan were intact. Akbar

had been defeated but not vanquished. lie was able

to dispatch Sultan Jan with a considerable force of

horse to overtake and recapture ^ottinger.

Pottinger, having purchased horses from the

Hazaras, hod come to Topchee Bala by the evening of

the 16th. There he received a note in 'ersian

which told of Akbar's defeat at Tezin, just outside

Kabul. About midnight a "cossid" woke him with a

letter from 'hakespear saying Kabul had been occupied

and that the Quasilbash v/ere coming to meet him.

kittinger broke camp at four o'clock and halted four

miles over the Kalloo Pass at eleven o'clock, A

cloud of dust heralded the ap~->roach of horsemen and

although the vigilant Pottinger drew up his men to

defend themselves, they were soon welcoming the

Quazilbash. So far good fortune had attended their

venture but Sultan Jan was known to be in the vicinity

with a force far outnumbering the Quazilbash of

Shakespear and the levies of ^ottinger. hen they

marched next day they learned that Sultan Jan had
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been seeking them at Kalloo and on the 19th they

were informed that the enemy were holding the Suffed

Koh Pass. Shakespear sent off a "oossid" to Sale

indicating their position and they moved on to the

Kote Ashroo Pass. There, to their delight, they

found its heights occupied by Sale which meant that

their march had ended. The skill and boldness of

ottinger and his fellow officers, attended by some

very good fortune, had brought Akbar's hostages to

safety.1
Yet he allowed himself no rest. While the

other prisoners, the men unrecognisable in their

beards and ragged "chogahs", were content to come

into camp on September 21st, "ottinger had joined

Nott's camp the evening before. On the 22nd he

wrote to General ''ollock his :tatement of measures

taken at Bamian.'" which gave the commander-in-chief

the full story of what he had done. He asked for

support for the promises he had made to the chiefs

and excused himself for assuming the office of

political agent. Had he not done so, the escape of

1. The narrative of the events from the arrival of
Saiyyid ! orteeza at Bamian is taken from ottinger's
Statement of men-tire ^ taken at Be.mian, ( "egret Con¬
sult at ions. 28 Dec. 1842, No.3) unless where other¬
wise indiced.

2, Secret Consultations, 28 Dec. 1842, No.3
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all the prisoners could not have "been managed,

although he himself could have escaped easily. Prom

Pottinger's conduct at Bamian and from the language

of this dispatch it would seem that he thought the

"status quo" would "be restored in Afghanistan and

the whole system of political agents "be re-establish¬

ed: for example he had promised remissions of

revenue to the chiefs. He cannot have realised that

the expedition of ^ollock was punitive only and that

he and Nott were retreating to India via Kabul.

Pollock, however, seems to have taken no notice of

Pottinger's account as he attributed the release of

the prisoners to Khan hireen Khan and Mohun Lai,

when he informed the government of their arrival in

his camp.-*-
^ollock and Nott were anxious to return to India

as supplies were short and they had to march through

the dangerous defiles where one British army had
\

already been destroyed. Before marching it was

deemed expedient to send Major General McCaskill

against Aminullah Khan in the Kohiston and Pottinger

was appointed to his staff as he knew the district so

well.2 Aminullah Khan was at Istalif with the women

Secret Consultations. 19 Oct. 1842, No.12.
2. 25 Sept. 1842 Ponsonby (aide-de-camp to Pollock)

to McOaskill,
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of the chiefs and some treasure and he thought his

troops secure in their strong position. On September

28th the British approached Istalif and Ilavelock,

to whom JicCaskill entrusted the whole campaign, drew

up his Memorandum for the operations of tomorrow,

'hat happened at Istalif is rather obscure but it

can be established that the honour of the day belong¬

ed to Havelock, who directed the operations, to

Colin McKenzie, who commanded the Quazilbash horse,

and to ottinger whose "report induced me to determine

to assault".-'' Istalif was assaulted on the 29th and

after a short but stout resistance the Afghans fled

over the hills into the valleys and passes which

offered them refuge. The Barakzai cause received

there its final crippling blow. McOaskill advanced

through the Kohistan destroying strongholds, includ¬

ing Charikar, and returned to Kabul on October 7th.

In his official report he recorded the value of

Pottinger's services.

On October 12th the British army, having ensured

the lasting hostility of the Afghans by the unfortunate

excesses of the troops and the destruction of the

great covered bazaar of the city, marched out of Kabul

1. McCaskill's reuort on action at Istalif. v. Memoirs
of Nott Vol.2, P,155,
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taking with them the relict of the Caddozai royal

house. "ith the army (or preceding it) went

Fottinger than whom none had had a longer connection

with the country nor a more honourable one.

CHAPTER XVIII

hen Pottinger had last returned from Afghanistan

he had been welcomed by the Governor-General in person

end honours had been conferred on him. Now, three

years later, after exploits no less hazardous and

conduct no less admirable his welcome, if such it

can be called, was a cool one. No official

appreciation of his efforts to obtain the release

of the prisoners was ever made and his conduct as

senior political officer after the murder of

McNaughten was investigated by a board of officers.

Lord Sllenborough used the success of bollock and

Nott as the occasion for a military display to broad¬

cast to India in general and the Sikh kingdom in

particular the invincibility of British arms: the

few survivors of the Kabul army of General Elphinstone

were conveniently forgotten in the hour of triumph.

Unable to resist the tern tation of making a thrust
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at his unfortunate predecessor, he had issued his

own Simla ?<tanifesto on October 1st, 1842, announcing

the victory in Afghanistan and the abandonment of

that country whose occupation had been the subject
%

of Auckland's publication of exactly four years pre¬

viously. lie then came down to Ferozepur, whence

Auckland's "Array of the Indus had marched, there to

greet the returning troops. First across the Sutlej

came Sale and his "Illustrious ' arrison" of Jellalabad

and Ellenborough escorted thera through a lane of two

hundred and fifty richly caparisoned elephants.

Pollock crossed on December 19th and Nott came in on

the 23rd with the supposed gates of the temple at

Somnath.l There followed speeches and feasts, the

rather hysterical outburst of relief at eventual

victory,and in the eyes of the grandiloquent Governor-

General Britain had vindicated her honour.

"hen the tumult of the Ferozepur junketings had

passed, there remained the reckoning. Defeat always

requires guilty men to excuse its disgrace and before

1. This tale is well-known. Mahmud of Ghazni in the
10th century had stolen the gates of the Hindu
temple at Gomnath and Ellenborough hoped to ingratiate
himself with the Hindus by returning thera. he Hindus
however, did not appreciate gates polluted by the
touch of Islam which were not the original gates
anyway.
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the array had reached the Sikh frontier several

officers, ottinger among them, knew that they might

"be courtmartiailed. On December 4th Pottinger

wrote to Maddock from Ferozepur which shows he had

crossed the Punjab ahead of the army. 'e learn

from this letter^ that the Judge Advocate General

had communicated with him about Brigadier Shelton.

In two letters, his revised account of the Kabul

insurrection and a private letter of 30th January,

1842, to McGergor (never intended for publication)

Pottinger had criticised Shelton and a court of

inquiry had been ordered to look into the matter.

The Judge Advocate General had asked Pottinger to

explain his remarks and ottinger wanted the govern¬

ment's orders. On 6th December Edwards, assistant

secretary, replied" that Ellenborough had seen

Pottinger's letter and that he was "at liberty to

communicate all you know regarding the conduct of

Major-General (sic) Shelton". More important was

the information that his own conduct at Kabul would

be investigated.

There was no doubt what his friends of the

captivity days thought of Pottinger. On December

1. Political Consultations. 28 Dec. 1842, No.887.
2. Political Consultations. 28 Dec. 1842, No.888.
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19th they sent him a letter of appreciation for his

efforts at Bamian and asked him to accept a piece of

plate to he forwarded when ready. All signed except

Chelton and Palmer hut this mas'" have heen becatise

they were separated from the other prisoners.

Pottinger made a suitable reply next day, in which he

acknowledged the valuable co-operation of Lawrence,

Johnson and also divine providence.

The court of inquiry met at Ferozepur on January

11th, 1845, under the presidency of George Clerk, the

envoy to the Sikh maharajah.1 The terms of reference

were lengthy but their pith lay in one sentence:

"The Court will communicate its opinion upon the

question whether the conduct of Major Pottinger from

the death of Sir illiarn FcNaughten until he became

a prisoner was, under the existing circumstances best

calculated to secure the safety of the British army

at Gabul and to maintain the honour of British arms".

All the official reports and documents were before

the court and on that day ottinger gave oral evidence

of the measures he had taken and his reasons for them.

Shelton and Lawrence gave evidence the next day and

when the former was asked whether Pottinger agreed

1. Bengal Govt. Order, Jan. 10, 1843. N.B. Kaye says
that the court opened on Jan.1st. (Lives of Indian
Officers).
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at the council of war to seek terms from the Afghans,

Shelton replied: "To the "best of my recollection

Major Pottinger did not co-incide,"

Pottinger's known charrcter, his explanation of

his conduct and the evidence of other officers

satisfied the court that they could not recommend a

courtmartial. Indeed, courts of inquiry on Ghelton,

Palmer, Troup, -yre and others pronounced similar

findings.-*- These courts also meant that what

Pottinger had done at Kabul was discovered to the

public, whose knowledge of what had happened had been

purely conjectural. Bo good an impression did

'ottinger make that the board of officers concluded

their report with this commendation, which the

Governor-General ordered to be published.

'..'he Court, adverting to the documents which
have been laid before them in the course of
this inquiry cannot conclude Its proceedings
without expressing a strong conviction that
throughout the whole period of the painful
position in which Major 'ottinger was so un¬
expectedly placed, his conduct was marked by
a degree of energy and manly firmness that
stamps his character as one worthy of high
admiration.

1. The findings of the courts did not please General
Napier. In the India Office Library there is an
1843 copy of .yre's book full of pencilled marginal
notes on the conduct of the officers. These notes
are signed "C.J.Napier" and tue fly-leaf shows the
book to belong to his family. He expresses horror
that Bhelton still commands a regiment.
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Thus Pottinger's conduct was vindicated and his

character commended in the highest terms. His career

would not carry one "blemish for his participation in

the final debacle of the Afghan affair. His course

seemed set for further promotion in the service of

his country, but he was a sick; man and was granted

leave as from January 22nd to go to Calcutta.*

Kaye has suggested th?it Sllenborough*s treatment

of "bttinger was shabby, even vindictive. The writer

of his obituary in the siatic Journal'*' said Pottinger

v/as thanked ''by being remanded to his corps as a

lieutenant of artillery, stripped of employment and

denied acknowledgement". The obituary in the United

-•■ryloo-' -'orrn; 1 claimed that the treatment he receiv¬

ed "preyed on his spirit".3

Kaye's judgement on Ellenborough can be little

more than surmise. In the matter of the pension^

the Governor-General may have been harsh but there

is nothing else to prove that he had any personal

animus against Pottinger. There was no reason why

a wounded brevet-captain of artillery lately releas¬

ed from captivity should have been immediately
—— '■ ■" ■ " 1

1. Asiatic Journal, April 1840, .400 (ii).
2. Asiatic Jo rnal, April 1844, "".553.
3. United Services Journal, April 1844, P.637.
4. v. infra.
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appointed to some special post. Havelock, Qutram,

ICcKenzie and Lawrence, who had also deserved well of

their country were again- doing regimental duty,

^ottinger was an officer of the Bombay Artillery and

there was nothing more natural than that he should

return to duty there. In the character of

Ellenborough, too, we can find an explanation. A

peer of the realm, fond of pomp and circumstance,

an important man at home and abroad, it was unlikely

that he would show interest in the career of the son

of an impecunious Irishman. The fact that a lurwen,

one of an ancient and ' rhig family of Cumberland with

which county Ellenborough was also connected, had

married into the ";ottinger family was coincidence

and nothing else. Moreover, his attitude towards

the political officers in Afghanistan was consistent

and not directed against Pottinger in person.

Ellenborough represented a government committed to

an Afghan policy totally different from that of

Auckland's party. To Ellenborough the Afghan policy

of the v.'higs had not only been wrong but also so

ineptly managed that the honour of British arms had

been sullied. The blame for tills he attached to the

political agents, not entirely without justification,
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and he treated them with studied neglect. McGregor,

one of the principals of the defence of Jellalabad,

was never accorded the personal thanks of the

Governor-General and even the impeccable Rawlinson

found himself ignored. °ottinger had lost a brigade

at Charikar and had been the political officer of the

destroyed Kabul army. The publication of the find¬

ings of the court of inquiry was as far as Bllenborough

would go in praising a servant of Auckland and the

higs.

His obituary notices are inaccurate. He was

no longer a lieutenant but a brevet-captrin, to which

rank he hsd been promoted on December 13th, 1842.

He could not have been "strip ed of his employment"

as that had vanished with the evacuation of

Afghanistan. He was certainly denied acknowledge¬

ment in the form of more decorations, but an official

commendation of his conduct had been published. To

soy that the treatment he received "preyed on his

spirit" is nonsense.

'hat both Kaye and the anonymous obituary authors

ignored - or did not know - was that T:ottinger was

granted leave to visit Calcutta by a government order
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of January 22nd, 1843,1 one day after he had "been

placed at the disposal of the Bombay government (a

formality after the close of the court of inquiry).

For some weeks Pottinger had "been angling for a

permanent pension in compensation for his wound.

He was a sick man and as such was not equipped for

appointment to any extra-regimental duties similar

to those he had already held. Ellenborough did not

treat Pottinger more harshly than the other officers

who were unfortunate enough to have served as

political agents. Pottinger could not have expect¬

ed any other course than remission to his regiment

and even if he had "been considered for a political

appointment, the government could not appoint a man

whose wound had already "been declared "fully equal

to the loss of a limb".

From official documents it is clear that Pottinger

had determined at an early date to win financial

compensation for the wound he received at Ghrrikar.

To do so he had to obtain medical certificates and

be examined by a board of doctors. It was on
«

October 10th, 1842, that Dr. MoGrath, who hod been a

prisoner with Pottinger, wrote at Peshawar a detailed

1. Bengal Govt. Order, 22 Jan. 1843.
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account of the wound and its subsequent history.1
The date and the address are interesting as they

show that MoGrath at least had moved very quickly

down to India. If Pottinger was with him, he must

have made very swift progress from Kabul, as

McCaskill's brigade did not return from the Kohistan

until October 7th. McGrath writes that Pottinger's

activities after the death of McTIaughten caused

inflammation of the injured limb and an ulcer formed;

he also suffered a bout of fever. At Budiabad the

wound discharged pieces of cloth and bone, and just

when it seemed to have healed, the removal to Tezin

brought on an abscess three inches above the

original wound. This was opened and cloth and bone

discharged. McGrath kept the wound open by

stimulating ointment and it continued to throw out

fragments of bone and cloth. Pottinger was unable

to take exercise on foot without bringing on pain

and on horse-back had to support his leg with a

bandage.

riting at Ferozepur on December 23rd, 1842,

Dr. Brydon, on interesting witness in himself, con¬

firmed that Pottinger hod arrived at Kabul on November

1. Military Consultations. 21 April, 1843, No.,15.
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15th, 1841, "suffering greatly from a severe wound

in the left leg, which had not "been dressed and in

which the hall still remained causing considerable

inflammation.

On January 4th, 1845, Pottinger submitted his

wound to the inspection of the Standing Medical

Committee and their certificate confirmed the state¬

ments of Brydon and McGrath. They \vere of the

opinion "that in the present state of his left leg

having a ball unextracted and at present incapable

of being extracted, that his wound is fully equal

to the loss of a limb".^ They recommended a pension

and a gratuity.

Pottinger, armed with his certificates, journey¬

ed to Agra and on March 11th sent his application for

pension and gratuity to Major General Lumley, the

adjutant-general at Simla. To qualify for the

pension of a major commanding, an officer had to be

in full command of a body of men and Pottinger claim¬

ed that though he was a political officer, the

irregular Hazirbush horse had been his own force.

\"hen Lumley informed the secretary of the military

department at Calcutta on March 31st that the

1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
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Commander-in-Chief supported Pottinger's application,

the grant of the desired "benefits must have appeared

automatic. Unfortunately for Dottinger an otherwise

unknown officer, a Lieutenant Herbert, an assistant

political agent at Saugur, had had his claim for a

similar pension turned down. There had "been a fracas

at Saugur, a bullet had struck Herbert, but no pension

was allowed as he had not been in nominal command of

the troops. Pottinger's case came before the

Council at Port William on April 21st. It was dis¬

cussed and forwarded to Lord Sllenborough (who was

at Agra) with the comment that although Pottinger's

title to the pension was "questionable" a distinction

could be drawn between his case and that of Herbert.

They pointed out that Pottinger had "been in actual

exercise of military command at the time when he

received his wound".1

The Governor-General had no doubts about the

matter as in Council at Agra on May 21st, 1843, he

refused to sanction the claim, although he did refer

it to the Court of Directors. He considered the

cases of Herbert and Pottinger to be similar and saw

"nothing in the service at Ohareekar to place brevet

1. Ibid. No.16
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major Pottinger in the position of a military officer

performing military duty within the meaning of the

regulation". Moreover, he expressed surprise that

an officer "who apparently retains the free use of a

wounded lim"b cm "be considered to have sustained from

such a wound an injury equal to the loss of a limb".-*-

Ellenborough probably gave little thought to the

matter and more important affairs woxild be occupying

his attention: the slightly sarcastic comment on

the wound may have been in the nature of an aside.

If the rejection of the claim was not in the spirit

of the regulation it was in the letter as Codrington

was in command when Pottinger was wounded. There

must have been many officers claiming pensions under

this regulation and economy was still necessary to

replenish the Indian coffers. Pottinger was unlucky

and in his case the rule would have been honoured in

the breach. Lord Ellenborough had not quashed the

claim, which he could have done, but had referred it

to London. There the regulations were relaxed to

permit the award but by then Pottinger was dead.^

1. Military Consultations. June 2nd, 1843.
2, The pension was paid annually to his step-mother.
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CHAPTER XIX

hile his case was "being discussed Pottinger

had arrived at Calcutta, and Kaye records that he

was not a social success. Attempts were made "by

Calcutta hostesses to have him grace their entertain¬

ments as the chief guest for the memory of his

exploits v/as still fresh. Doubtless he objected to

being produced as a celebrity at functions, but

people were disappointed to find that instead of a

romantic hero they had a quiet and far from healthy

officer. lie was modest and retiring but these

virtues were useless for Calcutta society.

Pottinger applied for a further extension of

leave and was granted a furlough to Europe on a

sick certificate. Yet it was China, not Europe,

which claimed him, as he sailed for IIong-Kong where

his uncle, now a baronet, was completing his success¬

ful mission. Sir Henry hod returned to Britain on

leave in 1840 and the following year ^almerston

selected him for a snecial mission to China. The

Opium War was in its third year and Henry Pottinger

was instructed to conclude it speedily and successfully.

This he accomplished by August 1842, winning^by the
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Treaty of Nanking* the perpetual session of IIong-Kong

and the opening of five ports for trade. There was

still work for Sir Henry and he stayed at Hong-Kong

as resident minister to m8ke further agreements with

the Chinese and to tidy up the details of the lately

concluded treaty. After a year of negotiating,

Sir Henry extracted from the unfortunate Chinese the

concession to British subjects of extra-territorial

privileges and these were embodied in what was call¬

ed the Supplementary Treaty.

There are few records of Eldred Pott in er at Hong

Kong. The climate was "better for his weary frame

than the steamy heat of Bengal and his health improved.

It does appear that he was unwilling to return to
9

regimental duty in the Bombay ^residency and that he

asked his uncle to employ him on the residency staff.

Sir Henry Pottinger wrote to Bombay to request that

his nephew be placed at his disposal, but the Bombay

government refused.1 Pottinger never received that

reply. In November he was making his final

preparations to sail for England, entrusted with the

completed Supplementary Treaty, when he succumbed to

the prevalent fever. His physique, sadly weakened by

1. Mil. Dispatch from Bombay, 22 Dec. 1845, No.97.
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the wound end the privations of life in Afghanistan,

had no resistance to the illness which took a swift

course. At Government House, Victoria, on November

15th, 1845, the anniversary of his arrival at Kabul

from Charikar, Eldred Pottinger died, aged 52. He,

whom Persian and Afghan bullets had failed, almost

miraculously, to destroy had been struck down by

fever in a distant Chinese port. The news reached

India at the close of the year. On December 24th,

XiOrd Ellenborough recorded regret that the career

of so distinguished on officer had been prematurely

ended.The Oourt of Directors expressed their

appreciation of one of its most valuable officers and

took the unusual step of continuing his annuity of

£100 to his step-mother and granting one of £20 to

each of his four surviving step-brothers.

Early death had cut short a career of great

promise. Chance had brought Pottinger into prominence

at Herat but he was worthy of the occasion. His

desperate struggle against starvation and oppression

after the siege was the work of no ordinary man. As

a political officer of hah Suva's sham kingdom, he

saw the fragility of the system but was unable to

1. Govt. Ordr, 29.Dec. 1843.
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convince his superiors of its impending collapse.

His personal courage was beyond question. He

negotiated with the Afghan insurgents because he was

told to do go and his simple solution to the plight

of the army - to fight - was in striking contrast to

the confused and dishonourable suggestions of other

officers. hile a hostage he never despaired a

rescue and engineered a bold and successful plan of

escape. Brave soldier, sound administrator, skilled

negotiator, he did not, however, understand that the

policy he served so well was futile and wrong. Total

evacuation of Afghanistan came as a surprise,

Pottinger was a soldier, not a politician, and

it is as a soldier that he must be judged. Lost

causes can have their heroes and out of the mess and

muddle of the Afghan policy there emerges, untarnished,

the career of Sldred Pottinger. It is to be regretted

that his fine qualities could not have been utilised

in the creation of something more worthy and more

permanent than the chimera of a puppet Afghan kingdom.
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APPENDIX "A"

To Lieut. Col. ^ottinger, Resident in Cutch-Bhooj

"Sir, The little positive information we possess

of the countries west of the Indus, has for some time

past attracted my attention and as I suppost Govt,

would he interested in an examination of the military

features and ressources of these regions, I "beg leave

to offer my services for that purpose.

The want of satisfactory data regarding the

present state of that tract precludes rne from forming

any decided plan of operations. I should however,

should there he no objection propose to proceed from

this nlace due North through the desert and cross the

Indus at Bukkur or Mittan or between these points, as

may, at the time appear most advisable. If I cross

at Bukkur I should probably examine the country of

Kutch Gundava and the principal passes into it leading

from Beloochistan, beyond which I can at present form

no idea of what it may be in my power to do. If I

cross the Indus near Mitt an, I should, after visiting

the districts of Dera Gheizee Khan & etc proceed by

the pass of Rowat, westward into the land of the

Kaukur Afghans; whence the state of the country at
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the time must of necessity, he my only guide.

After having crossed the Indus, ray objects in

general would be if possible, to examine the roads

by the Bolan or Kurbukee pass, through Pisheen and

by the Rowat pass through the lira Kila to Kandahar,

to examine the country on the western side of the

Sooleman Range of mountains and the passes through

them from Dajul by Ghuznee to Kabool and the roads

from the latter place to Herat and Kandahar. I have

thus far sketched out what I consider the chief points

(of course subservient to ray instructions I may be

honoured with) the due performance, a good deal of

time and in my opinion I shall have to pass at least

one winter in the country.

I propose to travel as a discharged soldier in

company with two Irregular Horsemen, one of whom is

a Mahooee, the other an Afghan and not to assume the

character of a European. My route will be laid down

from the compass and I shall not take any observations,

except where I am certain of entire privacy. But as

it seems desirable to have the means of fixing the

latitudes and longitudes of important places, I should

wish for a sextant, a thermometer and a watch, besides

a compass. The former two to be conveyed with
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secrecy, a precaution separate from myself and the

latter two concealed shout my person.

I particularly desire not to he stended in time,

as I consider patience is the hest method of meeting

the only difficulties likely to he encountered hy me:

besides, haste would he entirely out of character

with the part I intend to take and would prevent me

getting much information, without asking questions,

a proceeding totally foreign to a native's disposition.

In making this application, I heg you will do me

the favour to inform Govt., that my motive is to

hring myself to notice, hy the performance of a

service which, I helieve has long heen a desideration,

and the only assistance which I hope for, is leave to

take the horsemen before alluded to, to he supplied

with the above-mentioned instruments and with authority

to draw Bills to the extent of a year's pay, for the

two men and myself. In conclusion, I heg to state

that, I trust to he favored with your advice and

instructions for my guidance and to them I shall

carefully attend.

Camp Bhooj

17th July 1836 I hove the honour to he

E. Pottinger

Lieutenant Artillery ott. to K.I.Horse.
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Application of Eldred Pottinger for permission

to travel into Afghanistan. The spelling end

punctuation are as given in Political Consultations

7th September 1856 Ho. 3695.

APPENDIX "B"

THE RATIFIED TREATY

Translation of a Treaty "between the English Authorities
at Oaubul and the Afghan Nobles. (Dated in the
month of Ze-vol-Kadh.)

The cause of writing this confidential paper, and

the intention of forming this unparalleled friendly

treaty, is this:- That at the present happy moment,

to put away strife and contention, and avert discord

and enmity, the representatives of the great Tnglish

nation - that is, the high olr rank and respected

Eldred Pottlnger, the ambassa or and agent of the

English Government, and General Slphinstone, the

commander of the English forces - have concluded a

comprehensive treaty containing certain articles,

which they have confided to the hands of the Afghan

nobility, that by it the chain of friendship may be

strengthened. And it has been settled that the

Afghan nobles shall give a similar writing.
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An engagement ie now made "by his Majesty Newab

Mahomed Zemaun Khan, King of Afghanistan, and Naib

Ameen-oollah Khan, and the chief nobles of Afghanistan,

whose seals are affixed to and ornament this document,

The articles of the treaty are as follow:-

Article 1. That the British troops shall speedily

quit the territories of Afghanistan and march to India,

and shall not return; and twenty-four hours after re¬

ceiving the carriage-cattle the army shall start.

Article 2. That on our part the Sirdars, Oosman

Khan and Shoojah-ool-dowlah Khan, be appointed to

accompany the before-mentioned army to the boundaries

of Afghanistan and convey it to the boundary of the

Sikh territory; so that no one shall offer molestation

on the road; and that carriage-cattle and provisions

may be procured for it.

Article 3. That the English force at Jellalabad

shall march for ^eshawur before the Oaubul army arrives,

and shall not delay on the road.

A- tide 4. Having brought the force at Ghuznee

in safety to Oaubul, under the protection of one of

the relations of Naib Ameen-oollah Khan, we will send

it to Peshawur unmolested under the care of another

trustworthy Tier son.
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Article 5. Since, according to agreement the

troops at Gandahar and other parts of Afghanistan are

to start quickly for India, and make over those

territories to our agents, we on our part appoint

trustworthy persons who may provide them with provisions

and protection, and preserve them from molestation.

Article 6. All goods and property, and stores and

cattle, "belonging to Sirdar Dost Mahomed Khan, which

may "be in the hands of the English, shall "be given up,

and none retained.

Article 7. Six English gentlemen, who remain here

as our guests, shall "be treated with courtesy. hen

the Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan and the other Afghans

shall arrive at ^eshawur, we will allow the above-

mentioned English gentlemen to depart with honour.

Article 8. After the departure of the English

army according to the treaty, should assistance against

foreign inv sion be at any time demanded, they (the

English Government) shall not delay. Between (the

Governments) friendship and good-will shall exist;

and we will not make a treaty with any but the above-

mentioned English Government. And in case the

Governor-General of India should not agree to this

proposal, we are at liberty to form an alliance with
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any other power.

..rticle 9. Should any English gentleman he un¬

avoidably detained in Caubul, e will treat him with

all respect and consideration, and on his departure

dismiss him with honour.

.Article 10. The English can take six horse-

artillery guns and three mule guns, and the rest, by

way of friendship, shall be left for our use. And

all muskets and ordnance stores in the magazine shall,

as a token of friendship, be made over to our agents.

Article 11. Such English soldiers as may be left

sick or wounded at Caubul shall be at liberty to return

to their own country on their recovery.

This is the treaty, the articles of which hove

been entered into between the nobles of the Mahomedan

faith and the distinguished gentlemen. Prom which

articles we will not deport. ritten in the month of

Ze-vol-Kadh, in the year of the Mahomedan faith 1257.

(Sealed)

SEKUNDUR KUAN.
DAR'"EESH KHAN.
ALLEE KIRN.
MAHOMED AK3AR KHAN.
MAHOMED OOGMAN KHAN
GHOLAM AIIMED KHAN.
GHOLAM MAHOMED KHAN

MAIIOMED ZEMAUN KHAN
MEER HAJEE KHAN.

KIIAN MAHOMED KHAN.
AEDOOL KHALIK KIIAN
AMEEN-OOLLAH KHAN.
MEER ASLAN KHAN.
SUMUND KHAN.
MAHOMED NASIR KHAN
ABDOOIJ.AH KHAN.
GHUFFOGR KHAN.
MEER ALTSB KHAN.
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APPENDIX "D"

The author is not res onsible for the crude blue

pencil marks in the Secret. Political and Military

Consultations records of the India Office Library.

These marks are used to indicate pages where Eldred

Pottinger is mentioned, and are made in direct

contravention of the rules of the India Office Library.
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AP ENDIX "E"

The Afghan names tend to confuse and so the

chiefs are listed here v/ith their part in the revolt.

Aminullah Khan;

Abdul!ah Khan;

Newab Zemaun;

?»!ir Musjjedee;

Osman Khan;

Mahomed Shah Khan;

Sultan Jan;

Khan Shireen Khan;

Jabbar Khan;

Zulficar Khan;

Mahomed Akbar Khan;

Dost Mahomed Khan;

one of chief conspirators.
r

with Aminullah Khan the chief
conspirator. Noted for his cruelty.

nephew of Dost Mahomed. Set up as
king by insurgents.

Kohistani chief who raised rebellion
in Nijrao and Lughmani.

nephew of Dost Mahomed, principal
chief of Kohistan.

a Ghilzai chief, implacable enemy
of the British and father-in-law
of Mahomed Akbar Khan whom he
infltienced.

a brother-in-law of Mahomed Akbor
Khan.

head of Duazilbash (Persian) tribe
in Kabul. His influence was great
and he was favourable to the British
The Quazilbashes are Shias.

brother of Dost Mahomed.

Barakzai governor of Bamian.

son of exiled Dost Mahomed and
although not an originator of the
revolt he was accepted as its leader

Berakzai king of Kabul deposed by
British in 1839 and exiled to
Ludhiana. Returned to Kabul, and
later united Kabul, Kandahar and
Herat under his rule.
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APPENDIX "F"

It may "be of interest to relate what happened

to some of ottinger's acquaintances in Afghanistan.

Kawlinson was probably the most successful and his

services were rewarded with a peerage. George

Lawrence had an interesting career but it was over¬

shadowed by that of his brothers, Ilenry and John.

John Login became a favourite adviser of Indian

princes. The mutinies of 1857 brought fame to Outram,
I

Ilevelock and John Nicholson, the last falling at the

assault of Delhi. Others did not long survive

Pottinger. In 1845 the ikh arc began and at

Mudki Sale and McCaskill were killed. D'Arcy Todd

and George Broadfoot went down before the ikh guns

at Ferozsheh three days later (December 1845). An

assassin's knife at Peshawar in 1851 ended Mockeson's

life. Perhaps the Afghans were the most successful

in the end. An interlude of stormy British occupation

did not much affect their warlike lives. Yar Mahomed

slew Kamran and ruled Herat undisturbed till his death.

Mahomed Akbar Khan poisoned himself accidentally in

1847 but Dost Mahomed lived to unite all Afghanistan

under his rule and found the Farakzai line of kings.

His descendent Zahir Shah reigns to-day at Kabul.
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APPENDIX "G"

The drawings of Pottinger, Burnes, MoNaughten

and Mahomed Akhar Khan are reproduced "by the

permission of the India Office Library.




